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Preface 

One of the most intriguing properties of every human language is its potential 

to take over elements from other languages and incorporate them into its 

structure. A crucial insight we get from the existing literature is that languages 

go through this process “unharmed” as long as they have native speakers. 

The grammar internalized by these individuals will employ its mechanisms of 

loanword adaptation, thereby continually creating sustainable linguistic 

systems.   

In the last two decades, with the advent of constraint-based approaches in 

linguistics, most prominently Optimality Theory, loanword phonology received 

more attention in phonological argumentation than ever before, turning into a 

battlefield of a big phonetics vs. phonology dispute, which, I will argue, does 

not show much potential for being resolved in any insightful way.   

In this thesis I will address the central issues of loanword phonology, in an 

attempt to create a realistic model which accounts for the crucial processes of 

loan phonology – adaptation, whereby foreign elements get modified to 

conform to equivalent native elements (while, the recipient language grammar 

remains the same) and importation, whereby non-native elements enter the 

system creating a novel stratum of the lexicon (such that the grammar is 

sensitive to it i.e. it gets changed). My intent is to establish a new agenda for 

loanword research, bridging the gap between the research into loanword 

adaptation and the special treatment of loanwords in synchronic lexica.  I will 

defend the position that loanwords invariably start their life in the recipient 

language on the periphery of the lexicon, with a special representation, which 

accounts for their ability to be related to elements from other languages (their 

“master copies”). This special representation, which follows from two lexicon-

internal forces – FAITH(LOAN) and Lexical conservatism -  makes loanwords 

more resistant to modification than other parts of the lexicon. This fact will 

enable us to explain one big paradox of loanword adaptation – the fact that 

certain structures are repaired differently in loanwords than in the native 

underlying representations (Peperkamp 2003, Peperkamp et al. 2008).  
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1. Introduction 

 

In this introduction we give a brief, theory-neutral overview of the famously 

theory-parcelled field of loanword phonology. Afterwards, we outline the goals 

of this thesis and the structure of the remaining chapters.  

 

The field of loanword phonology strives to provide answers to questions which 

arise whenever language contact leads to borrowing1. It is uncontroversial that 

borrowings usually get introduced by bilinguals, initially as code-switches, 

drawn from the lexicon of the source language (henceforth SL). However, the 

role of bilingual speakers in the phonological adaptation and the sound 

representations available to them during this process are far from clear and 

the few results based on actual bilingual production are often quoted in a one-

sided fashion (see chapter 2 and section 3.1.2.2.).  

Once the new word has started spreading among the speakers of the 

recipient language (henceforth RL), it runs more and more chance of getting 

adapted to such an extent that it starts resembling a native word, losing all the 

structures which caused it to be “flagged” as a loanword. If this happens, a 

new generation of learners will have no phonological cues to deduce the 

word’s non-native origin2.  

We have already distinguished between three stages a word goes through on 

its way from one language into another – code switch, “cued”/“flagged” 

loanword and nativized loanword. The whole agenda of loanword phonology 

can be summed up as the study of the transitions between these categories.  

It is not obvious when a word turns from a code-switch into a loanword. This 

distinction is one of the most debated issues in the modern literature on code 

switching (chapter 2). One of the most prominent characteristics distinguishing 

                                                
1 At this place, most of the introductions state that loanword phonology plays a role whenever 
the new word does not fit a pattern encountered in the recipient language. However, recent 
research has shown that languages sometimes apply “repairs” even when there is a 
UG/surface pattern in the native words which the new word could follow (for examples of such 
“unnecessary” repairs, see Peperkamp 2005).  
2 Note that even a bilingual speaker, when she encounters two similar words in her two 
languages and neither shows special behaviour within its system, will have no reason to 
assume either direction of borrowing. Nor would she benefit from making such assumptions 
(see our chapter 4). 
However, in section 3.2 and chapters 5 and 6 we revise ample evidence that perceiving 
loanwords doesn’t only have to do with their phonetic/phonological shape.  
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code-switches from borrowings (however with a limited use as diagnostic – 

see Poplack 1980) is phonological adaptation of these words to the RL. This 

is the first area in which there is a sizable corpus of modern phonological 

research, the area usually termed loanword adaptation. However, it has long 

been recognised that not all results of borrowing give native-like results. 

Consequently, adaptation processes can follow the loanword long after it was 

borrowed and it can gradually become increasingly native-like, without its 

master copy in SL playing any role in the process. Finally, loanwords can 

preserve non-native structures and build up a stable stratum within the RL 

lexicon, which can exist long after the language contact which introduced 

them has ceased. Here again there is a massive amount of literature on so-

called lexicon stratification.  

This schematic overview of the loanword trajectory makes evident that 

current approaches only target its subparts, which has led to an incomplete 

picture, with results which can hardly be translated into the more general 

theory of loanword phonology.  

The main objective of this thesis is unifying the research of loanword 

adaptation and the stratified lexica. I will argue that all the virtues of existing 

approaches can be invested in a novel, unified approach to loanword 

phonology. The central proposition defended here is that loanwords have a 

special representation in the lexicon as long as they are treated as such, an 

assumption long maintained in the literature on lexical stratification, which 

describes the last stage of loanwords’ life. We derive this representation from 

the fact that languages universally have a stratified structure and that new 

words land on outermost, most peripheral stratum of the lexicon. This position 

enables loanwords to remain immune to many restrictions which tolerate no 

exceptions in native items and accounts for their ability to be linked to their 

master copies in the SL. Clearly, since this special representation has to be 

established during acquisition, words showing no special behaviour will lose 

this representation and be perceived as native items by most speakers3.  

                                                
3 For the moment, we are refraining from a further characterisation of “special behaviour”. 
However, two important reservations are in order already. Firstly, it might very well be the 
case that not-strictly-grammatical factors (such as graphic representation) can contribute to 
the establishment of this representation. Secondly, the relation between the meta-linguistic 
tags (such as loanword, which seems to be present in every language community) and the 
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The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2 we give an 

overview of the relevant issues in the literature on code-switching, an area 

seldom discussed in the phonological literature. After having discussed the 

source from which loanword phonology gets its input, we review in chapter 3 

the existing literature on loanword phonology. The first part of this chapter 

(3.1) discusses the dispute-torn area of loanword adaptation, with its peculiar 

rules of play. In the second part of the chapter (3.2.) we discuss theories of 

lexical stratification, adding some new facts to the usual corpus of arguments 

in favour of stratified lexica. Chapter 4 gives our unifying, portal-based model 

of the loanword phonology in its theoretical form. Chapter 5 provides an 

implementation of our model, showing our view of the mappings responsible 

for loanword adaptation in bilinguals and adding the morphological treatment 

of loanwords to the agenda of loanword adaptation. Chapter 6 returns to the 

issue of lexical stratification, provides further support for the models featuring 

special Faithfulness indexed to loanwords and presents some possible 

extensions of the research field. Chapter 7 summarizes the argument 

developed in the thesis and draws up guidelines for further research. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                       
special representation in the lexicon is often assumed to be the one of equality. However, this 
has never been proven. We will address the issue of foreignness cues in section 3.2. 
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2. Bilinguals and Code-switching 

 

In this chapter we will review the relevant findings of the research into 

bilingual production. Most prominently we will examine code-switching and 

nonce borrowing4. This field is as contentious as that of loanword phonology 

and the issues under dispute have bearing on our model of loanword 

adaptation. Still, our objective will not be to take a stance on them, but to 

present the most substantiated findings and their consequences for loanword 

phonology. For this reason, we will strongly build on the research conducted 

on big corpora of spontaneous bilingual production, conducted for a 

substantial part by Shana Poplack and colleagues (for more general 

overviews, see Muysken 2000, Myers-Scotton 2002, Poplack 2004).  

Finally, it is important to note that the researchers in this field rarely consider 

phonological data. Although phonological adaptation is recognised by all 

scholars in this area as a good diagnostic for establishing that an item is a 

borrowing (and not a code-switching, see 3.2.), collecting valid data on the 

phonology of code-switching still seems to be an extremely difficult ordeal for 

methodological reasons. The main confounding factor is that bilingual 

speakers often have a foreign accent in one of the languages in question, at 

least as a part of their verbal repertoire  (see e.g. Poplack et al. 1988). This 

variety is most usually put into action in situations where code-switching is 

common (intercultural discourse). Now when features of language A appear 

on the embedded words from language B, they can either come from A or 

from the A-coloured accent in B. In order to disentangle the influences here, 

the researcher would have to decide which part of the verbal repertoire serves 

as the source for embedded elements, a decision which cannot easily be 

motivated. 

We begin by discussing a number of well-attested patterns regarding different 

categories’ susceptibility for code-switching and their consequences for the 

input to loanword adaptation in section 3.1. Section 3.2. discusses the 

structural properties of code-switched elements and the ways to determine 

                                                
4 The term nonce borrowing (introduced by Weinrich 1953/1968) is commonly used to refer to 
items which show symptoms of being borrowed into the recipient language, but occur only 
once in the investigated corpus. 
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their loanword/code-switched status. Finally, in section 3.3. we discuss the 

rare data bearing on the relation between the properties of bilingual 

communities and code-switching/borrowing. 

 

2.1. Categorical Restrictions on Code Switching 

 

2.1.1. Lexical vs. Functional Morphemes 

 

One of the most influential findings of this field is that lexical and functional 

categories are not treated on a par in code-switching. Generally speaking, 

functional morphemes from only one language are allowed in a sequence 

(often assumed to be minimally a CP). In the Matrix Language Frame (MLF) 

model developed by Carol Myers-Scotton and colleagues (Myers-Scotton 

1993, Myers-Scotton 2002) this fact is seen as central to code-switching. The 

language which provides the grammatical morphemes (or system morphemes 

in the terms used by Myers-Scotton 2002) is the Matrix language of the 

sequence, whereas the contribution of the Embedded language is limited to 

providing lexical material (or content morphemes). Depending on the relative 

acceptability of content morphemes in isolation, the grammatical morphemes 

of the Embedded language can either be omitted or lose their grammatical 

meaning.  

An example comes from Malinche Mexicano, a variety of Nahuatl, with the 

final word in Spanish. 

 

(1) 

 

In nona#ntzi#n, poderoso. 

 “As for my mother, she is powerful.” 

     (Hill&Hill 1988, via Myers-Scotton 2002) 
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The Spanish form poderoso is morphologically complex – it contains the 

masculine gender marker –o. However, masculine forms seem to serve as 

default forms in code-switching for Malinche Mexicano speakers. This shows 

that inflectional morphology is suspended in one of the languages. 

The content morpheme poderos- never occurs in isolation in Spanish. We 

interpret the fact that no novel, isolated realisations of bound morphemes are 

found in code-switching as a consequence of the fact that no morphological 

analysis is performed on elements of the imbedded language. Whatever the 

contribution of the embedded language may be, it can only consist of 

morphologically simplex chunks5. 

These examples, along with many others quoted by Myers-Scotton (2002) 

prove the general point that, independently of their command on both 

languages, speakers who perform code-switching will limit the role of the 

embedded language to providing lexical material. 

Another important finding, around which an important principle of code 

switching was formulated (Functional Head Constraint, see Belazi 1994) is 

that code-switching between functional heads and their complements is 

blocked e.g. after the complementizer6. This essentially means that, since 

functional heads can switch the Matrix language as soon as they are 

introduced, they can hardly occur in a context which would make them eligible 

for borrowing. This can be an explanation for the fact that content morphemes 

are borrowed far more frequently. 

Students of this phenomenon have offered two types of explanations for 

discrepancies between functional and lexical categories in code-switching. 

                                                
5 This does not mean that it is entirely impossible to borrow anything else than content 
morphemes. The literature on language typology and language contact (for an overview, see 
Koptjevskaja-Tamm, forthcoming) shows that “no non-lexical property can be borrowed 
unless the borrowing language already includes borrowed lexical items from the same source 
language,” (Moravcsik 1978, via Koptjevskaja-Tamm, forthcoming). This gives us a clue of 
how less regular (derivational) morphology can get “smuggled in” without bringing inflection 
with it. For instance, if Malinche Mexicano borrows the word poderoso “powerful” and the 
word poder “power” and a number of other adjective/noun pairs with the same morphemic 
structure, monolingual speakers then have good chances of analysing –oso as adjectivizer. 
This scenario seems plausible to us for the importation of loan derivational morphology in 
languages such as Dutch (Booij 2002) and English. 
However, it remains a fact that these items have to enter the language without morphological 
boundaries. 
6 The reader can verify this by comparing the two code-switch positions in the in the sentence 
He said that [1] he did not agree and [2] ran away. The code-switch is after the conjunction 
should sound much smoother. 
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Myers-Scotton (1993, 2004) assumes that the source of these differences lies 

in the fact that these two types of morphemes are universally 

produced/processed in two different ways. Muysken (2000) on the other hand, 

argues that function morphemes vary more across languages (e.g. a 

morpheme can be bound in one language, but its correspondent in the other 

language can be a free morpheme), which makes it harder for the speakers to 

establish equivalence between them. We are not aware of psycholinguistic 

research providing evidence for possible explanations of the asymmetry 

between lexical and functional elements in code-switching.  

Focusing for a moment on the consequences of lexical/functional 

asymmetries for the loanword phonology, we can make a number of 

preliminary conclusions, which restrict the possible inputs (and consequently 

outcomes) of the loanword adaptation. Since lexical morphemes can 

introduce maximally one (morphologically unanalysed) allomorph into the new 

language and full paradigms with all allomorphs are not available during the 

process, it might very well be the case that the underlying forms which are 

induced from these allomorphs are unavailable as well. Speakers simply have 

access to the surface form of the allomorph they use. This still doesn’t mean 

that we know how much phonetic detail enters the representation accessible 

to the speaker. In section 3.1 we discuss various approaches to the input of 

loanword phonology. We address this issue in our framework in chapter 5.   

 

2.1.2. Nouns are Special 

 

Single code-switched nouns7 are by far the most common items in bilingual 

production corpora (e.g. Poplack 2004). This matches the fact that most 

loanwords which occur as a result of any language contact belong to this 

category.  

It might seem that these facts have to do with the semantic/referential 

properties of nouns. However, there is ample evidence that languages often 

borrow other categories turning them into nominals. The most famous 

phenomenon are bilingual verbs (term from Muysken 2000, see also Myers 

                                                
7 We are following Friesner (2006) in avoiding the original term lone item in order to avoid the 
confusion with the homophone loan. 
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Scotton 2003). In many languages the class of verbs is not accessible to 

borrowings and foreign verbs are adopted as the construction light verb 

(meaning “to do”) + foreign verb, which can then be reanalysed as a nominal 

complement of the light verb. Turkish is such a language, which has shown 

the same pattern in contact with Dutch, German, Norwegian and Bulgarian 

(for data and discussion, see Muysken 2000 and references therein). 

Whereas foreign nouns are readily inflected in immigrant Turkish, verbs get 

adopted using the light verb yapmak. In (2) we give two examples from the 

code-switching Dutch and Norwegian. The parts in the embedded language 

are italicized. 

 

(2) 

 

Ben seninkisini lenen   yapmak istedim,   toen had ik ze al. 

I  yours    borrow-infinitive  do      wanted, then had I them already. 

“I wanted to borrow yours, but then I had them already.” 

  (Turkish/Dutch, from Backus 1996, via Myers-Scotton 2003) 

 

Studere yapmayι isterdim. 

study    do        I would like. 

“I would like to study” 

   (Turkish/Norwegian, from Türker 1993, via Muysken 2000) 

 

In Korean, on the other hand, both adjectives and verbs enter the class of 

nouns and only then derive the form that matches their original class using 

productive verbalizing and adjectivizing suffixes. In (3) we give some 

examples from Sohn (2001). 

 

(3) 

Verb     Adjective   Adverb  
 

nice   nais -ha-ta  nais -ha-n   nais -ha-ke 
kind   khaint -ha-ta  khaint -ha-n   khaint -ha-ke 

 
miry  ‘insensitivity’ miry√n-ha-ta  miry√n-ha-n   miry√n-ha-ke  
soran ‘tumult’  soran-ha-ta  soran-ha-n   soran-ha-ke 
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As can be seen, English adjectival stems are treated on a par with native 

nouns.  

As we will discuss in chapter 6, the fact that code-switching (and consequently 

borrowing) is often restricted to certain classes of words has far-reaching 

consequences for the internal dynamics of the lexicon fed by borrowing. This 

is especially important in conjunction with the fact that the categories to which 

borrowings are often restricted (nouns, content words) are the ones which 

have independently been indicated as categories tolerating the most marked 

structures in languages (Smith 1997). We return to the issue of core/periphery 

differences in section 3.2. 

 

2.2. Structural Restrictions - Code-Switching vs. Borrowing 

 

The researchers of bilingual production who worked on corpora of 

spontaneous speech encountered a major classification problem – how to 

distinguish a code-switched element from a nonce borrowing. Poplack & 

Meechen (1998) and Poplack (2004) give an overview of the studies which 

show that this issue arises in most cases of mixed discourse, given the fact 

that single word switches are by far the most common instantiations of it. We 

have already mentioned that phonological criteria are notoriously difficult to 

establish in such cases. That is why obligatory morphology was widely used 

as a diagnostic (for methodology see Poplack & Meechan 1998, for empirical 

data see e.g. Adalar & Tagliamonte 1998 for Turkish-English, Eze 1998 for 

Igbo-English, Mustafawi 2002 for Arabic-English, Budzhak-Jones&Poplack 

1997 for Ukrainian-English, Sankoff et al. 1990 for Tamil-English and Poplack 

et al. 1987 for Finnish-English code-switching). In order to illustrate this 

phenomenon, in (4) we quote an example from Budzhak-Jones&Poplack 

(1997). 
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(4) 

  

 

In the sentence above, the case endings, obligatory in Ukrainian, are attached 

to the English stem car, and the Ukrainian perfective verb was derived from 

the stem start. 

The main result of the studies focusing on the morphology on single code-

switched items is that these items follow the pattern of established loanwords 

(and native items) in the recipient language. From this fact the authors draw 

two conclusions - firstly, that lone items should be analysed as borrowings 

and not code-switches and secondly, that nonce borrowings (i.e. the ones 

which show rarely in the corpus) show little difference from integrated 

borrowings.  

Interestingly, the authors postulate phonological, morphological and syntactic 

adaptation as differential features of borrowings (e.g. Poplack and Meechan 

1995), but they do not make any claims about the items’ representation in the 

lexicon of the recipient language. In this case they do not state the ultimate 

consequence of their conclusion – if the single code-switched items are 

borrowings, they receive a (temporary) representation in the recipient 

language. Given what we know about classes of words which can be code-

switched/borrowed this means that minimally all nouns from one language can 

receive such a representation in the other language. This actually seems to be 

the underlying assumption of these authors. So, in Sankoff et al. 1990 we 

read: 

“That nonce borrowing has access to all the content words in the lexicon of 
the donor language, in contrast to the restricted stock of established loans, 
does not mean that it is an intermediate process situated somewhere between 
code-switching and borrowing in the more traditional sense. The 
morphological and syntactic roles of nonce loans are identical to those of 
established loans, and as processes, the two of them contrast sharply from 
code-switching.” (p. 98) 
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This picture can also be read off the graph in (5), which we quote from 

Poplack et al. (1987). Note that the all the content words are eligible for nonce 

borrowings. 

 
(5) 
 

 

We will review some additional evidence for this view in section 5.1.1. 

 

There have been different views on the status of nonce borrowings as well. So 

Muysken (2000) claims that single items (instantiations of insertional code-

mixing in his terminology) are different in that they are not “listed” in the sense 

of being “part of a memorized list which has gained acceptance within a 

particular speech community” (p. 71). This distinction, which takes the 

interlocutor into account, should be taken seriously. However, there seems to 

be evidence (see next section) that bilinguals adapt their nonce borrowings to 

the level acceptable in the community, so that in nonce borrowing the 

interlocutor is already assumed to have the used item among her “listed” 

items.  
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2.3. Bilingual Communities and Borrowing 

 

Most of the scholars describing bilingual communities devoted some attention 

to the conventions concerning overt flagging of switched items, such as using 

metalinguistic comments and pauses (as opposed to smooth code-switch 

described for the New York Puerto Rican community in Poplack 1980) and the 

amount of foreign material which gets embedded (for a classification see 

Poplack 2004).  

However, very few claims are made regarding the relation between type of 

bilingual community and the patterns expected to emerge in the recipient 

language as the result of borrowing.  

The most influential statements in this area were made by Einar Haugen, half 

a century or longer ago (Haugen 1950, 1956, 1969). Haugen differentiates 

between three types of bilingual communities with different types of borrowing. 

During the pre-bilingual period, speakers adapt loanwords to the native 

patterns without establishing regular patterns. The period of childhood 

bilingualism introduces more regular adaptations and some sounds from the 

donor language. Finally, in the period of adult bilingualism the loanwords are 

produced systematically and with many non-adaptations. 

It should be noted that Haugens’s generalisations were made based on the 

developments in immigrant languages in the US, in communities which all 

eventually switched to English. There seem to be two axes along which 

Haugen’s scenario proceeds – the duration of contact (which brings 

regularity8) and higher proficiency in SL (which brings more non-adaptations). 

These two aspects are inseparable in the communities observed by Haugen, 

but their conceptual separation is essential if we are to compare most of the 

contact situations in the modern world, characterised by long-term pre-

bilingual communities. In such cases speakers establish what Haugen calls 

“interlingual identification” (Haugen 1956: 44) – one-to-one mappings between 

SL and RL elements, which provide a steady adaptation strategy for SL each 

                                                
8 A terminological caveat is in place here. The irregularity contingent to the initial period of 
bilingualism should not be confused with the variation which characterises the early life of 
borrowings.  
Haugen (e.g. 1956: 55) argues that the latter type of irregularity stems from the speaker’s 
awareness of the origin of the borrowed item, which wears out with time.  
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structure. This concept will be crucial in our analysis of loanword adaptation. 

We will turn back to it in chapters 4 and 5. 

Although based on observations in a limited number of similar communities, 

Haugen’s data do receive confirmation in the recent literature. 

So the results from a study of Spanish loanwords in Nahuatl, presented in San 

Giacomo & Peperkamp 2008, show that higher occurrence of non-adaptations 

correlates with higher community bilingualism, not with individual bilingualism. 

In other words, bilinguals perform less adaptation if their interlocutors are 

more proficient in the SL. Paradis & LaCharité (2004) arrive at the same 

conclusion in a study of the influence of English on Quebec French. 

Furthermore, Paradis & LaCharité (2004) also found that during the initial 

period of the language contact there were more irregular adaptations (false 

analogies in their terms). 
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2.4. Summary of the Chapter and Further Development 

 

In this chapter we have reviewed the existing literature on bilingual production. 

We have shown that code-switching processes restrict the input to loanword 

phonology in a number of relevant ways. Firstly, content words, especially 

nouns, are the privileged categories in this process, whereas function words 

and morphemes are the cross-linguistically dis-preferred loci of code-

switching. Secondly, code-switching does not tolerate morphologically 

complex embedded elements and inflections usually get reanalysed as a part 

of the stems they are attached to. The fact that paradigms of embedded items 

are not available provides us with an important cue as to the nature of the 

input for loanwords adaptation. From the analysis of lone embedded items in 

bilingual discourse, we have learnt that nonce borrowings show very similar 

patterns to the matrix language items, indicating that the occurrence of single 

embedded words leads to fast borrowing and that in bilinguals whole classes 

of words can be eligible for this process. Finally, we have seen that the 

sociolinguistic literature points to two aspects of community bilingualism which 

might influence the type of borrowings encountered in the recipient language. 

Firstly, higher proficiency increases the number of non-adapted items both in 

bilingual’s production and in the resultant corpus of borrowings. Secondly, the 

correspondences between the SL and RL items become more regular, as the 

contact lasts longer. These findings will play an important role in the creation 

of our model of loanword adaptation, which we present in chapter 4. Before 

that, in Chapter 3, we turn to the contentious field on loanword phonology, as 

it presently is. 
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3. State of the Art – The Two Fields of Loanword Phonology 

 

In this chapter we review the existing literature on loanword phonology, 

stressing its major findings and shortcomings, and preparing the stage for our 

model of loanword phonology.  

Current research into loanword phonology still seems to be influenced by 

Haugen's famous claim that borrowing is “strictly a process and not a state” 

(Haugen 1950). Following this distinction, the field of loanword phonology is 

still somewhat unnaturally split into two subfields – loanword adaptation 

processes are considered separately from the synchronic lexica they 

contribute/give rise to. This division has taken its methodological toll 

especially in the former line of research, which has spent the last decennia 

entangled in the quest for “most common” grounds underlying loanword 

adaptation, using before/after pairs of borrowed words as data. Consequently, 

there has been very little place for a discussion of the type/quality of the L1/L2 

lexicon from which actual borrowers first take the before-form, or of the L1 

lexicon in which the after-form ended up, and the dynamics of loanword 

adaptation after a word has entered another lexicon.  

We will discuss the two subfields separately in this chapter. Section 3.1. 

discusses various approaches to loanword adaptation. In section 3.2. we turn 

to research into synchronic lexica. 

  

3.1. Approaches to Loanword Adaptation  

 

The existing literature on loanword adaptation shares one important 

assumption about its explicandum - that it can be reduced to a single 

process, its input being the word in the source language and its output being 

the word in the recipient language. This assumption is far from trivial, since it 

runs counter to the fact that there are minimally three types of speakers 

involved in the transfer, presumably with different internalised 

grammars/lexica:  

(1) monolingual speakers of the SL, 

(2) bilingual speakers (with various degrees of proficiency in both 

languages) 
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(3) monolinguals speakers of the RL.    

In order to reconcile their theories with this reality, most approaches have 

designated variously defined bilinguals as the agents of the loanword 

adaptation (for very explicit statements, see Silverman 1992 and 

LaCharité&Paradis 2002, Paradis&LaCharité 2004), concentrating all the 

processes in this group of speakers. Other approaches are less explicit in 

locating the processes in particular groups of speakers and focus on more 

abstract modelling which gives correct predictions (see e.g. Peperkamp et al. 

2008, Boersma&Hamann 2009). In the overview of various approaches, we 

will attempt to make explicit the various views of this aspect of loanword 

adaptation.    

Since loanword phonology is seen as a single process, the data used in the 

argumentation are before and after pairs of borrowed words, and the goal of 

loanword adaptation phonology is then to establish what transforms the 

before-form into the after-form. Clearly, this goal is reached more 

economically if whatever is responsible for loanword adaptation can be 

reduced to something already defined and independently necessitated.  

Since the seminal article by Silverman (1992), it has been recognized that 

what a word passes through on its way into a language has to do with (a) 

perception as influenced by the native language and (b) the grammar of the 

recipient language. In the following years most researchers have argued that 

one of the two is the “basic” source underlying loanword adaptation, 

attempting to show that the other source has a peripheral role. This 

simplification battle is fought on two fields – on the one side, the input to 

loanword adaptation has been argued to be either purely phonetic or purely 

phonological, whereas on the other side the same claims were made about 

the adaptation processes. In order to present the modern research climate 

in loanword adaptation properly, we first present the approach introduced by 

Silverman, which is still one of the most quoted references in the field. 
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3.1.0. Multiple Scansions – Silverman (1992)   

 

Silverman’s article, standing alone at the beginning, had a crucial role in 

establishing the discourse of modern loanword phonology.  

At the very beginning Silverman defines the goals of loanword phonology: 

 

“In loanword phonology we seek to uncover the processes by which the speakers 

processing one phonological system perceive, apply native representational 

constraints on, and ultimately produce forms which have been generated by a 

different phonological system.” (p. 289) 

 

There are two characteristics of this mission statement which require further 

comment. Firstly, the only speakers interesting to loanword phonology as 

conceived of by Silverman are the speakers of the recipient language who are 

able to “process the phonological system” of the source language, whereas all 

the other speakers are of no interest. Secondly, the definition seems to 

describe an automatic process which takes place within any speaker who is 

using a foreign word in a native context without a known precedent, thereby 

providing a good native-like word without any traces of foreignness. In other 

words, since all the work is done by the first-case bilinguals, it is not only true 

that other speakers do nothing interesting for loanword phonology – they are 

doing nothing at all with loanwords and their possible awareness of the foreign 

origin of some words is metalinguistic and epiphenomenal. The methodology 

used in the paper confirms that this indeed reflects Silverman’s picture of 

loanword phonology – he uses elicited forced-choice preference responses as 

equally informative as existing loanwords.  

Now, having restricted loanword phonology in this way, Silverman discusses 

two crucial issues related to it - the nature of the input and the nature of the 

levels (neither of which is reducible to the grammar) through which every 

input is taken in order to arrive at the resultant form. This distinction is an 

important attainment in Silverman 1992, often lost in subsequent research. 

The discussion of the general issues has one important methodological quirk, 

however, which was inherited in later theories - Silverman uses data from only 

one language-contact, English loanwords in Cantonese. Silverman does 
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stress that Cantonese is suitable because of the fact that there are very few 

native alternations, so that the grammar (then conceived of as a collection of 

rules visible from alternations) can clearly be distinguished from what happens 

to English words. However, the discussion of data from a single language pair 

became the most common procedure until today. 

Discussing the input for the loanword phonology, Silverman makes a case for 

the assumption that “loanwords do not come equipped with their own 

phonological representation”, but rather as a “superficial non-linguistic signal”.  

So, for instance, the distinction between aspirated and non-aspirated plosives, 

non-phonemic in English, but phonemic in Cantonese, remains preserved in 

the relevant words (tie > [thay], but motor > [mo.ta]). This fact necessitates a 

representation of the input for loanword phonology richer than the underlying 

representation in English monolinguals. An important question left 

unanswered by Silverman is the exact source of these forms and whether the 

speakers base their pronunciation on their own English forms or some other 

source. In his discussion of the treatment of the English /r/, he mentions that 

“Cantonese forms are based upon British pronunciation”. Although this does 

not take us much further in constructing a general theory of input to loanword 

phonology, it seems to suffice for Silverman’s purposes, since all phonetic 

detail assumed in the input will get pruned away by the Cantonese 

representational restrictions which come into play at the first scansion.    

At this point the word enters the loanword phonology, with the first stop at the 

Perceptual Level (at which Scansion One applies). At this level the incoming 

words are changed so that they conform to the “native segment and tonal 

inventory constraints”. Afterwards, the word proceeds to the Operative Level 

(Scansion Two) and the “native phonotactic constraints and preferences” 

have their say. In order to prove that multiple scansions are necessary, 

Silverman gives pairs of example pairs such as [phi.lin] “print” ~ [phEn.ta] 

“printer” in which the same acoustic material [p®Int] has different 

correspondents. He assumes that at the Perceptual Level, the initial cluster of 

both words is interpreted as [pl] and that the further destiny of the liquid is 
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decided at the Operative Level, where a prosodic tendency – Cantonese 

seems to prefer bisyllabic words - decides between deletion and epenthesis9.  

 

 (6) Silverman’s model of loanword adaptation 

 

(from Silverman 1992) 

 

The terminological solutions for the two levels have had unforeseen 

consequences for the further development of the theory, especially the less 

unmotivated term “perceptual”. Silverman does quote a study on perception in 

bilinguals (Elman et al. 1977) which shows that Spanish/English speakers’ 

perception of a p/b continuum is influenced by the language in which the 

experiment is set. This leads him to conclude that perception of foreign 

material is “language-set dependent”. There seems to be an additional 

stipulation that segmental and tonal sets fall under this level, whereas, say, 

the inventory of syllable onsets plays a role on the higher level (see footnote 

9). However this might be, Silverman does not provide any evidence for his 

                                                
9 One could argue that the division of tasks between the levels in Silverman’s model is directly 
falsified by the results of subsequent research showing that segmental perception can be 
influenced by native phonotactics (Hallé et al. 1998; Dupoux et al. 1999). However, since the 
exact source of the SL forms is not clear, the counterargument could be that words such as 
print and printer are bound to have a common representation or related representations in 
proficient bilinguals, who are assumed to be the single agents of borrowing in Silverman's 
model. 
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prediction that bilinguals actually merge, say, English [®] and [l] in perception 

(even of their own English produced forms) only when they are speaking 

Cantonese. What’s more, many formulations in the text show that the 

processes relegated to the Perceptual Level have more to do with 

representation than with perception. So in a definition of the principles on the 

Perceptual Level he states: 

  

 Perceptual Uniformity Hypothesis  

At the Perceptual Level, the native segment inventory constrains segmental 

representation in a uniform fashion, regardless of string position. (p. 297) 

   

This formulation implies that Silverman’s Perceptual Level is actually seen as 

adjustment to the native segmental system, rather than as cross-linguistic 

perception. 

Furthermore, discussing the r/l-merger, Silverman states that “speakers are 

only equipped to represent the native feature matrix which most closely 

approximates the system’s sole liquid”. Clearly, the term “perceptual” was 

selected somewhat arbitrarily and nothing in Silverman’s theory depends on it. 

The term “operative”, on the other hand, was selected to emphasise that the 

processes on this level are grammar-like (because it can be formalized in 

terms of rules), but crucially non-grammatical in that native words  never 

undergo the described alternations. In other words, for Silverman, the 

Operative Level functions as a loanword-specific grammar.   

In sum, Silverman establishes the agenda of loanword adaptation phonology 

and answers the crucial questions. For him, the input to the loanword 

phonology is the phonetic signal, which goes through two scansions – a 

perceptual one and an operative one, after which the new native-like form is 

attained and the new word can be integrated into the lexicon of the recipient 

language without further ado.  

The agenda established by Silverman was followed in almost all subsequent 

research. The researchers have made attempts to reduce the two-layered 

picture of the loanword adaptation. We first turn to the models which derive 

the relevant properties of the adaptation processes from the nature of their 

input. Afterwards, we will address the approaches which emphasise the role 
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of the processes themselves, trying to reduce them to the established 

grammar with some non-crucial modifications which have to be made in order 

for unusual, foreign languages to be treated. 

 

3.1.1. The Research Climate  - The Big Input War  

 

The modern discourse of research into loanword adaptation has been marked 

by one big dispute, partially initiated by Silverman (1992) – the one 

concerning the input to loanword adaptation. We call this dispute the Big 

Input War. Consequently, two extreme views were defined, in which the 

whole process of loanword adaptation is determined by the nature of the 

input. On the one side, following and extending Silverman’s assumptions, the 

group around Sharon Peperkamp and Emmanuel Dupoux sees the input to 

loanword adaptation as so phonetically concrete that the only possible 

process it can go through is perception, in which all the relevant 

malformations occur. On the other extreme, the group around Carole Paradis 

and Darlene LaCharité assumes the input to be so phonologically abstract 

that the processes it goes through involve abstract-to-abstract 

transformations, guided by preservation considerations, which can hardly be 

related to the processes “regular” abstract inputs go through in phonology and 

consequently require loanword-specific principles.  

The Big Input War has affected all research conducted in the area, having 

the positive effect that the researchers had to take a stance on the issue at 

stake. However, most of the remaining approaches, even the ones assuming 

one type of input, still allowed the grammar of the recipient language to play a 

crucial in the analysis of the adaptation processes. These approaches all see 

loanword adaptation as an extension of the grammar, i.e. as yet another field 

at which the theory of grammar can be shown to have its effect. It is not 

surprising that all these approaches are based on Optimality Theory 

(Prince&Smolensky 1993, Kager 1999).  

Based on the picture of the research climate we just presented, we will 

discuss the two types of approaches separately. The participants in the Great 

Input War, which we term input-based approaches, are discussed in section 
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3.1.2. The grammar-based approaches are discussed in section 3.1.3. In 

3.1.4 we summarize the picture of the field we have presented. 

 

3.1.2. Input-based accounts 

 

The decision to put the two extremes in the same category and contrast them 

with the milder views might seem somewhat quirky. However, the two input-

based approaches converge in many aspects of their research agenda. 

So the basic assumption underlying the dispute is that there is one, basic, 

natural way loanwords can get adapted, whereas the other scenarios are 

derived, secondary and uninformative.  

A brief inspection of the discourse in the field shows that the authors from 

both of these traditions massively discuss work by the authors of the other 

tradition, reanalysing their best examples as results of confounding factors. By 

now, the two approaches have developed default explanations of the 

counterexamples to their own theories. So, if there is a residue of 

phonological mapping in the corpus analysed by perception-based 

researchers, they are readily explained as orthographic influences (see e.g. 

Iverson 2005, Vendelin&Peperkamp 2006). On the other side of the scale, 

perceptual effects, termed “naïve phonetic approximations” in the phonemic 

categorisation-based literature, are seen as rare attempts of monolingual 

speakers to perform the type of adaptation normally performed by bilinguals 

(the only competent borrowers), when those insert non-adapted SL items into 

the RL discourse (Paradis & LaCharité 2009).  

Finally, both approaches carefully select language data which they explore in 

order to confirm their hypotheses. So, for example the Cantonese sub-

phonemic substitution of English voiceless obstruents (discussed by 

Silverman 1992, see 3.1.0.) is the hobbyhorse of the perception-based 

authors, whereas the Mandarin substitution, in which the aspiration is 

irrelevant, is discussed by phonemic categorisation-based authors (see 

Paradis & Tremblay 2008).   

 Now we turn to the perception-based account of loanword adaptation, 

which has gained popularity in the recent years and may well be considered 
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the most influential at the present moment with the fastest growing body of 

empirical research supporting it. 

 

3.1.2.1. Perception-based model 

 

The perception-based model (Peperkamp & Dupoux 2003, 

Vendelin&Peperkamp 2004, Peperkamp 2005, Peperkamp et al. 2008, 

Peperkamp et al. in preparation) is usually labelled “psycholinguistic” by its 

authors. This model makes two important assumptions: 

(1) that the input to loanword adaptation is unclassified phonetic signal 

and 

(2) that most relevant distortions of the foreign elements occur during 

“phonetic decoding” (= perception), before there is any mapping to 

phonological representations, which means that loanwords adaptation it 

extragrammatical.  

In the figure in (7) we give a schematic representation of this model from 

Peperkamp et al. (2008). 

 (7) Perception-based model of loanword adaptation 
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In this model loanword adaptation has no overlap with phonological 

(production) grammar, so it actually predicts that languages can treat the 

same structures in foreign inputs differently than it does in domestic 

underlying representations (contra standard grammar-based models, see 

3.1.3.). Indeed, as one type of evidence for their model, these authors 

emphasize that there are languages which exert this type of patterns 

(Peperkamp et al. 2008 quote examples from 7 languages)10.  

A second type of evidence presented in support of this approach shows, 

focussing on the nature of the input, that adaptation processes can make sub-

phonemic differences in the source language categorical in the recipient 

language (contra phonemic categorisation-based approach). So, to add 

another example, Korean consequently adapts instantiations of English [s] as 

either lax /s/ or tense /s’/ depending on its relative length in different positions 

(Kim 1999, Kim & Curtis 2002, Iverson & Lee 2007). Consequently, [s] in a 

cluster with an obstruent, being shorter, gets adapted as a lax /s/ (stop > 

siÚthop, fast > phasiÚtiÚ), whereas in other postions it becomes a tense /s’/ 

(single > s’ingiÚl, bus > pus’iÚ, dance > tens’iÚ). 

Finally, the most crucial type of evidence is collected from experiments on 

cross-linguistic perception which show that speakers actually “hear” repairs 

typically assigned to loan phonology (contra all the “phonological 

approaches”). There is ample evidence for so-called perceptual 

assimilation11. So Dupoux et al. (2008) found that even proficient L2 

speakers of Spanish with French as L1 are unable to perceive position of 

stress in disyllabic words. The same is true for insertion of elements into the 

input – Dupoux et al. (1999) and Dehaene-Lambertz et al. (2000) show that 

Japanese listeners are unable to distinguish between forms with consonant 

clusters and the ones with inserted vowel (e.g. ebzo vs. ebuzo). Peperkamp et 

al (in progress) show that Japanese and Brazilian Portuguese speakers 

                                                
10 Interestingly, the authors do not comment on the fact that in all the examples, the foreign 
input is better preserved (usually by means of epenthesis) than the native UR, a fact which 
does not follow from their theory. This widely attested pattern has been termed “epenthetic 
bias” and it played an important role in the argumentation within the other lines of research 
(see sections 3.1.3.2. and 4.2. for our discussion). 
11 In this aspect perception-based approaches strongly builds on the Perceptual Assimilation 
Model (PAM), based on psycholinguistic research by Catherine Best and her colleagues (e.g., 
Best et al. 1995; Best et al 2001) 
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“perceive” epenthetic vowels when none are present in the input and even 

when the coarticulation cues of other vowels are present.  

In a carefully designed experiment, Peperkamp et al. 2008 tried to put next to 

each other a phonetic and a phonological explanation of a phenomenon. In 

Japanese, English /n/ in coda position gets adopted as a moraic nasal 

consonant - pen > /peN/. French coda-/n/, however, gets resolved by 

gemination and epenthesis Cannes [kan] > [kannµ], whereas nasal vowels 

become combinations of vowel and a moraic nasal consonant - Caen [ka)] > 

[kaN].  

Now Peperkamp et al. test two explanations: 

(1) Different adaptations are due to the fact that French makes the 

distinction between oral and nasal vowels phonemically – a 

phonological account. 

(2) French final [n] is longer and more often released – a phonetic 

account. 

In order to pit the two accounts against each other, native speakers of 

Japanese were asked to perform a forced-choice identification task – they had 

to match nonce words pronounced by American English and French speakers 

with a number of options, each containing either a final moraic nasal or a 

sequence of a nasal stop and the vowel µ. Since all the speakers applied 

perceptual epenthesis significantly more often when exposed to French 

inputs, the authors concluded that the phonetic explanation was proved 

correct.   

There are a number of possible objections to these conclusions, which the 

authors did not address in their discussion of the results. Firstly, the 

experiment puts the subjects exactly in the situation which never occurs in 

actual borrowing – since all the possible solutions in the identification task had 

either a moraic nasal consonant or an epenthetic vowel, the subjects’ 

attention was focussed on the word final elements (so the options for [dEbipin] 

were: dEbipin - dEbipiin - dEbipinu - dEbipinnu - dEbipiinu - dEbipiinnu) and, 

expectedly, they found that there are two types of inputs and did the matching. 

Real-life borrowers are never confronted with such a task. Secondly, an 
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important argument for the phonological explanation of the real-life adaptation 

pattern has been glossed over – the distinction between oral and final nasals 

is a crucial aspect of speaking French as a second language, since it does not 

only encode the difference between words, but also plays an important role in 

the grammar (cf. bõ “good, masculine” and bon “good, feminine”). This 

increases the chance that the distinction between oral and nasal vowels in 

French will constitute a part of the language training, which can make the 

bilingual speakers, who introduce the first instantiation of the borrowing into 

Japanese, additionally sensitive to this difference.  

Arguing against alleged cases of phonemic correspondences in loanwords 

adaptation, these authors have recognised another potential source of 

adaptations – orthographic information. Experimental research which proves 

that presentation of written sources can influence the outcome of online 

adaptation (Vendelin & Peperkamp 2006, Kaneko & Iverson, forthcoming). 

These results are then used to reanalyse the cases in which phonemic 

correspondences were claimed to play a role. For example, Spanish speakers 

have been argued to have the inclination, due to VOT values, to hear both 

voiced and voiceless-aspirated stops in English as Spanish voiceless stops, a 

prediction which is borne out in early learners of English with Spanish as L1 

(see LaCharité & Paradis 2002, 2005 and references therein). However, 

English borrowings into Spanish always have voiced correspondents for 

English voiced obstruents (basebol > [besbçl] and not *[pespçl]). LaCharité & 

Paradis conclude that there has to be a mapping between the two phonemic 

systems. However, Iverson (2005) develops an argument which attempts to 

falsify LaCharité & Paradis’s prediction on theoretical grounds and relegate 

the patterns in question to orthographic correspondences, which are 

internalised by proficient learners of English.  

Although this might seem a peculiar addendum to the otherwise straight-

forward theory, providing a backup source of adaptations, it actually does cut 

ice in the present discourse of the field – second language acquisition is 

inseparable from literacy in the modern world, which limits the space in which 

the proponents of phonemic correspondences could find cases of phoneme-
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to-phoneme pairings in which the influence of orthography cannot be 

adduced.  

Finally, there are a number of issues which this approach does not address. 

The authors seem to be reluctant to translate the central dogma (“loanword 

adaptation is L1 perception”) into actual contact situations, so there are very 

few statements about the actual agents of the loanword adaptation. This 

seems like a symptomatic hiatus to us, since language contact situations are 

not quite about cross-linguistic perception. So, this model still seems to rely on 

Silverman (1992)’s assumptions that native language perception in SL/RL 

bilinguals is equivalent to that of RL monolinguals once they are speaking RL.  

It should be noted as well, that most of the data adduced in support for this 

approach come from contact situations in which most of the speakers of the 

RL have very limited command of the SL and little exposure to it as spoken by 

native speakers (Korean, Japanese, French). This means that on the 

language community level, the contact situation in these languages is closer 

to cross-linguistic perception - even if all bilingual speakers maintain the 

native-like form of the new words, the rest of the language community will 

have all the chances of performing perceptual assimilations. 

We have already mentioned the epenthetic bias – the cross-linguistic 

tendency to save illegal structures by epenthesis rather than deletion of 

segments. Although these accounts have offered no straightforward account 

for ubiquitous epenthesis, it seems to us that the proponents of this theory can 

again resort to the secondary source of adaptations – in all the cases we 

know about, the speakers can be argued to have been biased to perceive and 

consequently preserve certain elements because they were in the written 

input.  

Finally, Paperkamp et al. 2008  briefly address non-adaptations – instances of 

structures illegal in the recipient language which still get preserved, which are 

outside of the scope of their theory at the moment, but should be accounted 

for in the future. It seems to us that the perception-based model would have to 

give up on some of its central tenets in order to accommodate for non-

adaptations. Especially hard to account for would be the variation and gradual 

assimilation to the native patterns which are contingent to the existence of 

non-adaptations (Nessly 1971, Holden 1976). Crucially, these processes of 
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post hoc adaptation show the same patterns as initial adaptation, yet they 

cannot all be ascribed to perception and occur in items which do have an 

established phonological representation in the lexicon.  

Hoping that this approach will go through the necessary transformations which 

will enable it to account for a broader corpus of data in an insightful way, we 

move on to the other extreme – the phonemic categorisation-based accounts.  

 

3.1.2.3. Phonemic Categorization-based approaches 

 

Accounts based on phonemic categorization (Paradis & LaCharité 2001, 

Paradis & Thibeault 2004, LaCharité & Paradis 2002, 2005) are built around 

the central assumption that bilinguals, the agents of borrowing, access the SL 

words’ abstract categories and map them onto L1 categories, preserving as 

much of the featural information as possible, even when the result misses the 

phonetically closest target.  

The assumption concerning the role of bilinguals leads to the claim that 

“bilinguals, not monolinguals, borrow loanwords and control their adaptation, 

regardless of the number of bilinguals in the community” (Paradis & LaCharité 

2004, emphasis MS). 

These authors include numerous references to sociolinguistic research (see 

our Chapter 2), confirming that bilingual speakers introduce borrowings into 

the speech community. However, we haven’t been able to find any 

confirmation for the claim that bilinguals actually have the leading role in the 

adaptation of the words they introduce12. What one does find in the code-

switching literature are methodological reservations in this respect, due to 

bilinguals’ verbal repertoire i.e. influence of accents as a confounding factor 

(see 2.2).   

In order to manipulate the abstract structures which serve as its input, 

loanword phonology developed within this framework makes use of a number 

of formalisms which are almost exclusively applied to loanword phonology. 

This framework was named the Theory of Constraints and Repair Strategies 

                                                
12 As noted by Sharon Peperkamp (p.c.) it can just as well be the case that bilinguals 

reproduce the SL form as accurately as possible, which then creates the cross-linguistic 
perception situation. 
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(TCRS, see Paradis 1993, Paradis & LaCharité 1993 and Paradis et al. 1993). 

In (8) we give a synopsis of the central formalisms in this approach (based on 

the formulations in Paradis & LaCharité 1997). 

(8) 

Repair strategy 
A universal, non-contextual phonological operation that is triggered 
by the violation of a phonological constraint, and which inserts or 
deletes content or structure to ensure conformity to the violated 
constraint. 
 
Preservation Principle 
Segmental information is maximally preserved within the limits of the 
Threshold Principle. 
 
Threshold Hypothesis/Principle 
(a) All languages have a tolerance threshold to the amount of repair 
needed to enforce segment preservation. 
(b) This threshold is the same for all languages: two steps (or two 
repairs) within a given constraint domain. 
 
 
Minimality Principle 
(a) A repair strategy must apply at the lowest phonological level to 
which the violated constraint refers. 
(b) Repair must involve as few strategies (steps) as possible. 
 
Phonological Level Hierarchy 
metrical level >> syllabic level >> skeletal level >> root node >> feature with a 
dependent >> feature without a dependent 
 
Precedence Convention 
In a situation involving two or more violated constraints, priority is 
given to that constraint referring to the highest phonological level of 
the PLH. 
 

 

     (from Paradis & LaCharité 1997) 

 

The reader will notice that this approach is similar to Optimality Theory in that 

it is constraint-based, yet essentially different from it in that it lacks OT’s 

surface-oriented component13.  

                                                
13 The authors of this line of research have formulated two arguments for the superiority of 
their approach with respect to OT. Firstly, Paradis (1995) argues that OT cannot replace the 
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This is a consequence of the fact that this approach manipulates abstract 

units. Crucially, phonemes of one language become phonemes of the other 

language and only then can they be mapped onto surface forms. This 

assumed precedence makes loanword adaptation disparate from “regular” 

phonology in this approach. 

With the possible exception of the Threshold principle, the formalisms we 

have just presented seem very reasonable assumptions to many modern 

phonologists, once one has accepted that there is a transfer of abstract units 

from one language to the other. It is in this sense that we argue that this 

approach is just as input-based as the one described in the previous section. 

Another important property of research within this approach is that it is highly 

dependent on the assumed representations – note that in this case not only 

the languages in contact have to receive an adequate representation, the 

model also has to give answers as to the universal feature inventory, 

necessary for a successful transmission. This might be the reason that this 

line of research usually does not display its specific predictions of outcomes of 

loanword adaptation, which should be available just based on the two native 

phonologies. What these authors usually use as crucial arguments are the 

famous counts of phonemic and phonetic repairs in various corpora of 

loanword adaptation (see e.g. LaCharité & Paradis 2005). 

Below we give the relevant definitions for making this distinction.  

 

(9) 

Loanword adaptation is generally based on the L2 (not the L1) referenced 
perception of L2 phoneme categories (because borrowers are bilingual and have 
simultaneous access to both codes at the time of the borrowing). 
 

Difference between naive and intentional phonetic approximation: intentional 
phonetic approximation (importation/non-adaptation), which is characteristic of 
bilinguals, introduces L2 sounds and structures into L1 whereas naive phonetic 
approximation, which is characteristic of monolinguals, does not. 
 

                                                                                                                                       
Threshold Principle. This indeed seems to be the case, since nothing in OT can count steps 
in the way TS does. Note, however, that this principle is stipulated based on the data from two 
languages (Paradis&LaCharité 1997) and criticized on empirical grounds by Rose (1999). The 
second objection is that segmental Faithfulness is not able to account for cases in which 
deletion and epenthesis occur in the same language, depending on the relevant structure, 
since the ranking of the relevant constraints (Paradis 1995 discusses Parse segment and Fill) 
always favours one. This objection does not hold of fine-grained versions of Faithfulness, 
which can refer to particular features.  
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Criteria for identifying naive phonetic approximation 
A. Phoneme non-perception (resulting in phoneme deletion): an L2 phoneme is deleted 
because it is not perceived by L1 borrowers. 
B. Incorrect phoneme categorization (phoneme mismatching) 
1. perceptual confusion (due to perceptual proximity) 
a. licit phoneme-to-phoneme mismatching: an L2 phoneme that is 
permitted in L1 nonetheless changes phoneme category in 
loanword adaptation because the phonetic cues associated with 
the L2 phoneme relate to a different L1 phoneme; 
b. illicit phoneme-to-phoneme mismatching: an L2 phoneme that 
does not occur in L1 is adapted to the perceptually, rather than 
phonologically, closest L1 phoneme. 
2. level confusion (mistaking variants for phonemes and vice versa) 
a. variant-to-phoneme mismatching: an L2 phonetic variant is 
identified as phonemic in L1; 
b. phoneme-to-variant mismatching: an L2 phoneme is identified as 
a phonetic variant of a different phoneme in L1. 
   

      (from Paradis & LaCharité 2004) 

 

Interestingly, the authors never report any problems or dilemmas in the 

implementation of these definitions and distinguishing between phonemes and 

variants. It seems to us that, given of the ontological primacy of the phonemic 

adaptation in the theory, all the cases where either phonemic or phonetic 

adaptation can be assumed, phonemic mapping is preferred.  

What’s more, some of the examples of (possible or actual) phonetic 

approximation show that the term allophone is interpreted in a very 

unorthodox way. For instance, regional variants are considered to fall within 

this category, as can be seen in the examples in (10). 

 

(10) 

 

Finally, an L2 phoneme might be perceived, but identified as a phonetic variant of a different 
phoneme in L1 (5B2b). For instance, the English phonemic laryngeal /h/ might be identified as 
[h], which is a variant of palato-alveolar /S/ or /Z/ in some Quebec French dialects. Speakers of 
those dialects may pronounce a word like changer “to change”as [hãhe]. In fact, this type of 
confusion, though logically possible, does not occur in any of the Quebec French corpora. 
 

 

(Commenting the English-Old Quebec French mapping light→lε:t) This particular case may 
be an instance of a surface variant being taken at face value, since English /ai/ was often 
pronounced /e/ in early Canadian English (Ahrend 1934:138). However, this would still be a 
case of phonetic approximation, so it would not affect the overall rates of phonetic 
approximation in OQF. 
      (from Paradis & LaCharité 2004)  
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Finally, while these authors readily propose unrealised possibilities for naïve 

phonetic approximation, the explanation for the phonemic pairing is often 

missing. So, for example Paradis & LaCherité (2004) make most of the 

generalisations based on English – Old Quebec French mapping of vowel 

systems, without ever presenting the relevant feature hierarchy, so that we 

never learn why the mapping Q>a is phonemic, but Q>e is a phonetic 

approximation.   

Although methodological problems abound, this research has fleshed out 

some examples which might pose a serious problem for perception only 

accounts. One of the most oft-quoted correspondences (and one of very few 

which are more immune to the simple orthographic explanation14) is the one 

which connects Arabic uvular [“] to French [g] (“azQ˘l > gazEl, ma“rib > 

mag“Eb), although there is a phonetic correspondent [“] in French. The 

explanation adduced by these authors is then based on the fact that [“] does 

not function as a rhotic in Arabic, so it has a different feature specification 

from its French phonetic kin. Since bilinguals transmit features, the phonetic 

correspondent is too far away. 

Phonetic matching also does not seem to be entirely unproblematic. The 

predicted phonetic approximation is always based on comparisons of the 

sounds in isolation. However, Vendelin & Peperkamp (2005) show that French 

speakers’ perception of English vowels differs if they are presented in isolation 

and in CVC sequences.  

These authors regularly report on non-adaptations. Being a constraint-based 

approach, this line of research can make use of the core-periphery schema 

developed by OT researches for Japanese (see e.g. Ito & Mester 1995), by 

assuming that some of the constraints (or parameter settings) are weaker and 

allow certain exceptions in non-core sectors of the lexicon (see 3.2. and 

chapter 6 for further discussion of core-periphery relations in the lexicon). 

                                                
14 It can very well be the case that the bilinguals introducing these words were aware of the 
transliteration conventions for the two languages. However, it stands to reason to assume that 
these conventions will not influence the inter-language mapping as much as the use of the 
same grapheme does. Furthermore, unlike the sheer fact that many languages use Latin-
based alphabets, these conventions have their source in some kind of pre-existent inter-
language mapping established by bilinguals and, in this case, one based on a phonological 
criterion.  
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Such an implementation is made in Paradis & Lebel (1994) for Quebec 

French. As Paradis & Lebel show, some structures are tolerated to a certain 

extent in borrowings from English, whereas others are banned altogether. It is 

not clear, however, how the strata are defined in this case i.e. whether every 

permitted foreign structure starts its own stratum, as on the graph in (11). 

 

 (11)    

 

 

       (from Paradis & Lebel 1994) 

 

It seems to us that the implementation of lexical stratification might be 

problematic for some of the central tenets of the TCRS. Non-adaptations are 

essentially elements of the SL phonology which are not restricted to the 

discourse of bilingual speakers – as many examples from Quebec French 

show. Now, because these words are not restricted to the bilinguals, their 

adaptation pattern is predicted to follow the track of naïve phonetic 

approximation. However, this does not seem to be the case any more than in 

the regular adaptation scenario. 

This line of research has restricted itself to segmental adaptations. An 

extension to other cases might call for some additional mechanisms, since, for 

instance, there is ample evidence that suprasegmental information is often 
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preserved even when entirely predictable in the source language (e.g. the 

French word attaché has final stress in English, Serbian, Slovenian, Dutch 

and many other languages). This opens new questions as to the nature of the 

input, left unaddressed by this approach. 

Concluding the discussion of the phonemic categorisation-based approaches, 

we would like to address one less discussed aspect of this framework. A very 

problematic prediction follows directly from the assumption that the input to 

the loanword adaptation is phonemic. We can call this UR-reconstruction. UR-

reconstruction should occur every time an SL word has the underlying 

representation /p/ and the surface representation [p’] which can both be 

reflected faithfully in the RL segments q and q’. Then the RL form should 

always be q. However this never seems to be the case. Examples of this type 

were adduced already by Kay & Nykiel (1979). So, while Japanese forms 

[hitatSi] and [saSimi] are derived from the underlying /hitati/ and /sasimi/, 

English (and other languages in which t, s, tS and S are independent 

phonemes) has forms based on the surface ones - hitatchi and sashimi.      

This being said, we have to leave this line of research at the inconclusive 

stage it is in, hoping that future research will enable its better appreciation. 

 
3.1.2.3. Summary of Input-based accounts 
 

We believe that our discussion of the accounts characterised by input 

determinism has justified our classifying them together. The general moral is: 

once one type of input is assumed to be the “regular” input to loanword 

phonology and a (extra-grammatical) theory is built around this assumption, 

the other patterns will appear exceptional and call for complications. Since 

there are two such accounts in the present loanword phonology, the only 

strategy they can commit themselves to is finding more examples which fit 

their picture. In the present constellation this means that there is no victory 

possible in the Big Input War.  

It seems to us that the optimal way to avoid the parochial, extra-grammatical 

theories of loanword adaptation is to relate them to the theories of grammar 

(see following section) and devote special attention to the aspects at which 

loanwords are treated as special by the grammar (section 3.2). In the 
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following section we turn to grammar-based approaches, some of which have 

similar assumptions about the input with the approaches just described, but 

still succeed in approaching loanword phonology in a more insightful and 

discursive way. 

 

3.1.3. Grammar-based research  

 

Under this rubric we discuss a number of approaches which have as a 

common denominator the claim that the grammar of the recipient language 

plays a crucial role in loanword adaptation. It is not accidental that all the 

approaches discussed here are couched within the framework of Optimality 

Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993, Kager 1999) – even older sources on 

loanword adaptation (e.g. Hyman 1970, Holden 1976 and even Silverman 

1992) discuss many relevant processes in terms of native constraints (some 

of which only expressing static generalisations) which are imposed on new 

arrivals to the language. 

Chance would have it that Silverman published his 1992 article just a year 

before the advent of a theory equating the static regularities which hold of a 

language (until then assumed to be due to constraints on URs) with those 

attained by alternations. Optimality Theory, which assumes that all regularities 

in a language are a consequence of a ranked set of soft constraints on output 

forms, seemed to have the necessary mechanisms to wipe away Silverman’s 

Operative Level and relegate its effects to the grammar.    

This reanalysis was not long in coming - Yip (1993)’s analysis of Cantonese 

dispenses with Silverman’s Operative level and shows that all the changes 

English words undergo when they enter Cantonese are a consequence of 

constraints which already apply to the native words. The fact that some of 

these constraints are undominated and tolerate no exceptions does not take 

away the fact that they are active in the phonology.  

Yip already signals some problems – not all segments which pass the 

Perceptual level survive in the output. So liquids sometimes get deleted 

(freezer → [fisa], place → [peysi]), whereas s always remains preserved (bus 

→ [pasi]). These facts force Yip to introduce a perception-based version of the 

Faithfulness constraint PARSE. 
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(12) 

PARSE: Parse (salient) segments.  

 

This is a serious duplication of perceptual effects in the grammar, especially if 

there is a whole level of loanword phonology concerned with undesired 

segments. 

Modern approaches do have ways of dealing with this issue - using more fine-

grained versions of Faithfulness and acknowledging the results of 

experimental research which show that perception of segments is influenced 

by phonotactics (see e.g. Hallé et al. 1998). However, Yip’s peculiar constraint 

is symptomatic of the two problems, with which OT-based approaches have 

been struggling until today: 

(1) How much of the loanwords adaptation is relegated to RL perception 

i.e. how phonetically concrete is the input to the grammar in the case of 

loanwords?  

(2) What kind of Faithfulness constraints deal with the input to loanword 

phonology?  

Note that the more work is assumed to be done by perception, the more 

unusual their treatment by the grammar will become – if we know something 

about Faithfulness in a language, we know it from the mappings of underlying 

forms to the surface i.e. the Input-Output Faithfulness. In Cantonese, where 

there are no alternations and no mutual ranking of the Faithfulness constraints 

can be read off the native data, no conflict could be found between the native 

ranking and the ones necessitated for loanwords. This enabled 

Jacobs&Gussenhoven (2000) to make a unique step in the OT-based 

literature, assuming a “universally defined, fully specified phonological 

representation” as the input and replacing both Silverman’s Peceptual and 

Operative level using the constraints of the native grammar, many of which, 

obviously, had to be ranked in a way native data do not give evidence for.  

Learnability did not long remain the only difficulty for this account. More 

problems arose with the data from languages which, unlike Cantonese, do 

show alternations in their native phonology – it turned out that the Faithfulness 

for foreign inputs has different effects from the general Faithfulness. So 

Peperkamp 2005 and Peperkamp et al. quote many examples of languages 
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where foreign inputs are repaired differently than the native ones. For 

instance, in Lama coda-[¯] is repaired by fronting in native words (/ti¯´/→[tin] 

“elephants”), but by epenthesis in French loanwords ([vi¯]→[fi¯´]).  

The fact that the repair applied in loanwords always preserves more elements 

of the input than the native repair led some of the researchers to assuming a 

special family of Faithfulness, perhaps with a universal ranking MAX >> DEP 

(see e.g. Gouskova 2001 for a discussion).  

Other authors proposed similar constraints. So Yip (2006) uses MIMIC 

constraints. Other authors emphasise that the constraint in question refer to 

surface forms and call them Output-output constraints (Kenstowicz & Suchato 

2005) and surface-to-surface constraints (distinct from OO-FAITH, see Smith, 

forthcoming and section 3.1.3.2.). Kang (2003) proposes the family 

BESIMILAR, which “promote perceptual similarity between the input and the 

output strings of sounds”. 

The introduction of these loanword-specific faithfulness constraints opened a 

new learnability problem – if they are different from the regular Faith and used 

in loanword adaptation, how can they be acquired (Broselow 2003)? There 

was no hope that they might emerge by grace of some kind of universal bias 

for treating loanwords – there are cases where two standard dialects of the 

same language systematically treat the same structures in a different way. So, 

as shown by Yip (2002, 2006), in the adaptation of English names Taiwan 

Mardarin has consistent deletion where Mainland Mandarin has epenthesis. 

 

(13) 

   Mainland  Taiwan 

Friedman  fu.li.t´.man  fu.li.man 

Burt   pwo.th´  pi 

Spielberg  s.phi.r.pwo.k´ s.phi.pwo 

Titanic  thaj.ta.ni.kh´  the.ta.ni     

 

Yip observes that the two dialects do not differ in any way which might 

influence the speaker’s perception of consonants. Interestingly, this leads Yip 
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(2006) to the conclusion that “the loss must be phonological”. Later on she 

concludes that the ranking of the MIMIC constraints is learned and used only 

when one “tackles loanwords”. A similar assumption is made by Smith 

(forthcoming). A peculiar property of these approaches is that they allow for 

an essential component of the grammar - Correspondence-based Faithfulness 

- to be available to late acquisition and used only for relatively simple 

mappings, whereas it can describe very intricate interactions. Furthermore, 

little or nothing remained of the initial observation that Faithfulness for 

loanwords always provides better protection to its input than the regular 

Faithfulness. Note also that, whatever interpretation of Faithfulness is 

selected, it is still not entirely clear to which form this Faithfulness refers, i.e. 

what the actual input is. All these issues are unresolved at the present 

moment.  

The fact that the use of default/production grammars has many unknowns as 

well as the growing corpus of evidence for perceptual effects in loanword 

adaptations made many researchers abandon the production grammar as the 

only part of the process which can be modelled. This group of authors 

recognises perception as a domain in which OT formalism can be applied 

(Kenstowicz 2003ab, 2005) or even as the domain in which the actual 

adaptations occur (Broselow 2003, forthcoming, Boersma&Hamann 2009). 

However, these authors do not give up the assumption that RL grammar has 

a crucial role in loanword adaptation. These approaches have a crucially 

different agenda from the rest of the OT approaches – they do not make use 

of special FAITH for loanwords and do not have variably defined output. For 

this reason, we will turn to this line of research specifically in section 3.1.3.1. 

Before turning to separate approaches, we would like to stress the salubrious 

role of this line of research in the present loanword adaptation discourse. 

Being a principled approach with an established apparatus for testing 

hypotheses, this line of research was relatively fast in concluding that 

loanword adaptation cannot be based on exclusively phonological or 

exclusively phonetic categories (see e.g. Yip 1993, 2002, Kenstowicz 2003b, 

2005). It was from this line of thought that the crucial arguments against the 

ever-stronger perception-based model arrived. So, for instance, Shinohara 

(2000, 2003) showed that epenthetic vowels are avoided in the accentuation 
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of French borrowings into Japanese (whose original accent is overridden), 

which means that phonology keeps track of epenthesis, claimed to be purely 

perceptual by the proponents of the perception-based accounts. Uffmann 

(2006) shows on data from various languages that the quality of epenthetic 

vowels in loanwords is determined in phonology. Finally, Smith (2006b) 

provides examples of earlier Japanese borrowings which display deletion 

instead of the present pervasive epenthesis as a repair strategy. This shows 

that the current epenthetic bias is also a consequence of the way speakers 

now approach foreign inputs, based on the established borrowings in the 

standard language, and not a consequence of their inability to ignore 

consonantal cues and suppress perceptual epenthesis.  

 

(14) 

 

ne.ba˘.ma.i≤   ne.ba˘.ma.i≤.do   “never mind” 

pu.Ri≤    pµ.di≤.gµ    “pudding” 

o:.Rai    o˘.Rµ.rai.to    “all right” 

 

In the following two sections we will briefly review the leading exponents of 

two lines of research which are emerging from the described research climate 

in the OT-based loanword adaptation – one perception based (section 

3.1.3.1.) and other correspondence-based (section 3.1.3.2.).  

 

3.1.3.1. Perception (is) Grammar - Functional OT-based model  

 

Before turning to the model based on Functional OT (Boersma 1998), we give 

a brief overview of the approaches which introduced OT perception 

grammars. 

From the onset of the OT-based research, the influence of perception on 

loanword adaptation was recognised and taken seriously (Yip 1993). Still, up 

to the present moment, most of the researchers take this influence as a 

confounding factor which blurs the picture. This is actually surprising, since 

the differences in perception are rooted in the properties of the native 
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grammar. Hence even if the perception-based modesl (3.1.2.1.) won the 

Great Input War, loanword adaptations would still have to be explained 

through the interaction of native phonology and perception. 

The early proposals including an OT perception grammar were made by 

Kenstowicz (2003ab) and Broselow (2003). Kenstowicz essentially uses a 

reranking of production constraints to model something that looks like a case 

for Silverman’s Multiple Scansion model – Fon adapts the French word poste 

as posu. Now Kenstowicz resurrects serialism in assuming that the perception 

ranking gives the mapping [post] → [pos], whose result then gets lexicalised 

and the production ranking gives /pos/ → [posu]. Interestingly, the crucial 

mapping for this perceptual mapping is DEP-V >> *stop/obstruent_#  >> MAX-

C. It is hard to imagine how these constraints evaluate a mapping – the 

speaker has to hear everything acurately in order to decide what the grammar 

wants her to hear.  

Broselow (2003, forthcoming), uses a specific version of perception grammar 

in order to obviate the need for loan-specific Faithfulness constraints, which 

pose a learnability problem. Just as in the case of Kenstowicz (2003b), we do 

not get a complete picture of the assumed architecture of the grammar. 

However, the examples are insightful and the processes described by 

Broselow seem to be common in loanword adaptation proceeding without 

developed bilingualism and literacy. 

So, for example, in order to account for Spanish to Huave mappings of the 

type [ígado] > [ik], Broselow assumes a perception grammar constraint 

ASSUMEWORDEDGE-V’C# (see Davison & Noyer 1997 for Faith-based 

account, criticised by Broselow). 

 

(15) 

 

ASSUMEWORDEDGE-V’C#: In mapping the acoustic signal to phonological 

representations, assume a word edge following each consonant preceded by 

a stressed vowel.  
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This constraint, which never predicts incorrect segmentation in Huave, gives 

the underlying form /ig/, which can then be turned into [ik] by the production 

grammar.  

Broselow’s implementation of the perception grammar has been criticised by 

Boersma & Hamann (2009) from the perspective of Functional OT. The 

perception grammar proposed by Broselow is two-levelled in that it maps the 

input (which Boersma & Hamann assume to be phonetic) directly onto an 

underlying form. This means the assumption of syllables, feet etc. in the 

candidate underlying forms, all of which are usually assumed to be redundant 

in the mental lexicon. 

Functional OT (Boersma 1998) affords the possibility of concentrating all the 

relevant processes of the loanword adaptation in the perceptual module 

without giving up the virtues of OT grammars, since it considers perception to 

be just as grammatical as production.  

The analyses in Boersma & Hamann 2009 implement the entire range of the 

Functional OT formalisms developed for L1 grammar and so have a more 

restricted concept of perception than the one used by Kenstowicz or 

Broselow. As one can read off the figure in (16), perception is limited to a 

mapping between the phonetic form and the surface form, and the constraints 

which play a role are cue constraints and structural constraints. 

 

(16) 

 

 

Once the good surface form is found, the job of the loanword phonology is 

done and the implementation of a novel underlying form typically involves a 

faithful mapping. Again, crucially, the input is phonetic. The upshot of this 
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account is that once all the phonetic detail of foreign outputs is taken into 

account, domestic cue constraints and structural constraints can account for 

the relevant processes. Cue constraints are those which evaluate the 

mapping from the auditory-phonetic form to the phonological surface form 

(e.g. [h]/-asp/, which protests when an aspiration cue is ignored), whereas the 

structural constraints are output-oriented and militate against marked 

structures (like regular markedness constraints). It is through the structural 

constraints that the native markedness ranking can influence perception. 

 

So, for example, the fact that English coda obstruents (which are often 

released, unlike their Korean counterparts) trigger epenthesis (again, unlike 

their Korean counterparts) in English borrowings into Korean is accounted 

using the crucial ranking *[burst]/C(.)/ >> *[]/ˆ/, which essentially says that the 

listener is better off hallucinating a vowel than perceiving a released 

consonant as a coda. There is some support in the literature for both 

assumptions (see Kang 2003), so it makes sense for this ranking to be 

internalized by speakers who have had experience only with Korean phonetic 

forms. In (17) we give Boersma & Hamann’s tableau for the perception of the 

English word tag. 

(17) 

 

Probably the least attractive part of the proposal kicks in when the assignment 

of an underlying form to the surface form is not straightforward, because of 

multiple options. This happens in many Korean nouns with a final /t/, which 

seem to be turning this /t/ into an underlying |s|. For example, the word shot 

gets “perceived” as /sjat/, but gets the underlying form |sjas| as visible from 

the accusative form /sjasˆl/. In doing so, they follow a frequent class of Korean 
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nouns, which have this distribution of stem-final consonants, e.g. /ot/, /osˆl/ 

“clothes”.  In order to account for this Boersma & Hamann have to invoke the 

ranking of faithfulness and anti-faithfulness constraints *|-stri|/-stri(.)/ >> 

*|+stri|/-stri(.)/ in the production grammar, a ranking built based on the 

experience with existing words. The fact that these constraints are arbitrary is 

entirely in line with the principles of Functional OT (see Boersma 2008) 

because “our set of faithfulness constraints has to express arbitrary relations 

between underlying and surface form, just as cue constraints express arbitrary 

relations between surface form and sound” (p.26).  

However, one fact related to this pattern seems to be a more serious problem 

for Boersma & Hamann’s account. As shown by Kang 2003, epenthesis is 

more common after coronals than after labials and dorsals, counter to what 

we would predict from the frequency of their released realisations. Kang takes 

this to be a consequence of paradigm uniformity, which saves the loanwords 

from having diverse allomorphs (so the English word cut becomes kh√thˆ~ 

kh√thˆkha rather than kh√t~kh√si). Boersma & Hamann say: “Kang’s proposal is 

plausible, but we do not attempt to give a formalization of this paradigm 

uniformity effect here”.  We believe that if they had done so, this would have 

led to serious modifications of their proposal because what is happening here 

is an undesirable look-ahead effect – a suboptimal candidate from the 

perception tableaux is favoured by a process  which concerns paradigm 

formation. Note that paradigm uniformity is not ungrammatical in Korean and 

in the presented model the single loanword receives a lexical representation 

as the result of the process. It is unclear how the next step in the life of the 

word – paradigm formation - can influences the outcome of the perception and 

lexicalisation. Whatever is done to accommodate for these facts, it seems like 

the central assumption that loanword adaptation is about L1 perception hold 

only if languages have no preferences during lexicalisation. What’s more, all 

Korean obstruent codas are the locus of massive neutralisation (at least of the 

three-way contrast between non-aspirated, aspirated and tense obstruents, 

see e.g. Kang 2003), so that the lexicalisation of adapted forms without an 

epenthetic vowel always gives the speaker multiple options in choosing the 

underlying form. For instance, if tag was perceived as /thQk/, the underlying 
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forms could be |thQk|, |thQkh| or |thQk’|. It is thus unclear whether epenthesis is 

ever purely perceptually motivated in Korean.    

Unlike the mainstream perception-only accounts, Boersma & Hamann seem 

to be more open to the fact that bilinguals can play a role in loanword 

adaptation. For them, the experience of bilingual speakers can actually help 

restrict the hypothesis space in finding the good surface form. So they argue 

that “bilinguals may analyse English as having only lax plosives such as /p/ 

and aspirated plosives such as /ph/, and therefore as lacking /p’/. For the labial 

plosive in spy they would then have two options […]”. This is yet another 

aspect of loanword adaptation which influences perception in a way that 

seems hard to integrate insightfully in a model like the one presented here (for 

inter-language mappings see our section 6.1.).     

As for epenthesis bias these authors claim that it “has a direct explanation in 

terms of high-ranked cue constraints for positive auditory cues (and 

concomitant low-ranked cue constraints against inserting “illusory” 

phonological material)”. If this is generally true, we might wonder what might 

be the difference between the two Mandarin dialects or between the two 

generations of Japanese loanwords quoted in the previous section in terms of 

this model.   

Finally, there is no mention of non-adaptations in Boersma & Hamann (2009). 

Here, unlike in the case of input-based approaches, the fact that the gradual 

assimilation of non-adaptations follows the same trajectory as instant 

adaptations is an argument in support of the model, since structural 

constraints can be active in both cases.  

Hoping that this model will be extended and tested on more languages, we 

are now turning to a model which makes crucial use of the Correspondence in 

order to describe the interactions between the perceived SL form and the 

word entering the language. 
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3.1.3.2. The Surface-to-surface Correspondence-based Model 

 

The model presented in this section crucially relies on the assumption, which 

has marked loanword phonology since Haugen (1950), that loanword 

phonology has to have an input and an output form15. Smith (forthcoming) 

proposes to put an end to the disputes concerning the input form and the role 

of perception by assuming a pLs representation “the borrower’s posited 

representation of the source-language form”, which can be influenced by 

perception, orthography, explicit knowledge of the SL grammar etc. Although 

unquestionably reconciling, it seem to us that the assumption of one 

representation on which all the influences converge is not realistic if the 

process is to be modelled in an insightful way. As we have seen in the 

previous section, a less adequate form can be favoured by the process of 

lexicalisation and become the winner. Keeping more potential forms “in the 

pool” is much closer to real-life adaptation processes.  

To be entirely fair, nothing in Smith’s theory militates explicitly against multiple 

forms which should be a “unified repository for the Lb speaker’s knowledge if 

the Ls form”. However, no evaluations with such inputs were presented. 

Since this form can come from different sources, Smith states that this form 

(written between bars “||”) is neither phonological nor phonetic and that it is 

similar to that of the morphological base (Benua 1997). 

The constraints referring to pLs form, connecting the perceived source form to 

the borrowing – SBcorr constraints - “are added to a speaker’s grammar only 

if the speaker establishes an SB correspondence relation preparing to 

establish an Ls form”. Smith further agrees that “adaptation strategies are 

often variable for early loanwords, later becoming conventionalized (Haugen 

1950)”, but she claims that ”whether a speaker chooses to preserve certain Ls 

characteristics or learns particular source-similarity conventions, the relevant 

SBcorr constraints will be ranked above any competing constraints”. 

                                                
15Illustrating different phenomena in sections 5.1.3. and 6.4., we will show two processes in 
which the written form is brought into action only after the pronounced form has been active 
for a while. In the Korean examples discussed in sections 3.1.3.1. and 5.2.3.1. two perceived 
forms have to stay in the pool until the word starts developing a paradigm. These examples 
show that the assumption that one form enters the evaluation might be faulty.  
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We see a number of problems with this separation of SBcorr from the general 

IO-FAITH. A general problem for any approach assuming that Faithfulness to 

foreign representations is entirely independent of Faithfulness to the domestic 

underlying representations is that it misses the crucial observation that foreign 

inputs are faithfully mapped in all the aspects in which the domestic 

underlying representation are and more. If SBcorr is left freely rerankable, the 

factorial typology predicts the existence of languages with deletion of the 

elements of the foreign inputs which are preserved in the native inputs, an 

unattested situation.  

What’s more, since languages “support” their native segments in 

representations from other languages, the fact that the whole family of IDENT 

constraints would to be duplicated in the SBcorr hierarchy would not be 

predicted by the theory. 

Some other cross-linguistic tendencies are also missed. There is evidence 

that foreign structures which can be produced recombining existing native 

structures get introduced more easily than the ones which require introduction 

of novel features. For instance, there is evidence that non-local phonotactic 

restrictions are more easily violated in loanwords (Ussishkin & Wedel 2003), 

presumably because the speakers already produce the structures in question 

in word combinations. Also introduction of novel distinctive features (and 

gestural molecules, see Ussishkin & Wedel 2003) is more problematic than 

reusing the existing ones in new combinations (see Rose 1999 for a 

discussion).  This all points to the conclusion that the version of Faithfulness 

responsible for loanwords has to, at least initially, recapitulate the ranking of 

the more general Faithfulness.  

Smith does not address this issue, but rather sets out to show that general 

tendencies in the ranking of the Faithfulness constraints responsible for 

loanword adaptation are not absolute. 

In order to show that BS Faithfulness can display a ranking different from the 

usually assumed MAX >> DEP, Smith quotes examples in which stridents, 

which are universally salient, are deleted from the loanword input. In what 

follows we will try to show that these cases do not necessarily have to be 

seen as cases of phonological deletion.  
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Smith discusses three languages, of which Finnish most extensively. In old 

borrowings from Swedish and Slavic, Finnish deletes the strident in the initial 

sC sequences. The same process has been attested in the adaptation of 

English words in US Finnish. 

 

 

(18) 

 

Finnish   

puola spole (Swedish)  “spool” 

tuoli stol (Swedish)  “chair” 

 

US Finnish 

toori     “store” 

touvi     “stove” 

 

A crucial detail is that this deletion occurs in initial position only. Smith notes 

that, given the fact that Finnish has initial main stress, epenthesis would lead 

to a stressed epenthetic vowel. This enables her to assume that candidates 

with epenthesis are excluded by the constraint HEAD-DEP, which requires the 

prosodic head to have a correspondent in the input, i.e. not to be an 

epenthetic vowel. We give the relevant tableau in (19). 

 

(19) 

 

 

/stoor/ 
       pLs: |stoor| 

*COMP 
ONS 

STEM 
CONSTR 

HEAD-DEP MAX-SB DEP-SB 

a.  �   »too.ri    * * 

b.        »stoo.ri *!    * 

c.        »si.too.ri   *!  ** 

d.        »is.too.ri   *!  ** 

e.        »toor    *!  

f.         »too    **!  
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Note, however, that forms such as [»sitoori] or [»istoori] are also harder to 

“hallucinate” given the percept [stro®]. Of course, this is still insufficient 

evidence to assume that s-deletion happened in perception.  

However, there is more. Fenzvesi & Zsigra (2006) report on massive deletion 

of initial unstressed syllables in American Finnish. 18% of the words in their 

corpus went this way, the vast majority of which had a light onsetless initial 

syllable (68% of such words lost their initial syllables). 

(20)  US Finnish 

 

komoteitata  “accommodate” 

kriimentti  “agreement” 

meersensi   “emergency”   

praispaarti  “surprise party” 

 

The fact that there are cases in which sC sequences are preserved in US 

Finnish – Smith quotes only skeptikko “skeptic” – can not be used as evidence 

for the speakers’ ability to perceive word boundaries in every case and 

certainly not as evidence for their ability to perceive word boundaries of 

English words which were the master copies of long-integrated borrowings.  

This is another problem of the assumption of pLs representations as special 

entities visible o the grammar – we do not know where their influence ends, 

i.e. when a certain word is sufficiently lexicalised so that regular FAITH can 

cater to it. Finally, we do not know whether a pLs representation can be 

“updated”, e.g. because the RL community is increasingly bilingual and 

whether it can then influence the adaptation process. There are indications 

that this is not the case – Broselow (2003) shows historic layers in the lexicon 

of Huave, as spoken by the contemporary community, which is bilingual. 

These layers (not to be confused with lexical strata discussed in 3.2.) show 

different adaptation procedures which reflect different perception grammars of 

Huave speakers from the time of adaptation. Contemporary speakers could 

update forms like ik (< ígado) or garabát (<garabáto), since more faithful 

forms would be permitted by the Huave grammar now. This does not happen 

– the pLs form is only relevant until the new word gets lexicalised. What’s 
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more, since we know that loanwords enjoy extra protection long after they 

have been adopted, we need three types of competing Faitfulness - BS-

correspondence, FAITH(LOAN) (see 3.2.) and regular FAITH. This rich set of 

Faithfulness constraints, whose ranking has to be acquired separately, seems 

a very daunting task for the learner and predicts the existence of very 

complicated grammars, which are unattested.  

Turning back to the deletion patterns, which are Smith’s crucial arguments for 

establishing the new family of FAITH, we have one more language which 

restricts s-deletion to the initial preconsonantal position – Sranan. We give 

some examples with English words in (21). Smith does note that Sranan is a 

creole, but argues that the new constraints can also cover the relations with 

the perceived words of the lexifier language in creol formation. 

 

(21) Sranan 

 

piki  “speak” 

tranga  “strong” 

tori  “story”  

 

In this case, if it is to be considered as a case of loanword adaptation, the 

same “perceptual” account can apply as for Finnish. 

The following case is more daunting – White Hmong, a strictly CV language, 

is the most oft-quoted case of a language with pervasive deletion in loanword 

adaptation. In this language s-deletion is restricted to syllable codas. 

 

(22)  White Hmong 

 

khi &.ma&  “Christmas” 

mba&  “bus” 

pu$.l i&  “police” 

 

Here deletion also occurs word-medially and this seems a very good case for 

the ranking DEP>>MAX in the family of FAITH responsible for adaptation. 
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However, there are facts which might again point to some explanation à la 

Broselow (2003). The authors who reported on these facts emphasise that “all 

Hmong roots and words (except compounds) are monosyllabic” 

(Golston&Yang 2001). So it seems that this case coda deletion could be due 

to the constraints on word size, lexical storage etc., such that it does not have 

to be performed by phonology, or at least not due to the Faithfulness ranking. 

Although we will be arguing that inter-language mappings can be very 

arbitrary (see 5.1.), we haven’t found persuasive evidence that deletion can 

become a pervasive procedure in loanword adaptation. 

More generally, the separation of the family of FAITH responsible for loanword 

adaptation seems an insufficiently motivated step. As we will argue in chapter 

4, the necessary distinctions can be made using the type of Faithfulness used 

for lexical stratification, which is, as we will see, a universal phenomenon. 

Smith seems to go around this option. So in Smith (2006a) we read: 

 

“Subsequent generations of Lb speakers who learn the (etymological) 
loanwords from other Lb speakers have no SB correspondence relation. This 
means that their grammar is different from that of the speakers who initially 
adapted the loanwords. For the subsequent generations, nativized forms 
(regardless of whether the original adaptation repair was the Lb default repair 
or a loan-specific repair) are handled by core Lb constraints. The existence of 
“foreign” forms that were adapted without full nativization, and so still violate 
core Lb phonotactics, may lead subsequent learners to set up a stratified 
lexicon with different sets of IO faithfulness constraints (Fukazawa, Kitahara, 
& Ota 1998; Itô & Mester 1999).”  
 

Concluding the discussion of the correspondence-based approaches to 

loanword adaptation, for which we found few persuasive arguments, we turn 

to a brief summary of the approaches to loanword adaptation. 

 

3.1.4. Final Plotting of the Adaptation Accounts and Missed Bits 

 

In this chapter we have reviewed various approaches to loanword adaptation. 

Probably the most prominent property of the modern research climate and the 

main reason for very little cross-fertilization among different approaches is that 

the researchers have very different objectives. So, while the input-based 

approaches are involved in a dispute on the most common input to loanword 
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phonology, OT-based accounts try to fit the loanword adaptation into the 

existing theory of grammar using as few loan-specific mechanisms as 

possible. We have seen that approaches rooted in a broader theory of 

grammar tend to be more insightful than the ones built around assumptions 

concerning loanword adaptation. 

Concluding our overview of the accounts of loanword adaptation, we have 

plotted some of the most prominent features in the table in (23). The 

qualifications which the authors might find problematic are between brackets. 

 

(23) 

 

 Multiple 

Scansions 

(Silverman 1992) 

Perception-only 

(Peperkamp et al. 

2008) 

Phonemic 

Categorization 

(LaCharité & Paradis 

2002, 2005)  

Functional OT 

(Boersma & 

Hamann 2009) 

Correspondence

-based accounts 

(Smith, 

forthcoming)  

Agents  bilinguals (monolinguals) bilinguals bilinguals bilinguals 

Input phonetic phonetic 

(+ orthographic) 

phonemic phonetic variable 

Perception active active passive active active 

Loan-specific 

“grammar” 

active / (yes) / SBcorr 

Native 

Grammar 

passive passive (active) active active 

Explanation 

for 

epenthetic 

bias 

not addressed not addressed preservation bias addressed social 

Non-

adaptations 

not addressed put on agenda, not 

addressed  

preservation bias not addressed (FAITH) 

 

As we have shown in our discussion, none of the approaches accounts for all 

the relevant phenomena. Crucially for our account, the stratification of 

synchronic lexica, evidently a consequence of loanword (non)adaptation, 

remains out of the picture in all approaches (pace potentially correspondence-

based accounts, see above). Furthermore, due to the type of data employed - 

before/after pairs - the dynamics of assimilation of initially unadapted forms 

(gradual nativization as registered in Holden 1976) is also unaddressed. 
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In the following section, we turn to the research into synchronic lexica, which, 

predictably, suffers from lack of coherence with the adaptation theories. 

 

3.2. Research into Synchronic Stratified Lexica 

 

In this section we show the main achievements of research into the special 

status of loanwords in synchronic lexica. As we will show, the model of lexical 

stratification, which describes the final stage of loanword adaptation, brings 

crucial insights which can be used in building up a unified theory of loanword 

phonology.  

 

3.2.1. Core-Periphery Relations 

 

Relatively independently from research presented in the previous sections, 

this line of research produces synchronic descriptions of the stratified lexica of 

various languages with predominantly monolingual speakers. As shown by 

(Ito & Mester 1994, 1999, 2001, 2002) a number of a languages lends strong 

support to the stratified model of the lexicon, with only one stratum, the core, 

acting as “completely native” and characterized by the strongest restrictions 

on the surface structures (in OT terms – all the markedness constraints active 

in the language are active in this, core stratum), while other strata use subsets 

of the available restrictions, the periphery. This is yet another instantiation of 

the long-established observation that language is “a system of principles with 

parameters fixed, along with a periphery of marked exceptions” (Chomsky 

1986). 

(24) 
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Similar generalisations have been made for various grammatical classes – 

e.g. nouns seem to be universally most liberal as for permitted structures 

(Smith 2001), stems allow more marked structures than affixes (Beckman 

1998) etc. We will turn to the relation between these different types of 

stratification in section 6.3.  

It is interesting that the onion-models, expressing the subset-superset 

relations between allowed structures were proposed only within Optimality 

Theory. In the following section we give a brief overview of the predecessors, 

who often recognised the core-periphery relations, but did not produce a 

model which would formalise these observations.  

 

3.2.2. Why did Onion Models Come so Late? - A Brief History 

  

This line of research has relevant predecessors already among the 

structuralists. Pike & Fries (1949) described a number of phonological 

features in Mazateco which show that certain structures, most prominently 

sequences nasal + voiceless obstruent, occur only in Spanish loanwords e.g. 

siento “one hundred”. Based on these data Pike & Fries argue for an 

extension of the one-system hypothesis since “in the speech of monolingual 

natives of some languages … two or more phonemic systems can coexist”. 

Pike & Fries occasionally tag the non-native system as “non-uniform”, 

“fragmentary material” and “unassimilated sounds”, thereby foreshadowing 

the observation that the periphery does not obey some specific grammar of its 

own, but contains elements of another system. This makes sense in the light 

of the conclusions of the literature on code-switching, which shows that 

grammar is “suspended” in code-switched items. 

Despite these insightful early observations, an acknowledgement of the core-

periphery distinctions was very long in coming - research in the rule-based 

generative grammar allowed for complicated relations between highly abstract 

underlying forms and varieties of surface forms. So the grammars of particular 

languages did not only recapitulate their own history, but also the histories of 

the languages they borrowed from. We illustrate this with an example from a 

moderately abstract “historian” Saciuk (1969): 
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Thus, for example, a synchronic description of Spanish has to account for the forms: 

a. lluvia “rain” 

b. pluvial “rainly” 

c. chubasco “heavy shower” 

 

all three derived from the underling form /plub/. Lluvia is the [+Native] form 

since it undergoes the rule Cl > ll, characteristic of the  [+Native] component; chubasco is 

borrowed from Portuguese and so the initial cluster undergoes a rule found in this language; 

pluvial is a “learned” counterpart, i.e. it is just [+Native], because it does not undergo the Cl > 

ll rule. (p. 484) 

 

In order to be entirely fair to Saciuk and other authors from this tradition (of 

whom Saciuk also gives an overview), we should emphasize that beside 

many purely etymologically based features, this author introduces a number of 

features which should be seriously considered in attempting to understand the 

representation of lexical strata. Firstly, Saciuk claims that the first universal 

divide within every lexicon is based on the feature [Homogenous] – rules and 

URs which are native or related to the native ones are [+Homogenous], 

whereas the remaining, more scattered rules and URs are [-Homogenous]. 

The homogenous stratum roughly corresponds to what would be considered 

actually productive alternations in most modern approaches. Another notable 

feature is [Learned]. Although not very explicitly defined, it seems to have 

been introduced to distinguish a class of lexical entries which are usually 

acquired after that core system has been acquired, probably during formal 

education. It seems to us that the recognition of this class of “learned” items, 

as more accessible for meta-linguistic consideration, is essential for a realistic 

theory of lexical strata. So, for instance, we need this distinction to demarcate 

the cases in which standard languages import some of the inflectional 

morphology of the SL (as in cactus~cacti, alga~algea etc.), all of which are 

apparent exceptions to the generalisation that languages borrow single forms 

and reconstruct paradigms.   

Still, however valuable separate observations from the rule-based period 

might be, the crucial generalisations were made only within Optimality Theory.  
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3.2.3. Onion Models of Lexical Stratification 

 

A formalization of the observation that loanwords typically allow more 

structures than native words has come only the advent of the with constraint-

based theories. Research into synchronic lexica couched with Optimality 

Theory has developed a theory of lexical strata, defined by stratum-specific 

Faithfulness constraints (Fukazawa et al. 1998, Ito & Mester 1994, 1999, 

2001, 2002). Faithfulness constraints indexed to loanwords (henceforth 

FAITH(LOAN)) have the function of protecting certain structures only in 

loanwords from the effects of general markedness constraints, which have full 

effect in the native stratum. The crucial ranking is then FAITH(LOAN) >> 

Markedness >> FAITH.  

These observations were first established on the Japanese lexicon (see Ito & 

Mester 1994) and Japanese is still the only language for which various 

phenomena were discussed and an extensive inventory of stratal constraints 

was proposed. As for other languages, only a limited set of data was 

discussed for German (Ito & Mester 2001), Slovenian (Jurgec 2008, 

forthcoming), Thai (Kenstowicz & Suchato 2006), Quebec French (Paradis & 

Lebel 1994), Cantonese (Yip 2006), Hebrew (Becker 2003), Hungarian 

(Kertész 2003) and Serbian (Zec 2002, Simonović 2008, 2009). 

We first turn to the elaborate stratification of Japanese. Japanese strata are 

defined by various marked structures permitted in subsets of the lexicon, so 

that all of them occur in the most peripheral stratum and none of them in the 

core stratum (Yamato). Below, we show a table (from Ito & Mester 1999) in 

which four markedness constraints play the delimitating role16. Note that the 

                                                
16 The first version of the lexical stratification (Ito & Mester 1994), which followed the 
traditional Japanese stratification, also contained a Mimetic stratum, which was not based on 
language-contact induced stratification. The structures of this stratum did not constitute a 
proper subset of those of any other stratum, so the model containing it was not an onion 
model. Mimetic stratum vanished from the stratification picture in Ito & Mester (1999, 2001, 
2002). This seems a reasonable step because mimetic words are a part of a different 
stratification of the lexicon – these words do not nativise and do not absorb other words (for 
our discussion of other stratifications see 6.3.). However, since this exclusion was never 
made explicit, various authors continued criticizing Ito & Mester for this inconsistency.  So 
Crawford (2004) and Inkelas & Zoll (2007) all show that Mimetic and Sino-Japanese strata 
exhibit a “markedness reversal” allowing disjunctive sets of structures - while the mimetic 
stratum prohibits sequences of nasals and voiceless obstruents, but permits singletone p (so 
the constraint ranking is *NT>>*P), the Sino-Japanese stratum does just the opposite 
(*P>>*NT). As shown by Fukazawa et al. (1998), even this can be accounted for using only 
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constraints of syllable structure (such as ban on complex syllable margins and 

codas with a place specification) are never violated, and their satisfaction is a 

condition on being considered a Japanese word. 

(25)   

 

 

Now Ito & Mester propose that between every pair of these markedness 

constraints there is a Faithfulness constraint which licences the structures in 

question in its part of the lexicon.  

(26) 

 

 

In the evaluation by the grammar, only the faithfulness constraints indexed to 

separate strata will evaluate the words which belong to the particular stratum. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                       
indexed Faith, since the two structures are licensed by different types of Faihfulness – the 
ranking of IDENT[lab] does not depend on the ranking of IDENT[voice] for each stratum.     
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(27) 

 

One of the favourite empirical arguments for this model comes form so-called 

impossible nativisations (Ito & Mester 1999, 2001, 2002). So the German 

adaptation of the English word story has clearly set priorities. The original 

form [stç®i] has two structures forbidden in German native words - [st] and [®]. 

Speakers will repair the prohibited structures to different extents, which leads 

to the variation from total preservation of the SL structures [stç®i] to total 

assimilation [Stç{i]. However, if only one structure is repaired, it is always the 

[®], so that [Stç®i] is an impossible adaptation.  

 

(28) 

 

 

In (29) we quote a more complicated example from Ito & Mester (2001) in 

order to illustrate another point. Unlike the general case, in which a very 

limited number of strata are proposed, now we see a proliferation of indexed 
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Faithfulness constraints which can fit between any two markedness 

constraints. 

 

(30) 

  

 

Ito & Mester do not address this issue. Interestingly, the stratum defined by 

the most liberal Faithfulness in these examples always reflects the SL 

pronunciation. In chapter 4 we will argue that this outmost Faithfulness is the 

one which plays a crucial role in the loanword adaptation. 

There is, however, one proposed restriction on this plethora of Faithfulness 

constraints – the ranking of specific types of constraints with respect to each 

other should not vary per stratum.   

 

(31)  
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This is the type of meta-constraint on rankings which we were looking for in 

the discussion in 3.1.3.2. Will demonstrate in chapter 4 that there are reasons 

to allow for inconsistencies i.e. fixed rankings in the outmost strata, but a 

single ranking of Faith should indeed be the starting point for all the other 

rankings. 

  

Most of the criticism of this approach on theoretical grounds came from the 

fact that Ito & Mester use traditional labels without clarifying the relationship 

between their strata and the traditional strata, e.g. in words in which there are 

no clear stratal cues (e.g. the foreign words samba or medaru “metal” could 

just as well be Yamato). Furthermore, many of the reliable stratal cues are 

purely static i.e. there are no alternations which enforce them and if the 

speakers miss them, they will never produce wrong forms. Palatals, which 

almost exclusively occur in Sino-Japanese words, but aren’t actively repaired 

in other strata, are such a case. Since Ito & Mester did not make it clear how 

these cases are treated in the acquisition of the strata, they were often 

accused of presupposing that the speakers know the etymology of words (see 

e.g. Inkelas et al. 1997). Furthermore, various implementations of the 

stratification model arose. So Fukazawa et al. (2002) and Ota (2004) 

proposes weak stratification model (see Gelbart & Kawahara, forthcoming, for 

the term a discussion), in which only the structures which are repaired and 

give rise to alternations qualify to enforce stratum formation during acquisition. 

On the other hand the authors who worked on stratal perception (see the 

following subsection) proposed the strong stratification model, according to 

which words can enter strata even if they contain no stratal cues. These 

authors show that Japanese speakers treat the foreign word samba differently 

from the Yamato word tombo “dragonfly”.   

It has been shown by Pater (2005, 2006) that OT grammars which capture 

static regularities by indexed Faith are learnable. Pater assumes that the 

learner, upon encountering a marked structure on the surface, does not 

immediately promote general Faithfulness, but assumes for the moment that 

that is the only word permitting such a structure by virtue of a special 
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Faithfulness constraint17. Then, as the list of morphemes indexed to a special 

Faith grows, the learner might make the constraint general. Of course, this 

does not occur if she has a reason not to do so. Pater’s assumption was that 

the exceptional words are infrequent. However, as we will see in the following 

section, these words might behave as a class in other ways as well, which 

might then facilitate the formation of strata.  

 

Apart from theoretical objections, a number of studies argued that empirical 

facts necessitate extensions of the basic model of lexical stratification. So 

Jurgec (2008, forthcoming) claims that Slovenian loanword adaptation 

processes necessitate markedness constraints indexed to loanwords. Gelbart 

(2005) presents an analysis of Latvian, according to which native words 

became peripheral in this language. We address these arguments in chapter 

6, after having presented our model. 

We now briefly turn to non-phonological evidence for the reality of strata, 

which has led to the establishment of the strong lexical stratification model. 

 

3.2.3.1. The Reality of Lexical Strata 

 

Ito & Mester remain focussed on strata as they are defined by distribution of 

segments. A theory of stratification based purely on distributional patterns 

would not be particularly persuasive for at least one reason - if the words 

grouped in a stratum have only certain marked structures in common and do 

not constitute classes visible to the grammar in any way, then the structures in 

question can be assumed to have a specific representation instead of labelling 

whole words as members of lexical strata (see the following section for such 

arguments).  

However, there is much stronger evidence for the reality of strata. 

Experimental evidence has been adduced that speakers use their knowledge 

of lexical strata in perception. For example, Japanese speakers have been 

shown to shift their perceptual boundaries according to the stratal affiliation of 

                                                
17 Here Pater actually follows the famous scenario introduced by Rice (1997) as a reductio ad 
absurdum of the lexical stratification, according to which the learner of English has two 
different grammars for the words fond and font.  
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the item they are listening to. When exposed to nonce items containing 

foreignness cues, they extend the perceptual area which they categorize as a 

long final a (allowed in foreign words, Moreton & Amano 1999). The same 

effect was found for existing loanwords which contained no foreignness cues 

(Gelbart 2005, Gelbart & Kawahara, forthcoming). These data could be 

explained in terms of the specific sociolinguistic situation in Japanese, where 

literate speakers need to know the stratal affiliation of the words in order to be 

able to write them down, since different scripts are used for different strata. 

Because of this fact, metalinguistic tags referring to lexical strata are 

commonly used during formal education and they are present in Japanese 

discourse. 

However, Moreton & Amano mention another crucial fact of stratification in 

Japanese - strata are morpheme co-occurrence classes. Many processes in 

Japanese morphology have been shown to be sensitive to the stratal affiliation 

of morphemes (see e.g. Kurisu 2000).  

Stratal affiliation has also been shown to play a role in the derivational 

morphology of English and Dutch (Booij 2003). We will show many more 

examples of loanwords being exceptional in morphology in section 5.2. 

Finally, given our discussion in 2.1., there are all chances that loanwords in 

most languages will be restricted to certain grammatical categories, another 

fact which can makes it beneficial to be aware of stratal affiliations (see 6.3. 

for a discussion). 

Given all these facts, it is not surprising that it has been found that speakers 

are aware of stratal cue in languages where literacy and common discourse 

do not require any etymological competence. So Jurgec (2008) found that 

Slovenian speakers use stratal cues in their judgements of non-existing 

words, a result replicated for Serbian (Simonović 2009). Jurgec’s subjects 

were also able to distinguish loanwords lacking any cues from their native 

counterparts. The same study also found that Slovenian speakers are even 

able to group non-native items by the period in which they entered the 

language – the oldest borrowings were judged foreign less often than newer 

ones or and far less often than the newest once. This seems to be the 

consequence of phonological adaptation, but also of the integration into 

derivational families. Morphological orphanhood (i.e. perception of the fact 
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that certain words have no derivates in the rest of the language) was reported 

to function as a foreignness cue in Hebrew by Schwarzwald (1998). As we will 

show in chapters 4 and 5, this scenario, according to which words gradually 

build up derivational families, based on which the duration of their presence in 

the language and their level of integration can be predicted, follows from the 

fact that introduction of novel allomorphs is discouraged in the lexicon (see 

section 4 for further discussion).  

Now we turn to an alternative account, which, although it is able to capture the 

distributional patterns, fails on the facts we have just presented. 

 

3.2.4. A “too elegant” alternative - Underspecification 

 

There has been one alternative, representational account of the effects in 

question, which does not make use of indexed constraints.  

The division between accounts using diacritics and the ones using 

representational means for encoding exceptional patterns is an extension of 

the lines of research which existed in the rule-based era of generative 

phonology (see Pater 2006 for a general discussion). So Inkelas et al. (1994, 

1997) argue more generally that the marked structures which are 

exceptionally preserved and static regularities should be treated using the 

same mechanism – prespecification in the lexicon. It is important to stress that 

the authors from this line of research do not recognize loanwords as a special, 

independently defined domain, but treat them as lexical exceptions. For 

established domains these authors propose cophonologies – minimal 

rerankings of the main, master ranking, which apply to subclasses of the 

lexicon. An important difference with indexed-Faith-based approaches is that 

both markedness and faithfulness constraints can be reranked. One such 

subclass, analysed using cophonologies is the Turkish stress pattern for place 

names – Sezer stress (see section 5.2.3.2.3.)18.  

                                                
18 Inkelas&Zoll (2007) do mention lexical strata as one of the classes which show 
“subgrammatical phonological patterns”. In this paper they argue that such patterns should be 
analysed using cophonologies. Though their arguments might hold of other cases, for 
loanwords they show no good reasons to give up on the more restrictive indexed FAITH-
based approach. 
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We begin by giving an example in which this approach shows all its virtues. 

The analysis is based on Inkelas et al. (1997), with some details modified for 

the sake of clarity. 

In Turkish there are three classes of obstruent-final noun stems – (a) the ones 

with non-alternating voiceless obstruent (devlet), (b) the ones which show 

alternation between a voiced and voiceless obstruent, conditioned by the 

position in the syllable (kanat) and finally (c) the stems which have a voiced 

obstruent in all forms (etüd). In (32) we give examples of each group. 

 

(32) 

 

(a) devlet   “state” 

devletler  “states” 

devleti   “state-accusative” 

 

(b) kanat   “wing” 

 kanatlar  “wings” 

 kanadι  “wing-accusative” 

 

(c) etüd   “study” 

etüdler  “studies” 

  etüdi   “study-accusiative” 

 

A stratification-based account in this case would make use of the fact that all 

the words which follow the pattern in (c) are loanwords and assume that both 

kanat and etüd have a voiced obstruent in the underlying form, but the one in 

/etyd/ is protected by FAITH(loan) and therefore surfaces in all the forms, 

whereas the one in /kanad/ gets devoiced whenever it ends up in coda 

position. The ranking which would make this work is given in (33)  

 

(33) 

 

IDENT-IOVOICE(loan) >> *VOICEDCODA >> IDENT-IOVOICE 
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The alternative analysis offered by Inkelas et al. (1997) is to leave the 

alternating stems underspecified for voicing, so the words in (32) would get 

the representation in (34). 

 

(34) 

 

 /devlet/      /kanaT/      /etyd/ 
I      I   I 

    [-voice]               [0 voice]                 [+voice] 
 

Now the specified obstruents retain their voicing in all positions, due to 

undominated IDENT-IOVOICE, whereas the underspecified obstruents get their 

value based on the position they end up in. The correct analysis in this case 

needs a markedness constraint which imposes intervocalic voicing - *VCV. In 

order to get the voiceless codas, we can either use *VOICEDCODA or a general 

constraint *VOICE. We will use the latter in the tableaux below, in which we 

show the behaviour of the alternating stem /kanaT/. 

 

(35) 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

This approach appears more elegant, if we stay within the realm of 

phonotactic regularities, since it does not introduce any diacritics, such as 

tags for different classes of loanwords to which faithfulness constraints can be 

indexed. It also appears to be superior in cases where features of more strata 

co-occur within a word. Such cases have been attested for various languages 

(see Inkelas et al. 1997 for Turkish examples). Ito & Mester (1998) mention 

/kanaT/ IDENT-IOVOICE *VC[-voice]V *VOICE 

a.  �    kanat    

b.         kanad    *! 

/kanaT+I/ IDENT-IOVOICE *VC[-voice]V *VOICE 

a.         kanatµ  *!  

b.  �    kanadµ    * 
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stems such as Sino-Japanese teNka “empire”, which contains a violation of 

*NT, but still undergoes Rendaku-voicing, normally restricted to Yamato 

words, in compound forms such as onna-deNka “petticoat government”. Such 

a form poses no problem for the underspecification-based account, since its 

alternating part can be underspecified, whereas the non-alternating part has a 

full representation. The representation would then be /TeNka/ and nothing in 

the system would mind its unusual combination of an underspecified stem-

initial obstruent and specified postnasal one.  

Ito & Mester (2001) did address this alternative, emphasising that it is unable 

to deal with the “impossible adaptations” which their model is able to capture. 

Assuming that, if underspecification is permitted, it should be permitted in all 

positions, they take the peculiar step of putting various combinations of 

underspecified segments in “nativisation tableaux”. This then shows that an 

impossible nativisation of the English words story (!) would emerge. 

 

 

(36) 
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Now Ito & Mester argue that the problem lies in the fact that 17d is a 

candidate to begin with and that underspecificationists will “need to come up 

with a general way of removing such ‘wrong’ inputs from i.e., for the case at 

hand, declaring /Stç®i/ once and for all verboten for speakers of German.” 

Obviously, this would not be easy since “any notion of "impossible input" 

violates the principle of Richness of the Base, a cornerstone of standard OT, 

which accepts literally all universally viable linguistic representations as 

possible inputs (p. 16)” 

This argument seems faulty to us. The claim that the sequence [Stç®i] is an 

illegal nativisation of /stç®i/ does not mean that it is an illegal nativization of 

anything. What’s more, the output [Stç®i] is even predicted by Ito & Mester’s 

own grammar Faith(C) >> *sC >> ®, once it is fed the input /Stç®i/. The fact that 

such a form would be illegal in English should not matter if the Richness of the 

Base is the limit.  

There actually exist English words which allow us to test this hypothesis – 

words such as shrink or shriek have the right shape for this. Below we present 

how the most liberal grammar from Ito & Mester (2001) treats the input shrink.  

 

(37) 

 

 

 

 

The tableau in (37) shows that structures like SC and ® can coexist within a 

word in the most liberal stratum of German. 

Underspecification has to rely on Lexicon Optimization and, just as 

stratification, it cannot account for all the gaps in the forms surfacing in a 

language. This is a daunting enterprise in the native strata already, since 

inventories are not always symmetrical, and it is entirely hopeless in the strata 

which crucially depend on the input from other languages.  

It seems to us that the criticism presented by Ito & Mester backfired because 

they stayed within the field in which they cannot win – as long as the strata 

/S®Ink/ Faith-C 
(unassimilated) 

*® *sC 

a.  �   S®Ink  *  

b.        S{INk  *!   
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are defined solely on distributional grounds, the representational solution will 

be more economical. However, as soon as we introduce the arguments from 

morphology and categorical restrictions on stratal affiliation, the 

representational approach, unable to keep track of more or less 

underspecified lexical entries and group them together, has to capitulate.   

This brings us to the crucial assumption concerning the application of 

underspecification in loanword adaptation, which seems reasonable given the 

status of loanwords in languages – loanwords will always arrive to the RL as 

fully specified structures. Their full specification, resistant to alternations, 

might actually serve as one of foreignness cues, helped by the fact that some 

of these structures are banned from the language (see section 4.5.) This 

nicely captures the fact that loanwords add new structures to the language 

(see e.g. Rice 2006). This matches the fact that loanwords have reduced 

paradigms and few related forms in the language, which all enforces a very 

specified representation. Note that even when whole derivational families from 

another language enter a new language, the alternations which occur in them 

will hardly point to an analysis which assumes a common underlying 

representation (e.g. English velar fronting in syllabi[k]~syllabi[s]ity).   

 

Given all the evidence for the existence of strata and morphology’s sensitivity 

to them, we cannot agree that underspecification can replace stratal 

Faithfulness. However, representational accounts should be taken seriously 

and a balance should be found, so that stratal effects are correctly captured, 

but not overgerated. It seems that an optimal way of bridging this gap is to 

make the lexicon sensitive to the level of underspecification – underspecified 

structures will be considered part of the core stratum of the lexicon. 

In the following two chapters we will give further evidence that the fact that 

loanwords have specified structure is a consequence of the design of the 

mental lexicon and the one optimally used by the grammar.  
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3.3. Conclusion of the Chapter and Further development 

 

In this chapter we have reviewed the parcelled field of loanword phonology. 

We have seen that it consists of two fields – loanword adaptation and lexical 

stratification, whose researchers tend to stay within their own domain, in spite 

of the fact that their theories make predictions about the other domain. In the 

following section, we present our approach to loanword phonology, which 

strives to integrate the attainments of the two fields. 
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4. Current Model – the Portal 

 

In this chapter we present our own approach to loanword phonology and 

introduce the concept which will help us reconcile the two perspectives of 

adaptation processes discussed in the previous chapter – the Portal. We 

begin with a discussion of the elements of our theory which were already 

present in other approaches. So in section 4.1 we show how pieces of 

different approaches fall together once a broader perspective is introduced. In 

section 4.2 we discuss and justify our assumptions concerning FAITH(LOAN). In 

4.3. we introduce the principle of recoverability and show how it is imposed on 

the words in the portal. In 4.4. briefly introduces the forces responsible for the 

morphological treatment of loanwords. In 4.5. we present the big picture of the 

portal as the locus where various, independently motivated forces converge in 

order to cater to loanwords. 

 

4.1. The Big Fusion – Stratification is Given 

 

As we have argued throughout chapter 3, a number of generalizations which 

have been missing in the literature originate from the unnatural divide 

between the research of loanword adaptation and the one into lexical 

stratification.  

One big problem and a crucial one for our account, which vanishes once the 

big picture is viewed, concerns the indexation of Faithfulness to loanwords. 

Constraint rankings necessary for loanword adaptation were argued to pose a 

learnability problem, because speakers do not learn how to nativise foreign 

inputs as a part of their L1 acquisition, so it was not clear how the relevant 

rankings emerge. The problem vanishes if we zoom out and appreciate the 

fact that bilingual speakers introduce foreign words into already stratified 

lexica, which relegate loanwords to the outermost domain of the lexicon. In 

this domain more information has to be preserved than in native underlying 

forms. This outermost stratum of the language determines what is possible in 

the discourse in that language, even if only a foreign citation forms. No 
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language preserves all features of the SL words and some of them get peeled 

off the words immediately upon arrival19.  

The problem of adaptation is much less abstract than it might seem at the first 

sight. The sociolinguistic literature which we have reviewed (chapter 2) 

teaches that in all the cases where systematic mappings have been 

encountered, there was a case of stable bilingualism. Bilingual speakers in 

such communities have access to a sufficient number of established 

borrowings to draw an analogy to all the cases they encounter in their 

borrowing career.     

Another important insight, for which we are especially indebted to the 

participants of the Great Input War, is that elements of new representations 

come from different sources (such as perception of the spoken form, 

orthography, underlying form etc.), so that we cannot hope to develop one 

universal mechanism which will be able to predict the adapted form based on 

the form in the source language, independently of the type of language 

contact. However, bilinguals, who already have a stack of pairs of existing 

words at their disposal, will know where to look i.e. they will know on which 

information the loanwords in the RL are based20. 

Finally, once we see borrowing as integration into a stratified lexicon, we have 

a better insight into where words go after they enter the new language. Even 

words with no foreignness cues (and perhaps even the ones with express 

                                                
19 What a language tolerates on its farthest periphery will certainly depend on its contact with 
other languages and conventions within the community as to what falls within the scope of 
speaking a certain language. However, there are some general tendencies, which we 
discussed in 3.1.3.2. Research into the properties of the outermost stratum of the lexicon can 
benefit from the results of the perception-based approaches (see section 3.1.2.1.). So, for 
example Dupoux et al. present persuasive evidence that French speakers' ability to perceive 
the position of stress is very limited. This means that loanwords lose their original non-final 
stress already on the outermost stratum of French. It seems that even in communities with 
high proficiency bilingualism some features never make it to the RL lexicon. So it seems that 
English aspirated stops and [Q], already rare in Dutch pronunciations of English, get 
“repaired” in most speakers as soon as the matrix sentence is Dutch.   
20 We are not trying to belittle the efforts to understand the sources of loanwords and the 
mappings which hold between cognates in SL and RL. These facts are crucial for an 
adequate description of every language contact situation. We also hope that this line of 
research will provide more insights concerning the interactions of multiple sources – in 
sections 5.1.3. and 6.4. we present some cases which show that the written representation 
kicks in after the pronounced input has been used. 
However, we do believe that the crucial processes happen after the RL’s door has closed 
behind the new word.  
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phonological adaptation) will long be recognized as loanwords, due to the 

factors such as morphological combinability and “orphanhood” (see 3.2.3.1.).  

Being recognised as loanwords, these new words will stay at the periphery of 

the host language, inhabiting the most liberal stratum of the lexicon. This 

means that they will be under the auspices of the most protective of all 

Faithfulness constraints – the outmost FAITH(LOAN)
21. Since it is not general 

Faith that protects these words, this accounts for the fact that loanwords can 

have different repair strategies than native words. 

In the following section we briefly turn to the assumed properties of 

FAITH(LOAN). 

 

4.2. FAITH(LOAN) 

 

As we have argued in 3.1.3.2., the Faithfulness constraints responsible for the 

lexical stratification and loanword adaptation are regular indexed Input-Output 

Faithfulness constraints, projected onto the edge of the phonological lexicon. 

Because of the nature of the input to the loanword phonology, the current form 

of the loanword serves as the first argument of these constraints i.e. they 

cannot look into the word’s history. Crucially, FAITH(LOAN) does not serve as a 

link to the master copy in SL and is not the mechanism responsible for 

preserving such a link if it exists. Unlike the proposed constraints referring 

directly to SL words, FAITH(LOAN) does not predict that lexicalised borrowings 

will be updated if bilingualism of the RL community develops (see section 

3.1.3.2.). FAITH(LOAN) can only support a link to the master copy by doing what 

IO-constraints do – licensing marked structures in a certain sector of the 

lexicon. 

Being a regular IO-constraint, FAITH(LOAN) does not prevent Lexicon 

Optimization from establishing a new underlying form every time the word 

becomes more nativised. Furthermore, because loanwords arrive to RL as 

morphologically simplex chunks, there are no other paradigm members which 

can salvage the elements of the UR which are deleted in one surface form. In 
                                                
21 As will be made explicit in section 3.3., FAITH(LOAN) is part of a mechanism which 
facilitates borrowing. In that sense, when discussing FAITH(LOAN), we do not make claims 
about Faithfulness constraints protecting results of contacts which have long stopped, such 
as FAITHSino-Japanese.  
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other words, having only one form, unrelated to the rest of the lexicon, these 

words run much more risk of being changed beyond recognition. And exactly 

for these words, which are not yet established words of the RL, it is crucial to 

remain recoverable with respect to their source for the bilinguals.  

Because segmental deletion has much more fatal consequences in loanwords 

than in words with a morphological network, we follow the most researchers in 

assuming the universal ranking of the type MAX(LOAN) >> DEP(LOAN). Since the 

situation of loanwords in all other aspects is similar to that of other words and 

segmental inventories prefer being enriched by recombination of the existing 

features to having new features introduced (see Ussishkin & Wedel 2003), we 

follow Ito & Mester (1999) in assuming that FAITH(LOAN) should follow the 

regular FAITH ranking as closely as possible (for Ranking Consistency see 

section 3.2.3.).  

FAITH(LOAN) is part of the mechanism in the service of recoverability, but it 

cannot assess recoverability itself or punish its absence. Actually, we will 

argue that nothing in the lexicon can - it is a conspiracy of a number of 

independently motivated forces active in the lexicon that results in increased 

recoverability of the loanwords. These forces are active on the peripheral part 

of the lexicon – the one which participates in the portal.   

 

4.3. The Portal – Basic Ingredients 

 

The portal is the domain where a number of forces conspire to enhance the 

recoverability of the loanwords with respect to their master copies in the SL. 

As we will shortly see, defining what contributes to recoverability is not a trivial 

issue. In cases in which the language contact is at its onset, it will amount to 

preserving all the structures of the new word, defying the domestic 

markedness (in such cases FAITH(LOAN) is crucial). As language contact 

proceeds, the languages will build a stack of linked cognates, based on which 

the speakers will be able to adapt new words. In either case it seems that 

words preferably have as simple lexical representation as possible. 

As long as a word is in the portal, there will be efforts to increase its 

recoverability i.e. it will be treated as a loanword. 
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Recoverability with respect to the master copy is essential in all stages in the 

life of a loanword: 

(1) Bilingual speakers who initialise the process have to make sure that 

their bilingual interlocutors will reconstruct the same SL words from the 

produced form. 

(2) As the word is spreading, it relies on the master copy, in order to 

become its cognate across the community. It is very undesirable for 

various unrelated adaptations to emerge. 

(3) Once the word is an established borrowing, speakers will try to keep 

the word in a systematic mapping relation with its master copy in order 

to invest it into an inter-language mapping, which is essential for 

efficient borrowing (e.g. Haugen’s third stage). 

As we have seen in chapter 2, the literature on bilingual production teaches 

that speakers never have full access to more than one mental lexicon. This is 

the reason why bilingual speakers are not able to jump across the inter-

language fence for only one word, without leaving suspicious traces along the 

way. For the same reason, maintaining the valuable link between the master 

copy and the loanword is a delicate issue22.  

As we will see, the portal does not introduce any additional mechanisms into 

the lexicon, so there is no part of it able to look across the inter-language 

fence. The best the portal can do for the items which already are in the RL 

lexicon is to conserve them and keep them in an easily accessible form. 

However, there is nothing in the RL lexicon that can see whether the 

loanwords are actually linked to master copies or not.  

It is a crucial aspect of our model that monolingual and bilingual speakers 

alike are assumed to have a special representation for loanwords and treat 

them in a special way. What makes loanword a loanword is its presence in the 

portal i.e. its ability to be linked to an element of another language. The 

                                                
22 Kroll & Dijkstra (2002) present evidence that interlanguage homophones and homographs 
show mutual priming effects in Dutch/English. This should be seen in the perspective of the 
mappings which emerged during the contact between the two languages (see below and 5.1). 
However, the fact that certain surface forms are connected in bilinguals (or maybe even 
derived one from the other by a rule following from a mapping) does not mean that entire 
lexical entries are linked. We hope that further research of the bilingual lexicon will show how 
abstract links in between the lexical entries can be. In 5.1. we review some evidence that the 
community-wide used mappings between structures in different languages tend to be based 
on very concrete units. 
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difference between monolingual and bilingual speakers is in the realization of 

this potential. However, this is not to say to say that monolinguals have any 

unused space in their mental lexicon. As we will show, all the mechanisms in 

the lexicon which improve recoverability are independently motivated and 

essentially stronger versions of the mechanisms which apply to native words. 

The fact that these mechanisms apply to loanwords to a larger extent is a 

consequence of the fact that they arrive into the language without derivational 

networks and paradigms. 

The portal can be seen as a “quarantine” in which all the prospective 

loanwords (in the sense of the discussion in 2.2), loanwords and suspected 

loanwords are kept.  

The portal is the meeting point of the following elements:  

- all loanwords, 

- FAITH(LOAN) – the highest protection RL can offer 

- links to master copies (in bilinguals) 

- inter-language mappings generalized from the links (in bilinguals) 

In every particular case, the portal struggles to preserve the link between the 

SL and the RL word. If the mission of the portal is accomplished, the speakers 

can induce a mapping between the SL and RL structures from a stack of 

linked words, so that they become valuable cues as for how to adapt the 

same structure in new words which enter RL. 

The final goal of the portal is to provide such mappings that for every RL 

structure there is one corresponding SL structure23. 

Inter-language mappings are the crucial attainment of long language contact. 

Optimization of mappings is exactly what distinguishes between different 

types of bilingual communities in Haugen’s classification (see 2.3.).  

As we will see in the following chapter, as a consequence of the limitations on 

the simultaneous access to different lexica (chapter 2), mappings will tend to 

refer to segmental strings which do not necessarily correspond to linguistic 

units. Cases of long language contact teach that mappings become 

conventionalized and lose their original motivation. A crucial point here is that 
                                                
23 Note that we are not claiming that correspondents of various SL structures should not 
overlap – we can see very little or no effort in loanword adaptation to keep SL structures such 
as segments apart. The goal is only to have a one single solution for each and every SL 
problem.  
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there is no inter-language naturalness, which would keep mappings 

“grounded” in some linguistically reasonable way. The survival of different 

inter-language mappings depends solely on the stack of words they are 

supported by. 

The basic ingredients - FAITH(LOAN), links and mappings are sufficient for 

treating single forms as inputs to loanword phonology. However, in many 

languages new words are also under pressure to develop paradigms. We turn 

to this issue in the following section. 

 

4.4. The Portal – Rooting out Allomorphy 

 

Until now we were assuming that nothing forces new words to get an 

inflectional paradigm. However, since the classes which usually get borrowed 

are often the ones which have overt morphology, there are many languages in 

which the assignment of a paradigm becomes an issue the very moment a 

new word enters the language. This is bad news for recoverability, since a 

new version of the link has to be established between a master copy in the SL 

and a whole range of forms in the RL. Furthermore, there is a permanent 

danger that new allomorphs will emerge which will be irrecoverable with 

respect to the master copy.  

Luckily, there is a general mechanism which prevents proliferation of 

allomorphs in the lexicon and which can take service with recoverability – 

Lexical conservatism (Steriade 1997ab, 1999, 2000, Pertsova 2005), which 

blocks the introduction of novel allomorphs given the existing ones. As we 

have seen in chapter 2, words enter the language with only one allomorph. 

This means that every interaction with morphology introduces new ones. 

Lexical conservatism then accounts for the fact that blocking of paradigms in 

loanwords is very strong cross-linguistically. We give the formal version of the 

lexical conservatism and an analysis of its effects in section 5.2.  
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4.5. Portal - The Big Picture 

 

Now we have assembled all the elements of the current model, we can give 

its graphical representation and address some of its additional aspects. 

  

(38) 

 
As visible on the graph in (35), the portal comprises parts of both lexica and 

the mappings which are outside the lexicon and in that sense portal-specific. 

However, the part of the RL lexicon which participates in the portal is clearly 

delimited and the lexicon-internal forces are only able to access lexicon-

internal information. 

For the moment we assumed no stratification in the SL (but see 6.3). The RL 

is crucially stratified and the intensity of colour represents the strength of 

stratal cues for parts of the lexicon – as the strata get lighter, there is less 

chance that the words in them will be recognized as a loanword and become 

a part of a useful mapping. Given our discussion in 3.2.2., we can say that 

lighter words are predicted to have less specified phonological structure and 

are more and more entangled into morphological relations with other items of 

the lexicon, which makes them less suitable as loanwords. Note that the fact 

that loanwords generally have richer representation follows naturally from the 

presented picture – abstract representations arise from alternations (assuming 

underspecification, see our discussion in 3.2.3.1. and 3.2.4), which are 

thwarted by Lexical Conservatism. Furthermore, words which participate in 

links have to stay concrete because they feed concrete inter-language 

mappings.  

     
 

                 links              

 

 

               mappings 

FAITH(loan)  

Source language      Portal  Recipient language 

  

 

         Lexical 

 Conservatism 
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This model also predicts cuing effects described in section 3.2.4. If an 

encountered word contains a marked structure, the speaker will, based on the 

sheer fact that it has surfaced, place it on the periphery, so that Faithfulness 

protects all its marked structures. The same will happen if the speaker is 

exposed to a word he cannot relate to any existing words or a word which 

disobeys obligatory morphophonological patterns.   

Note also that it follows from our model that every assimilatory step towards 

the core stratum of the lexicon and every new morphological link to other 

words will gradually fade the words’ colour and draw it away from the portal.  

 

4.6. Summary of the Chapter and Further Development 

 

In this chapter we have presented our model of loanword phonology in its 

abstract form. In 4.1. we have shown that most of the issues which were 

problematic for the previous accounts vanish once we unify the two main 

perspectives in the literature and assume the stratification of the RL lexicon. In 

4.2. we have presented our view of FAITH(LOAN), which recognises the 

epenthetic bias in the loanword adaptation. In 4.3. we presented the crucial 

concept in our account - the portal with its inter-language mappings, deduced 

from the existing links between the RL and SL words. We have also presented 

the main principle of the portal – recoverability, which dictates that all the SL 

forms should be recoverable from the RL forms. Afterwards, in 4.4. we have 

presented the mechanism which constrains the lexical representation of 

loanwords – Lexical conservatism. In 4.5. we gave the full picture of the portal, 

which shows that all the effects essential for the functioning of the portal are 

attained using independently necessitated lexicon-internal forces, so that the 

RL lexicon of the monolinguals has the same structure as that of bilinguals. 

In the following chapter we will show the portal in action – we will give 

examples of inter-language mappings and the way Lexical conservatism and 

FAITH(LOAN) influence the lexical representation of loanwords will be 

elucidated.  
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5. The Portal in Action 

 

In this chapter we consider how the components of the portal are put to use. 

We will focus on two aspects of the portal, one present only in bilinguals – the 

inter-language mappings - and one inherent to the lexicon – lexical 

conservatism. In section 5.1. we discuss inter-language mappings of various 

kinds, showing that they are preferably based on metalinguistically accessible 

units and can be highly conventionalized. In section 5.2. we show how Lexical 

conservatism interacts with FAITH(LOAN) to constrain the lexical representation 

of loanwords. 

 

5.1. Inter-Language Mappings  

 

Haugen (1956) proposes an experiment in which a group of speakers of the 

same language would be exposed to an unfamiliar language and asked what 

they hear. He then predicts “that the degree of randomness would decrease 

as the listeners become more familiar with the sounds”. Haugen then goes on 

to say: 

 

”When languages are in contact, there is a strong tendency for speakers to 
equate items of the one with items of the other. Some items thereby acquire 
associations different from those they have for monolinguals without such 
experience”      
        (Haugen 1956: 44/45) 

 

Haugen’s term for this process is interlingual identification. For its results - 

pairings of various units from two languages – we will use the term inter-

language mappings (term borrowed from Kang 2004). They are an essential 

part of the portal as we conceive of it.  

The mappings should not be seen as an additional device necessitated by the 

portal only. They are an inductive mechanism employed in various types of 

bilingualism. So for example, Dutch speakers of English as a second 

language can import Dutch words in English “disguise” into their English 

discourse. This disguise reflects the awareness of the mapping based on 

existing words.  
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(39)  

hakkelen → to hackle [hQkl] “stammer”   

ananas    → [>Qn´n´s]/[´>nQn´s]  “pineaple” 

 

These words are made by analogy with existing Dutch/English A/Q pairs such 

as appel/apple or ham/ham. The fact that the speakers extend such mappings 

to items where they do not apply proves that they have some mental realita 

and are probably used to “unify” the representations of cognates – some kind 

of inter-language economy. Further research is necessary to determine the 

nature of elements which can participate in these mappings. Kang (2007) 

gives an overview of the existing literature and concludes that “the 

phonological representation that the interlanguage mapping refers to should 

contain phonetic details that are considered non-contrastive in L1 and at the 

same time should somehow acknowledge the privileged status of contrastive 

features” (p.12).  

We have already mentioned in the previous chapter that an exhaustive list of 

mappings which provide a single RL correspondent for each SL form is the 

goal of the portal. In that sense, mappings might seem similar to a grammar. 

However, since mappings, unlike grammars, connect elements of two lexica, 

which, as we have seen in chapter 2, cannot both be accessed 

simultaneously, mappings tend to refer to elements which are 

metalinguistically accessible.  

Metalinguistic accessibility can also be important in social transfer of the 

mappings – in certain communities (e.g. with various levels of bilingualism) it 

may be desirable for mappings to be made explicit in the discourse (e.g. by 

pointing out analogous examples).  

It seems to us that what Kang describes as characteristics of segmental 

mappings might be the conditions of metalinguistic accessibility – a 

combination of the same phonemic category and salient non-distinctive 

features.  
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Many examples show that the mappings in stable bilingualism can be highly 

conventionalized and are not susceptible of any synchronic explanation24. The 

fact that such mappings are actively used for loanword adaptation poses 

serious problems both for the input-based and the grammar-based 

approaches to loanword adaptation. As it turns out, general tendencies can be 

established only in the initial phase of the loanword adaptation. Unfortunately, 

as we have seen in chapter 2, this is exactly the phase in which adaptation 

strategies can vary to a great extent and the exact input can hardly be 

established due to various levels of bilingualism and various accents which 

bilinguals employ. For this reason, we believe that phonological research into 

loanword phonology should focus on constraints on productive mappings i.e. 

what structures can participate in them, how abstract they can be etc. In what 

follows we will give three examples of conventionalised and arbitrary 

segmental mappings, the type which usually falls out of the picture presented 

in the literature. We will see that these mappings can either have a historical 

or prescriptive origin, yet they are a part of the language contact reality just as 

their more “natural” counterparts are.  

In the following section we give examples of a highly conventionalized set of 

mapping rules in the Spanish-Basque contact which has lasted for more than 

2000 years.  

 

5.1.1. Spanish-Basque Inter-language Mappings  

 

Hualde (2000) presents a number of surprising correspondences which hold 

between Spanish nouns and their adaptations in Basque. So, for instance, 

nouns which end in the sequence –on generally have –oi in their Basque 

correspondents. 

 

 

 

 

                                                
24 Note that this does take away the fact that these conventionalized mappings have to refer 
to metalinguistically accessible units - they just do not have to relate them in a way which 
would seem phonetically natural. 
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(40) 

 

Spanish  Basque 

camión  kamioi  “truck”  

electrón  elektroi “electron” 

 

This is surprising because very common nouns in Basque end in the 

“repaired” Spanish sequence e.g. gizon “man” and on “good”. This 

correspondence has a historical explanation - the original sequence -one had 

different destinies in both languages, yet the mapping between the new forms 

remained. An interesting aspect is that the sequences in question are not 

morphemes in these words. However, equally arbitrary morpheme-to-

morpheme correspondences can bleed this general correspondence. So the 

words which end in the Spanish -cion/-sion get borrowed with a final -zio/-sio 

in Basque.  

 

(41) 

 

edición  edizio  “edition” 

conclusión  konklusio “conclusion” 

     

Hualde gives many further examples, involving word-final sequences and 

stress, in which the Spanish words get “adapted” in ways which does not 

make them less marked in Basque. In most cases there is a general pattern 

based on sequences which can then get overridden by morpheme-specific 

correspondences.  

Note that Basque portal with Spanish is very functional – Hualde says “A 

Basque speaker who uses a word […] will not necessarily know whether s/he 

is repeating a Basque word which s/he has learned of whether s/he has in fact 

adapted it spontaneously from his/her Spanish lexicon.”  

In such cases the mappings between the two languages are so strong that 

whole classes of SL words have a potential directly derivable RL 

representation (see the discussion in section 2.2.).  It also shows that under 

such circumstances mappings serve as a shortcut in the integration of new 
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words – the new word immediately joins an existing class of words, which 

means that the portal is performing its function. 

After having shown arbitrary correspondences which hold in the portal, we 

move on to an example of change in correspondences in an arbitrary way.  

 

5.1.2. Nouns in –i/-u in Serbian 

 

In this section we discuss the morphological adaptation of i/u-final nouns in 

Serbian in two periods in which the morphology did not change in any relevant 

way – in contact with Turkish (16th until 19th century) and in contact with 

western European languages (19th century until present). These two vowels 

are interesting because no native stems in Serbian end in them and in the 

times of contact with Turkish no nouns at all did. What happened in this first 

contact might be evidence against concrete representations as only possible 

participants in the inter-language mappings  - all the representations 

containing final underspecified high vowel /-I/, realized as [i], [µ], [u] or [y], 

were borrowed with a final –ija, regardless of the its morphological status. 

 

(42) 

 

cimri – džimrija  “miser” 

rakı – rakija  “raki” 

komşu – komšija “neghbour” 

köprü – čuprija “bridge”  

  

Serbian lexicon still contains many items with this ending, but since 19th 

century there are practically no speakers who could establish the mapping.  

Around this time Serbian got a chance to import i/u-final nouns again and the 

strategy was a different one, as can be seen from examples in (43). This time 

the whole form was taken to be a stem and case endings were added to it, 

starting a new class of nouns, which are recognised as foreign. 
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(43)  

 

singular – nominative, genitive  plural - nominative 

 

ragu, ragua     ragui   “ragout” 

paspartu, paspartua   paspartui  “passe-partout” 

viski, viskija     viskiji   “whisky” 

flopi, flopija     flopiji   “floppy” 

 

Now the foreign stems are kept together throughout the paradigm, the first 

case of Lexical conservatism we have seen up to now. 

The Serbian nativization patterns which we have presented here show that 

the same language can have varying adaptation strategies within a short 

period of time, without there being any crucial changes in its structure.  

An interesting and unexplored question is how mappings change within the 

same language contact (for a discussion of [ti] and [di] in Japanese see 

Crawford, forthcoming). It seems that there are general biases here as well – 

the Huave case which we briefly discussed in 3.1.2. indicates that the 

mappings from the initial period of language contact (based on the links as 

ígado→ík) were not transparent enough and the speakers moved on to more 

faithful mappings. Note also that, given the fact that this is now a highly 

bilingual community, Spanish code-switches now enter Huave discourse, 

which enables FAITH(LOAN) to refer to them and issue a protest every time an 

element gets changed. However, it is crucial that only one set of mappings is 

actively used in a community at a time, whereas words of other historic layers 

are passive with respect to the mappings. This accounts for the fact that 

languages generally do not “update” their established loanwords even if the 

community learns more about the master copy.  

Now we turn to a pattern which shows that even implicit standardisation can 

influence spontaneous adaptations. 
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5.1.3. Syllabic [r] in English Borrowings into Serbian  

 

English rotacized vowels, realised as [‘], are typically mapped to the Serbian 

syllabic [r] by the speakers. This is a very prominent feature of the Serbian 

accent in English and of spontaneous nativisations, very obvious from the 

phoneticized English, common in colloquial Serbian. In the following example, 

taken from a blog, this accent is being ridiculed. The underlined letters are 

realisations of ‘/‘r.  

(44)  

 

Srbs hed inaf of filti, pezent, primitivli komplikejted end ekstrimli agli Srbian lengvič. 

Lajk evidens za ovu tvrdnju, Aj vil mejk šr tu provajd ju sam bjutiful ekzempls from 

evridej lajf, nešnal kalčr end medijas, vič mejd mi da tinkujem o jedna veri seriozna 

reforma na jezik. Det kajnd of reforma iz not jednostavna tu establiš, zbog čega 

gesujem det bi se mastovala sprovoditi step baj step. ...Enivej, fajnal gol vud bi tu 

supres Srbian lengvič (vokabjuleri, speling, pronansiješn, artikjulejšn end so on...) et 

ol instances: strating from evridej komjunikejšn, preko skuls end edjukejting 

programs, tu ekonomi, politiks, kalčr, literačr, rilidžn end mor.  

 

Retrieved on 15 December 2008 on 

http://blog.b92.net/text/6039/%22WRAJTUJ%20KAO%20SHTO%20SPIKUJESH%

2C%20RIDUJ%20KO%20SHTO%20JE%20WRAJTNUTO%22/ 

 

These examples show that there is a clear awareness of the mapping ‘/r in 

Serbian speakers. 

In standard Serbian, however, there are no examples of syllabic [r] in English 

loans and the words containing [‘]/[‘r] are adopted with [Vr] sequences, 

whereby the vowel is usually taken from the graphical form e.g. Berkli 

(Berkeley), Berns/Burns (Burns).  

Serbian speakers seem to be aware of this aspect of the standard language. 

When asked to nativise the words workshop and feature the way they would 

use them in an SMS and the way they would use them in an academic article, 
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they choose vrkšop/fičr in the former and vorkšop/fičer in the latter case25. It is 

important to note that this procedure is not entirely conscious in the speakers - 

they are not able to formulate a generalization - and that adaptation strategies 

are not taught at any level of formal education. However, the speakers are 

able to support their choice with other examples of standard adaptations. 

This example shows that even if the speakers have different intuitions about 

certain correspondences (which then get invested into substandard 

nativisations), they can acquire a prescribed pattern and use it actively. This 

also shows that speakers are able to access mappings as a whole and 

replace them by other mappings. 

 

The denominator of the three examples of unnatural mappings we have 

presented is that speakers pick up on the available patterns and apply them in 

further adaptations, rather than developing their own intuitions on optimal 

correspondents in two languages.  

In the following section we briefly turn to a specific pattern of morphological 

mapping. 

 

5.1.4. A Pan-European Lei-morpheme26 

 

Lei-morphemes are the morphemes which are added specifically to foreign 

inputs in order to integrate them. Lei items are foreign themselves and they 

become independent after enough words containing them get adopted and 

analysed. One such morpheme (of Romance origin) became very productive 

in many Germanic and Slavic languages - German –ieren, Dutch –(is)eren, 

Slovenian –irati, Croatian and Sebian –irati, Russian –irovat’ all became very 

productive in their languages.  

We are not aware of any study of the spreading of this pan-European lei-

morpheme. However, it would be interesting to see how this process 

developed, without any of the languages involved being in intensive language 

contact.  
                                                
25 I am thankful to Miloš Stanojević, Petra Timotijević. Milena Srbinoska and Miloš Rašić for 
sharing their intuitions with me. 
26 Lei is the welcome wreath presented to guests on Hawaii. We are proposing the term lei-
morpheme since we are not aware of an existing term. 
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This pattern lost its status as the default verbalising pattern in all the 

languages. We can see that by comparing the “older” verbs for “inform” with 

the ones for the new concept “to out, to disclose as a homosexual” in the 

relevant languages. 

 

(45) 

 

German Dutch  Slovene Croatian Serbian 

informieren, informeren, informirati informirati informisati  

outen,  outen,  outati,  outati,  outovati 

 

As an incentive for future research we would like to make three remarks about 

what might have made this morpheme more convenient than the ones which 

replaced it as default verbalizers: 

 (1) In German the left edge of the verb is protected from extra 

morphology – compare informiert vs. geoutet. 

 (2) In Slovenian and colloquial Croatian this suffix neutralises the stress 

pattern of the stem and that of the affixes, by virtue of being stress-bearing, 

thereby making the paradigms more uniform.  

 (3) In Slavic language these verbs exceptionally transcend the 

difference between perfective and imperfective verbs in many cases. Modern 

verbalisers are more troublesome in that respect (Serbian imperfective 

autovati, perfective ?autnuti). 

The spreading of bound morphemes is yet another instantiation of inter-

language mappings. Such mappings get established across the linked words 

– another piece of evidence that bilingual speakers make use of cognates in 

their languages - and become productive mechanisms for further borrowing. 

This is a crucial aspect of the portal as we see it – whatever parallels are 

available, they will be used maximally, because this increases the chance that 

the adaptation pattern will be recognised and the new word will be 

successfully added to the stack of similarly linked words. 

 

Up until now, we have described inter-language effects which make little 

sense without the assumption of bilingual speakers who profit from them. Now 
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we turn to effects which are equivalent in monolinguals and bilinguals and 

follow from the properties of the lexicon. 

 

5.2. Lexical Conservatism - Paradigms and Recoverability Effects 

 

In this section we turn to the interaction between the RL lexicon and 

loanwords. Apart from the force which licences all the marked structures 

allowed in the language, FAITH(LOAN), another lexicon-internal force has a 

crucial influence on loanwords - Lexical conservatism (Steriade 1997ab, 1999, 

2000, Pertsova 2005), which constrains the introduction of novel allomorphs. 

Clearly, recoverability can only benefit from Lexical conservatism – features of 

existing allomorphs, closer to the master copy, are preserved, the mappings 

can be kept simple (one-to-one) and the representations can be kept 

concrete. 

Lexical conservatism (henceforth LC) is especially suitable for analysis of 

loanwords because it expresses constraints on the introduction of new 

allomorphs given the existing ones.  

LC crucially relies on the notion of “listedness” which denotes  

“a degree of familiarity with a word, sufficient to give a speaker the confidence 

that the word has been sanctioned by past linguistic usage” (Steriade 1997a). 

Steriade uses this notion for established lexical items and their innovative 

allomorphs, where listedness of certain items can vary across speakers. 

Establishing listedness is much less problematic in the cases we are 

discussing – the bare form which has just entered the language is listed in all 

speakers using the word (and even doubly listed in bilinguals27), whereas the 

new inflected form is unlisted for everyone. 

Our second reason for using LC, rather then more common Output-output 

Faithfulness (see e.g. Benua 1997) is to keep Faithfulness (which can then be 

reserved for the mappings between underlying and surface forms) and LC 

terminologically separated. As Steriade notes, LC constraints can refer to any 

phonological property (and potentially even to non-contrastive phonetic detail, 
                                                
27 We do not see any reasonable way to establish whether Lexical conservatism is able to 
look into different lexica and what it is able to see. As we will see in our example tableux, for 
our purposes, it is sufficient to assume that it has access to the code-switched form in the 
initial phase of integration. 
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see Steriade 2000). This is not surprising, given the fact that LC refers to 

surface forms, which are syllabified, have stress etc. which increases the 

number of criteria by which newly introduced allomorphs can be forced to 

match the existing ones. Interestingly, our examples will make use of the 

properties (some of which are absent from the UR and therefore out of reach 

of FAITH(LOAN)), analogous to the ones which Steriade uses in her examples 

which do not come from loanword phonology – syllabification, position of the 

stressed vowel, position of the stem final consonant etc.    

Furthermore, LC will play a crucial role in the evaluations which lead to the 

change of the lexical representation in paradigm formation (e.g. reanalysis of 

stems into stems and affixes). We assume that in such cases OO-Faithfulness 

would just evaluate the uniformity in the future pattern, whereas LC relies on 

the listedness of the elements at present, so it can resurrect them by 

demanding from the future allomorphs to be similar to them in various 

aspects. We will see some such examples in sections 5.2.1.1 and 5.2.2.1.1. 

 

In (46) we give the general template of LC constraints. 

 

(46) 

 
The form of lexical conservatism conditions: Lex (P) 
Let T (µ) be the allomorph of µ appearing in a form under evaluation. 
Let L(µ) be a listed allomorph of µ. 
Let P be a phonological property. 
T(µ) is characterized by P only if some L(µ) is characterized by P. 

          (Steriade 1997b) 

 

Since any phonological property can serve as an argument of LEX constraints 

and loanwords start their life with one allomorph, the highest LC can set the 

bar is to demand from new forms to match the listed form in everything i.e. 

they can prohibit the introduction of new forms. In such cases loanwords have 

no paradigms. The step between one allomorph – the bare form and the 

introduction of the next one (with affixes attached) is a big one due to the fact 

that the second allomorph appears in a derived environment. 
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5.2.0. Intermezzo - What Happens if LC doesn’t Prevent it - DEE 

 

The difference between morphologically complex forms and the simplex ones 

played a crucial role in our discussion of code-switching. It has long been 

recognised in the phonological literature that stems constitute a special 

domain in which phonological processes can be blocked, whereas they occur 

in derived forms. This effect has been termed the Derived Environment Effect 

(DEE, see e.g. Łubowicz 2002). In second language acquisition, it has also 

been established that contrasts first get introduced into non-derived 

environments, from where they spread to other contexts (Iverson et al. 2003).. 

An effect discussed in Jurgec (in progress) makes a crucial connection 

between morphological complexity and loanword adaptation. In Slovenian and 

Catalan (and Serbian) segments absent from the native items in the recipient 

language are allowed only in bare forms of nouns, but excluded from the 

forms which have overt morphology.  

For example, in Serbian, the English segments such as [ph], [æ], [®] or [ı] can 

exceptionally surface in the bare (nominative) forms (see 1a and 1b below), 

but these segments are obligatorily replaced by their native correspondents in 

any case form with overt case ending (given the unacceptability of 1c). 

 

 (47) Serbian 

 

1a.    On se zove [phæt®ık].28 

1b.    On se zove [patrik]/ [petrik]. 

“His name is Patrick(nominative).” 

1c. * Razgovarao sam sa [phæt®ıkom]. 

1d.    Razgovarao sam sa [patrikom]/[petrikom]. 

“I talked to Patrick(instrumental).” 

 

                                                
28 Jurgec reports that there are Slovenian speakers who have stable systems with foreign 
segments in bare forms. In Serbian these items have a high mortality rate and soon get 
replaced by regular paradigms with only native segments. How pervasive this effect of 
paradigm levelling (Benua 1997, Albright 2008) is in different communities can depend on 
social factors. It also isn’t clear whether monolingual speakers can have this kind of DEE 
affected paradigms. 
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Note that this is not a prescriptive rule of the standard language – speakers 

have very clear intuitions about forms like the one in 1c. 

Jurgec (in progress) follows the existing OT-based analyses of the DEEs (see 

e.g. Łubowicz 2002) in using Local Constraint Conjunction (Smolensky 1993) 

to account for this phenomenon. The constraint conjoined with the 

markedness constrain against the foreign structure is ALIGN-R(Root, PrWd)29.  

In (48) we give the tableaux for the Serbian pair ®çd~rçda, a possible 

adaptation of the English name “Rod”. 

 

(48) 

   

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

As can be seen from the tableaux, the word used in a context which demands 

a derived environment has to repair all the foreign segments30. This 

development is not beneficial for recoverability. Even if the foreign segments 

survive and remain the only option in the bare form (as it seems to be the 

case in Slovenian, see footnote 29), another allomorph for the inflected forms 

gets introduced. Then the mapping is between an SL item and a paradigm 

with two allomorphs – an undesirable complication. On the other hand, if the 

native segments become obligatory in all forms (the Serbian case), the 

                                                
29

 An odd property of this constraint is that it predicts that there are languages I which the 
effects described by Jurgec should be sensitive to the number of segments/syllables by which 
the two edges miss each other. This seems counter-intuitive, since the distinction is between 
non-derived and derived. An option would be to posit a constraint which demands the two 
edges to coincide.  
30 The DEE effects are categorical in Serbian and Slovenian, but seem to be gradual in Dutch. 
So, when using the English word ranking, most of the speakers tend to render it as [®ENkIN], 
although [®] is banned from syllable onsets in Dutch. Still, some speakers also have 
[rENkIN]/[{ENkIN], with a legal Dutch onset-r. In the derived environment, created by adding the 
diminutive suffix, only rare speakers tolerate the foreign segment - ?[®ENkINkj´], whereas the 
adapted forms are acceptable to everyone - [rENkINkj´]/[{ENkINkj´].  

®çdloan ALIGN-R(Root, PrWd) & *®®®® FAITH(loan) 

a. ®çd           

b. rçd  *! 

®çdloan+a ALIGN-R(Root, PrWd) & *®®®® FAITH(loan) 

a. ®çda         *!  

b. rçda  * 
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borrowing will drift away from the original borrowing, much to the chagrin of 

FAITH(LOAN)
31. This is why in many other languages the two forces can 

conspire and block paradigms altogether. In the following section we will see 

such processes.  

The rest of this chapter will bring a preliminary catalogue of the results of the 

interactions between FAITH(LOAN) and LC, followed by our tentative OT 

analysis of the data. However, the real limitations on this interaction and the 

role the local Markedness can play in such situations are left to further 

research. 

 

5.2.1. Lexical conservatism & FAITH(LOAN) in Action 1 - Isolating bias 

 

In this section we present a number of cases in which loanwords are 

indeclinable in the RL. As we have already mentioned, if all the LEX 

constraints are top-ranked, the new allomorph has to be identical to the old 

one in everything i.e. there will be no new allomorph. This means that 

loanwords have no paradigms32.  

 

5.2.1.1. Indeclinables in Italian 

 

Long-terms suppression of paradigms has been described for both standard 

and American Italian (Repetti 2006). Standard Italian has a numerous group 

of nouns ending in a consonant, u or i which have the same form in singular 

and plural (48a). What these nouns have in common is that they have no 

correspondents among the singular forms of the Italian native words. So, 

since Italian has no null singular ending, the speakers do not come up with 

                                                
31 Note that some of the LC constraints will also be violated – the new paradigm Petrik, 
Petrika, Petriku etc. will have the stem-final consonant in an onset position. Crucially, LC can 
be sensitive to this kind of differences and thus see [pe.trik.] and [pe.tri.k] as different 
allomorphs. We are hesitant to put LC constraints in synchronic tableaux because they 
essentially evaluate a diachronic development – introduction of a new allomorph. In that 
sense LC is more similar to a lexicon maintenance service than a family of grammar 
constraints.  
32 Note that we are assuming that some of the LC constraints favour null paradigms to the 
ones in which suffixes are added to a single allomorph. In the cases we are discussing this 
option is hardly distinguishable from the one in which LC blocks the paradigms in order to 
prevent some interaction between the stem and affixes imposed by high-ranked markedness. 
More research is needed to disentangle the issues here. 
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plural forms for such words. However, also some nouns with potentially 

parsable –a, -e and –o have such a pattern (48b). In such nouns some 

speakers do have the tendency to analyse the final vowel as a singular 

marker and decline the word (Marta Castella, p.c.). This means that there is 

pressure to express morphosyntactic categories such as number.  

 

(48) 

singular plural 

(a) 
 
film film 
jeep jeep 
 
kiwi kiwi 
sushi sushi 
guru guru 
bantu bantu 
 
(b) 
 
panda panda 
metro metro 
kamikaze kamikaze 
 

Repetti observes that in a group of potentially parsable nouns there is some 

tendency to shift the original non-final stress to the final syllable (see 

examples in 49). By doing so, the loan nouns join a small group of native 

indeclinable nouns with stressed ultima (città “city”, gioventù “youth”).  

 

(49) 

judo$, sake$, narghile$, iglu$, tabù 

 

Note that in the two last examples this shift happened across the board, since 

–u couldn’t have been parsed by morphology. We assume that this happened 

because a limited mapping was established. 

Whereas the stress shift just described for standard Italian is limited to words 

from less familiar languages, it is general in American Italian and applies to all 

nouns (and only to nouns) ending in a vowel, with the exception of –a (<´). 
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Note that just as in standard Italian, the native nouns with a final stress are 

indeclinable. 

  

(50) North American Italian   

 

[fa’lç]  “fellow” 

[win’dç] “window” 

[wo’fe]  “wellfare” 

[kun’tri]  “country” 

[pe’ni] “penny” 

[ni’fju] “nephew” 

 

Repretti uses an alignment constraint ALIGN-R(STEM, PRWD), specific to 

loanwords, to account for the cases of indeclinable nouns. This constraint 

does provide an adequate description of the encountered phenomena, 

however it is not particularly insightful – what is avoided here is parsing of the 

stems such as ‘wofe into ‘wof-e, which would open the doors for the plural 

form ‘wof-i and various combinations with elements of derivational 

morphology. In order to prevent this from happening, shifting the stress is a 

small price to pay.  

In the cases like this, where there are no bare forms, Lexical Conservatism 

risks a total defeat – if the reanalysis happens, there is no allomorph identical 

to the existing one, because the only remaining allomorph is [wof]. In the 

situations of this type, OO-Faithfulness would not be interested to intervene, 

because in the new constellation (‘wof-e ~ ‘wof-i), the exponents of the 

morpheme [wof] do not differ. 

So, due to high-ranked LC-constraints, faithfulness to the stress position (and 

LEX(STRESS)) of the borrowed form gets sacrificed in order for the word to 

remain strictly monomorphemic. 

Note that, as in standard Italian, this shift happened across the board, so that 

also the nouns with final –i and –u now have final stress. It is yet another 

example of an analogical extension of a pattern to a broader class (nouns 
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ending in vowel different than a), which became a part of an inter-language 

mapping. 

Note also that –a, derived from final ´ in non-rhotic dialects, remained 

parsable – daughter → ’dçR--a, freezer → ’fris-a.  

Now we turn to examples in which paradigms are imposed on loanwords by 

the RL morphology, but the original forms are preserved by preventing 

prosody or morphology from parsing through them. Here again, LC and 

FAITH(LOAN) will interact to save the words from developing intricate paradigms. 

 

5.2.2. Lexical conservatism & FAITH(LOAN) in Action 2 - Unparsability 

 

In cases where the LC is not strong enough to leave loanwords indeclinable, it 

can settle for a bit less - parsing of the stem (i.e. original form) can be 

blocked. There are two common types of unparsability – the original stems are 

kept intact by prosodic or morphological categories. In the first case, LC 

demands the preservation of the prosodic structure of the original allomorph. 

In the second case, the old allomorphs stay within the same morpheme i.e. 

they have to become the stem in the new paradigm.  

Note that in these cases an element of the original form is preserved – the old 

all-round allomorph remains a morphological or a prosodic unit. Obviously, 

recoverability benefits greatly from these effects since all the elements of the 

source word which were preserved will be kept together and occur in all 

elements of the new paradigm. 

Note also that FAITH(LOAN) is essential here, in that it preserves the segmental 

information of the allomorph – recoverability does not benefit from an 

extremely changed borrowing with a uniform paradigm. 
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5.2.2.1. Prosodic Unparsability 

 

5.2.2.1.1. Italian Stem-final Gemination 

 

We stay in Italian, where there is a widely attested process of stem-final 

gemination. Unlike standard Italian, American Italian does not tolerate nouns 

ending in a consonant, so that one of the suffixes nouns end can in is added 

to the stem. Interestingly, the stem-final consonant is then geminated33  

 

(51) North American Italian 

 

[bil.lo] “bill” 

[brik.ko] “brick” 

[rag.ga]34 “rug” 

[tip.pa] “tip” 

[am.me] “ham” 

[strit.te] “street” 

 

What is achieved by gemination is that all the material corresponding to the 

original allomorph is kept within a syllable.  

Note that an LC account needs to assume that at a certain moment the C-final 

forms were still present (because it is their property that is preserved) and that 

they could enter some kind of variation with the –CCV-final forms.  

Actually, there is evidence that such variation does occur in monosyllables in 

continental Italian. So in Repetti (1993), we read: 

“If there is oscillation between the “foreign pronunciation with a final 
consonant and a more “Italian” one with a final vowel, the final consonant in 
the latter always lengthens: chik [šik]/[šikke], rum [rum]/[rumme], tram 
[tram]/[tramme].”         
       (p. 189) 
 
                                                
33 This does not happen only if the new stem-final syllable has an epenthetic vowel in the 
nucleus – clams → klεmisi. Repetti analyses this as an interaction of an alignment constraint, 
Head-DEP and Weight-to-Stress Principle. 
34 Note that pairs like ’fris-a (<freezer) and lissa (<lease) illustrate the contrast between the 
nouns which are simplex from the point of view of the SL and the ones which “hide” an SL 
stem within, a consequence of once active LC constraints. We will see in many examples 
below that LC can have such a conserving effect. 
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So then the LC constraint protects the syllabification of the original allomorph 

– LEX(SYL). This constraint trumps the constraint against gemination. We are 

assuming that the singular suffix is in the input, because Repetti’s American 

Italian examples show that all three nominal singular suffixes – -a, -e and –o 

are added to English stems, but never an –i (except in nativized plurals, see 

footnote 33) or -u. 

 

(52) 

   

 

  

 

In the following section, we will see that LEX(SYL) can cause gemination even 

in bare stems if the language has affixes starting in a vowel. 

 

5.2.2.1.2. Hungarian Stem-final Gemination 

 

Hungarian native nouns can end in consonants and there seems to be no 

special requirement concerning the weight of the syllables. However, when a 

foreign noun ending in a light syllable is borrowed into Hungarian, there is a 

strong tendency to geminate the final consonant of the stem if it is a voiceless 

obstruent. Kertész (2003) calls this the Heavy Syllable Requirement. We give 

some examples in (53). 

 

(53) Hungarian  

 

csekk  “check” 

sokk “shock” 

matt “checkmate” 

Pitt  

Cliff 

repp “rap” 

 

bil+o LEX(SYL) *GEMINATE 

a.        bi.lo      *!  

b. � bil.lo  * 
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Kertész (2003) even goes on to say that there is an increasing number of 

native/foreign pairs such as sok “many” ~ sokk “shock” that geminates are 

becoming foreignness cues. However, this tendency is entirely absent if the 

consonant in question is a voiced obstruent – the only example is klub [klub:].  

The same tendency exists in verb stems ending in a voiceless obstruent, 

which are derived using the suffix –el/-ol. 

 

(54) 

 

csekk-ol “check” 

flepp-ol “flap” 

klikk-ol/klikk-el “click” 

curükk-ol “move back” (older borrowing from German) 

 

It seems that a number of factors conspire here. Firstly, the (exponents of the) 

most Hungarian suffixes begin in a vowel, a constellation in which the original 

stem is still kept within one syllable. Secondly, it is no wonder that this 

tendency is strong in an agglutinative language with a strictly initial stress – 

satisfaction of the Weight-to-Stress Principle is guaranteed in all the cases 

where the foreign stem is monosyllabic. Finally, we see an influence of the 

universal preference for voiceless geminates (*DD>>*TT).  

 

In (55) we give a simplified tableau for the verb klikkol to illustrate our 

analysis. 

 

(55)  

 

 

 

 

 

Note that we now assume that the final geminate spread from such derived 

environments (or, more probably the case forms of the same noun) to the 

bare stem klikk “click”.  

klik+ol LEX(SYL) *Geminate 

a. �       klik.kol     * 

b.    kli.kol *!  
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Based on the data presented in Kertész (2003), we can conclude that this 

process has probably become a part of the inter-language mapping of modern 

Hungarian. 

From a case in which the rationale behind LC and FAITH(LOAN) is obscured in 

the bare forms, but becomes obvious once the paradigms are taken into 

account, we turn to a case in which whole noun classes have an obscured LC 

effect.  

 

5.2.2.1.3. Japanese Stem-final Gemination 

 

Japanese shows the gemination effect on loanwords with certain interactions 

with the domestic markedness constraints. Shinohara (2003) shows on the 

example of French loanwords in Japanese that this effect is fully realised only 

when the foreign stem ends in a voiceless obstruent. 

 

(56) 

Japanese French 

pikunikku pique-nique “picnic” 

lakku lac  “lake” 

 

In the case of Japanese, we have little reason to think that the change is 

morphological, so we are assuming that the added vowel is epenthetic. The 

reason the vowel is added is the famous Japanese ban on all but placeless 

codas (CODA CONDITION). Note that here we are assuming a bilingual speaker 

who tolerates final codas in code-switches, on the far periphery of her 

Japanese lexicon (for a discussion of the regular Japanese strata see section 

3.2.3.). 

 

(57) 

 

 

 

 

 

lak CODACOND LEX(SYL) *TT DEP-IO 

a.     lak    *!    

b.   la.ku    *   

c.�     lak.ku   * ** 
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In the stems which end in voiced or sonorant stops, where the gemination 

produces highly marked structures is Japanese, there is variation between the 

geminated forms and the ones in which the extra mora is carried over to the 

previous vowel.  

 

(58) 

 

robbu/roobu   robe  “dress” 

pommu/poomu pome  “apple” 

 

Shinohara uses a Sympathy-based analysis to account for these facts. So, 

crucially, in cases where the form obeying LC cannot surface, it can be 

recovered by the speakers via a sympathetic candidate. 

 

Finally, in stems ending in voiced fricatives the geminate is absolutely banned 

and the only surfacing forms are the ones with the mora transmitted from the 

faithful candidate. 

 

(59) 

 

roozu (*rozzu)  rose  

 

Here, we assume with Shinohara that Japanese speakers, who are aware of 

the markedness ranking *ZZ>>*NN,*DD>>*TT, are able to establish the 

Sympathy-based analysis and recover the original stem through the 

sympathetic candidate. In this way, they have access to the syllabification of 

the original form, although it is not a part of their lexicon. This is yet another 

example in which LC has managed in preserving an element of the initial, 

code-switched form by influencing paradigm formation. 
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5.2.2.2. Morphological Unparsabity 

 

If foreign inputs are kept unparsable for morphology, the whole chunk remains 

together in all the forms. This is the rationale behind morphological 

unparsability. In these cases, LC resurrects old morphological units by 

insisting on the identity with them at the moment that the paradigm is 

established.  

 

5.2.2.2.1. Slovenian Morphological Parsing 

 

In Slovenian, loanwords such as metro and pire “puree” are entirely equivalent 

to the native nouns such as srebro “silver” and srce “heart”. However, the 

former forms act as unanalysed stems, whereas the latter forms act as 

stem+suffix combinations. 

 

(60) 

 

nominative metró  piré  srebró  srcé  

genitive metrója35 piréja  srebrá  srcá 

dative  metróju piréju  srébru  srcú 

 

In this case a range of LC constraints is satisfied. Since loanwords which do 

not have a stressed final -o/-e get parsed in Slovenian (sálto~sálta), we will 

use Steriades’s LEX(V $$ $$), which requires the stressed vowel in the new 

allomorphs to be the same in new allomorphs. We also use the constraint 

EXPRESS[F], which requires morphosyntactic categories to have an exponent 

in the output (Van Oostendorp 2006). In order to illustrate our analysis we 

assume that tableaux now evaluate whole paradigms (McCarthy, 

forthcoming), given the bare word which has arrived to the language. We 

show only the violations incurred by the forms we spelled out in the tableau. 

We also assume that  EXPRESS[F] is not violated if only one form in paradigm 

is bare. 
                                                
35 -j- seems a good candidate for a lei morpheme – it occurs only in loan nouns whose stem 
ends in a vowel or r.  
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(61) 

 

 

   

 

 

 

Note that the candidate paradigm in a. leaves the old allomorph without a 

stress altogether, which means that every member incurs a violation. 

Now we turn to the last resort for LC & FAITH(LOAN) – if full paradigms have to 

be introduced, they will be as simple as possible. 

 

5.2.3. Lexical conservatism & FAITH(LOAN) in Action 3 - Paradigm 

Uniformity 

 

It is a commonplace in the literature that loanwords enter the most regular 

paradigms in the RL. We will show that this effect is also a consequence of 

LC, in most cases supported by FAITH(LOAN). However, in the cases in which 

elements of the original input are lost, due to too a high ranking of 

markedness constraints, LC is still beneficial for recoverability, since links are 

established between easily accessible and concrete items.  

 

5.2.3.1. Korean coronal adaptation 

 

We have already discussed this case in section 3.1.3.1. – Sohn (2001) and 

Kang (2003) argue that Korean consequently applies vowel epenthesis after 

English stems ending in coronal obstruents in order to avoid alternations 

which are obligatory in native words which have t-final bare forms. According 

to Sohn (2001), when followed by a nominative ending –i, such words can 

have even three values c, ch and s, although s is usually selected. So the 

nativisation of the word cut can be kh√t~kh√si or, if epenthesis is applied, 

kh√thˆ~ kh√thˆkha. Since the latter form has a more regular paradigm, it is 

metró EXPRESS[CASE] LEX(V $$ $$) 

a.      metr-ó, metr-á...
  

 **! 

b. �  metró, metró-ja...     

c.         metró *!  
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preferred. This explains why final coronals trigger epenthesis more often 

released than labials and velars, which are all more released in English. 

In the tableau in (62) we are assuming the moment where both bare forms are 

in the pool and developing paradigms. For the illustration of the suffixed forms 

we used the invariable locative suffix -E rather than the nominative siffix, which 

itself has allomorphy. 

 

(62) Korean 

 

In this case, both LC and FAITH(LOAN) favour the selected candidate. Now we 

turn to a large group of data showing LC effects concerning the location of 

stress. 

 

5.2.3.2. Paradigm Uniformity – Stress 

 

There is ample evidence that loanwords maintain the same stress pattern 

throughout the paradigm. What seems to be the common denominator of the 

situations we will see in this section is that the loanwords have a strong 

preference for stem-bound stress, even in systems where the stress is 

generally computed on whole prosodic words. This is not surprising given LC 

and their origin – loanwords enter the language with the one allomorph, which 

usually becomes their stem. It is then natural that LC will try to preserve this 

stress pattern throughout the paradigm. We start by giving an example of a 

situation where the bilingual speakers have access to SL paradigms and the 

stress patterns in them, but still use only the stress of the bare stem. 

 

 

 

 

k√t, kh√thˆ EXPRESS[CASE] LEX(C) IDENT-IO[CONT] 

a. �   kh√thˆ,  kh√thˆE...      

b.   kh√t, kh√sE...  * * 

c.       k√t *!   

d.       kh√thˆ *!   
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5.2.3.2.1. Serbo-Croatian mobile stress in Slovenian 

 

Serbo-Croatian has a big group of masculine nouns which have mobile, 

invariably penultimate stress. If these words have Slovenian cognates, they 

typically have invariable stem-final stress. 

 

(63) Serbo-Croatian and Slovenian Cognates 

 

Serbo-Croatian Slovenian 

vídik – vidíka  vidík - vidíka  “view”  

délfin – delfína delfín – delfína “dolphin” 

pápir – papíra papír – papírja “paper” 

 

However, when Serbo-Croatian words of this type enter Slovenian, they 

invariably have the stress of the bare form. 

 

(64) Serbo-Croatian borrowings in Slovenian  

 

Serbo-Croatian   Slovenian 

pásulj - pasúlja    pásulj – pásulja  “beans” 

nárkić – narkíća   nárkič – nárkiča  “junkie” 

pórnić – porníća   pórnič – pórniča  “porn” 

Kalemégdan – Kalemegdána Kalemégdan - Kalemégdana  

 

So Slovenian speakers not only keep the stress position constant, thereby 

changing the original location of the stress in oblique cases (which, there is no 

doubt, they perceive and use in their Serbo-Croatian), but they also choose 

the stress of the bare form, counter to generalization holding of the cognates.  

This shows that bare forms play a special role in the adaptation process even 

in cases where there is no reason to assume an actual phase when only this 

form is used or where inflected forms remain unparsed – Serbo-Croatian and 

Slovenian have very similar declension systems and inclusion of forms with 

foreign morphology does not occur. This is again an instantiation of the rule 

that only single, morphologically simplex allomorphs can enter other lexica.   
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(65) 

 

We show in the tableau in (65) that there is nothing in the grammar that 

favours the preservation of the stress pattern of the SL paradigm or the stress 

pattern based on cognates, because the input is one single bare form.   

In the Slovenian case the borrowings enter a numerous class of native words 

with the penultimate stress (e.g. prijátelj, prijátelja “friend”). In some other 

cases, however, foreign words join a small class of native words. 

 

5.2.3.2.2. Hebrew Lexical Stress in Loanwords 

 

As reported in Becker (2003), in Hebrew, most of the native nouns and 

adjectives have predictable final accent in all the forms. 

 

(66) Hebrew Default Stress  

  

dikdúk – dikduk-ím  “grammar” 

dód – dod-ím   “uncle” 

 

A small group of nouns and adjectives have lexical stress on the stem in all 

forms.  

 

(67) Hebrew Lexical Stress 

 

tút – tút-im   “strawberry” 

pílpel – pílpel-im  “bell pepper” 

 

Kalemégdan EXPRESS[CASE] LEX(STRESS) FAITH(STRESS) 

a. �   Kalemégdan, Kalemégdana
  

   

b.   Kalemégdan, Kalemegdána  * * 

c.        Kalemegdán, Kalemegdána  ** ** 

d.       Kalemédgan *!   
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This is the group that borrowed nouns join and now most of the nouns in this 

class are now loanwords:  

 

(68) Hebrew Lexical Stress in Loanwords 

 

diktátor – diktátor-im  „dictator“ 

fonológ – fonológ-im  “phonologist”  

 

In this way, the uniformity of stress is preserved throughout the paradigm and 

the original lexical stress is preserved – a beneficial situation for 

recoverability. 

We show this in the tableau (69). We will represent the constraint rankings 

leading to the metrical stress as a single constraint - FINALSTRESS. 

(69) 

 

Up to now we have seen stress assignment patterns in which fixed stress is 

achieved alongside the preservation of the stress in the bare form. There are 

cases, however, in which the non-default pattern imposed on the words 

entering the lexicon overrides the original stress of the word. In such cases LC 

is active, whereas FAITH(LOAN) is overridden. 

 

5.2.3.2.3. Turkish Exceptional Stress in Loanwords 

 

Such an example comes from a language which, just as Hebrew, has the 

default final stress in the nominal domain. In Turkish, some borrowings enter a 

stress pattern typically reserved for place names. This Sezer stress falls on 

the antepenult if it heavy and the penult is light (Án.ka.ra), otherwise on the 

dictator LEX(stress) FAITH(stress) FINALSTRESS 

a. �      diktátor, diktátorim     ** 

b.          diktátor, diktatorím * * * 

c.           diktatór,  diktatorím * **  
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penult (Is.tán.bul). Crucially, Sezer stress is fixed throughout nominal 

paradigms (Inkelas&Orgun 2003)36.   

 

(70) Turkish – Sezer Stress in Loanwords 

 

ünıvérsite  “university” 

fak[ý]lte “faculty” 

sinéma “cinema” 

      (from Theunissen & Türkmen 2005) 

 

Note that Sezer-stress is not lexical stress and as such it can be computed 

using a different ranking of constraints other than FAITH. This is a problem for 

indexed FAITH-only accounts. However, we have no evidence that a stress 

pattern like Sezer-stress could ever hold only of loanwords in a language. It 

can just as well be the case that loans parasitize an existing stratum in order 

to get fixed stress. 

We now turn to a group of case where there is a loanword-specific stress 

pattern, but it crucially relies on the lexical stress. 

 

5.2.3.2.4. Macedonian & Polish Lexical Stress 

 

In this section we discuss patterns in which only loanwords have lexical and 

stem-bound stress in the language. 

Note that, in classical terms, we have left the domain of OO-Faithfulness, 

since in these cases it is the IO-Faithfulness which determines the underlying 

stress. In our terms, we still have a symbiosis between LC and FAITH(LOAN). 

In the rule-based approaches (as in Hammond 1989, from which we quote 

most of the data in this section) stress patterns of this kind were analysed with 

the assumption that only loanwords have a lexical stress in the language. This 

is an interesting overlap between the two categories, which means that the 

patterns like this one might be extra support for FAITH(LOAN). 
                                                
36 The productivity of the Sezer stress pattern is an issue of debate. Inkelas&Orgun claim that 
“Turkish speakers can zero-convert any existing word, monomorphemic or derived, to a place 
name, triggering Sezer stress” On the other hand, Revithiadou et al. (2006) claim that the 
Sezer stress is not more than a tendency.  
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5.2.3.2.4.1. Macedonian 

 

Macedonian has an extremely regular stress pattern – antepenultimate if the 

word is trisyllabic or longer, otherwise initial. Below we give examples of 

regularly stressed words. 

 

(71) Macedonian Metrical Stress 

 

vóda   “water” 

vódata  “water-definite” 

vodénica  “mill” 

vodenícata  “mill-definite” 

 

However, there are a number of lexically stressed loanwords with either a 

stressed penult or ultima. This has the effect that the stress pattern of every 

word can be read off its bare form. 

 

(72) 

 

bare form   definite  UR 

pólkovnik  >   polkóvnikot   /polkovnik/ 

konzumátor  >  konzumátorot /konzumátor/ 

restorán  >  restoránot  /restorán/    

 

Here again, the position of the stress is preserved across nominal paradigms 

in loanwords only. However, Macedonian also provides an example of an 

interaction between the native stress rules and the loan-specific lexical stress. 

The stress has to stay within the three-syllable window, and if the preservation 

of the lexical stress violates this restriction, the regular stress is assigned.  
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(73) 

 

bare form  definite singular definite plural   

 

konzumátor   konzumátorot konzumatórite  (*konzumátorite) 

restorán  restoránot  restoránite  

 

We illustrate this interaction in the tableau in (74). For the sake of simplicity, 

we will represent the constraint rankings leading to the metrical stress as a 

single constraint – ANTIPENULTIMATESTRESS, and the requirement of staying within 

a trisyllabic window as the constraint TRISYLLABICWINDOW. 

 

(74) 

 

Apart from the group of nouns we have just discussed, the Macedonian lei-

morpheme for verbs –ira- is lexically stressed, so that paradigm uniformity is 

extended to loan verbs as well. 

 

(75) 

 

native      loanwords 

zbóruvam  “I talk”   kopíram   “I photocopy” 

zborúvaat  “they talk”  kopíraat “they photocopy” 

zborúvavme  “we talked”  kopíravme    “we photocopied” 

 

 

 

konzumátor TRISYLLABICWINDOW FAITH(stress) LEX(stress) ANTIPENULTIMATE

STRESS 

a. konzumátor, konzumátorot, 

konzumátorite…   

*!   ** 

b. �konzumátor, 

konzumátorot, konzumatórite.. 

 * * * 

c. konzúmator, konzumátorot, 

konzumatórite… 

 ** **  
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(76) 

 

5.2.3.2.4.2. Polish 

 

Polish is extremely similar to Macedonian, with the difference that the default 

stress is penultimate. We illustrate this with the examples in (77)37. 

 

(77) 

  

hipopótam  “hippopotamus-nominative singular” 

hipopotáma  “hippopotamus-genitive singular” 

hipopotamámi “hippopotamus-instrumental plural” 

 

Exceptional stress can be penultimate or antepenultimate and in all cases it is 

overridden if its implementation would miss the trisyllabic window.  

 

(78) 

 

katólik   “catholic-nominative singular”  

katólika  “catholic-genitive singular” 

katolikámi  “catholic-instrumental plular” 

 

uniwérsytet  “university-nominative singular” 

uniwersytétu  “university-genitive singular”” 

uniwersytetámi “catholic-instrumental plural” 

 

 

                                                
37 The data in this section are from Hammond (1989). Hammond also gives an account of the 
restrictions on the surfacing underlying stress, an issue which we do not discuss here.   

kopíra- TRISYLLABICWINDOW FAITH(stress) LEX(stress) ANTIPENULTIMATE

STRESS 

a.  kópiram,  kopíraat 
kopíravme…   

 * *  

b. � kopíra kopíraat 
kopíravme… 

   * 
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 (79) 

 

 

 

The last two cases with lexical stress have shown interesting constellations in 

which FAITH(LOAN) and LC manage to conserve the stress pattern of loanwords 

in systems which otherwise tolerate no exception to their stress patterns, 

otherwise blind for the morphological structure within the prosodic word. 

 

5.3. Conclusions of the Chapter and Further Development  

 

In this chapter we have focused on two aspects of the portal – the nature of 

the mappings and the influence Lexical conservatism and FAITH(LOAN) have on 

lexical representations. In section 5.1. we have argued that mappings are 

highly conventionalized correspondences between matalinguistically 

accessible units, which bilinguals pick up on regardless of their “naturalness”. 

In section 5.2. we have shown that LC and FAITH(LOAN) restrict the 

representation of loanwords in various ways – paradigms are either blocked 

(isolation) or forced to leave original stems unparsed (unparsability) or 

extremely regular (paradigm uniformity). All these effects, beneficial for 

recoverability, are achieved using only mechanisms inherent to the lexicon – 

Lexical Conservatism and FAITH(LOAN).  

In the following chapter, we return to some unresolved issues concerning 

lexical stratification in order to build up the final picture of our model.   

 

 

 

 

 

uniwérsytet TRISYLLABICWINDOW FAITH(stress) LEX(stress) PENULTIMATE 

STRESS 

a.   uniwérsytet  
uniwérsytetu…    

*!   ** 

b. �  uniwérsytet 
uniwersytétu… 

 * * * 

c. uniwersýtet, 
uniwersytétu… 

 ** **  
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6. Strata Revisited 

 

In this chapter we return to some residual issues concerning lexical 

stratification as caused by language contact and address their relation with 

other documented types of stratification. In 6.1. we turn to two cases in which 

certain phenomena have been argued to an necessitate extension of the 

minimal Ito & Mester onion model.  In 6.2. we consider the proposal that 

lexical strata can group words by their source language. Section 6.3. argues 

for the integration of Faith(loan) with other types of indexed Faithfulness. 

Finally, in section 6.4. we briefly address a phenomenon which implies that 

stratification has an impact before the loanword gets lexicalised. 

 

6.1. Indexed Markedness & FAITH(NATIVE) 

 

In this section we review Slovenian and Latvian stratification facts which were 

argued to be problematic for the minimal onion model of lexical stratification, 

which is restricted to the indexation of Faithfulness (and not Markedness) to 

loanwords (and not to native items). We will argue that these data can be 

accounted for without introducing any additional apparatus. 

 

6.1.1. Indexed Markedness – Slovenian  

 

Jurgec (2008, forthcoming) argues that there is a disjunctive lexical 

stratification in spoken standard Ljubljana Slovenian with the loan stratum 

actively repairing some of the features allowed in the native stratum. This 

necessitates the introduction of markedness constraints indexed to loanwords, 

an extension of the minimal model which goes against the basic intuition that 

speakers are more careful with words of which they know have a foreign 

origin. Below we will take a close look at the evidence given by Jurgec and 

argue that the problematic assumption is not warranted.  

There are two relevant groups of structures, whose reanalysis runs differently, 

so we will also present and discuss them separately. 
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6.1.1.1. Ljubljana Slovenian Rhotic Laxing 

 

Whereas in native words all the stressed front vowels are mapped onto [I] 

when preceding a tautosyllabic [r] (/Er/,/er/,/ir/→[Ir]) in the loan stems /ir/ 

remains [ir] and /er/ becomes [Er] (/E/ is not assumed in loan inputs, see 

below).  

 

(80) 

 

Native  /petEr/  [pe’tIr]  “fifth” 

/Ver/   [VIr]  “faith – genitive plural” 

  /mir/  [mIr]  “peace” 

 

Loan  /Verz+a/ [>VErza] “verse-genitive” 

  /suVenir/ [suVe’nir] “souvenir” 

 

A good deal of the data on rhotic laxing are unproblematic for a FAITH(LOAN)-

only account - in most of the cases the native stratum is more restrictive than 

the loan one. Consequently, the markedness constraint which imposes the 

occurrence of [I] before [r] (analysed by Jurgec as an alignment constraint) is 

sandwiched between the two Faithfulness constraints – 

Faith(loan)>>Markedness>>Faith – the normal situation.  

The mapping /er/→[Er] is actually the only one problematic for such an 

account, since it necessitates a markedness constraint which would enforce 

the loan-specific repair in loanwords. However, there seem to be an unusual 

assumption of URs here - all the examples of loanwords used in (Jurgec 

2008) and (Jurgec, forthcoming) show the alleged underlying e surfacing 

faithfully in unstressed syllables.  
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(81) 

 

[»pErla]  “perl”   vs. [per’lit] “perlite”  

[»vErza] “verse-genitive”  vs. [ver’zalka] “versal” 

  

In Slovenian only ATR mid vowels (e and o) are possible and underlying RTR 

vowels (E and ç) surface with these values, as we show in (82). 

 

(82) 

 

ž[E@]na  “woman-nominative singular” vs. ž[e]na @ “woman-genitive plural” 

m[E@]dved “bear-nominative”  vs. m[e]dve@da “bear-genitive” 

 

So in [pErla] and [vErza] we have all good reasons to assume the faithful 

mapping /Er/→[Er]. This being so, no indexed markedness in needed and the 

pattern just described fits the minimal version of the stratification model.  

We now turn to the second phenomenon discussed by Jurgec – the 

distribution of mid vowels. 

 

6.1.1.2. Ljubljana Slovenian Mid Vowels 

 

As shown by many examples in Jurgec (2008, forthcoming) E and ç are 

avoided in the nativisation process and replaced by e and o, whereas in native 

words, all mid vowels are well attested. 

Most of the loanwords go through a brief initial phase when they are used as 

code-switches with E and ç, before the process changes them. 
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(83) 

 

Unassimilated   Assimilated 

flEš    fleš   

Ekstazi    ekstazi    

wçk/Vçk   Vok 

pçdkast/pçtkast  potkast 

 

Jurgec (forthcoming) also notes that these words lose their RTR vowel as 

soon as they get an overt case ending (DEE, compare our discussion in 

5.2.0), so that the only allowed genitive forms for the nouns in (83) are fleša, 

ekstazija, voka and potkasta.   

This tendency is very strong in present Slovenian adaptations and seems to 

point to markedness constraint specific to loanwords. Such ananlysis is 

presented in Jurgec (forthcoming). 

Interestingly, in colloquial Slovenian there are many frequent older borrowings 

from German which do contain E and ç. We give some examples in (84). 

 

(84) Colloqial  Standard    

fçt´r   oče   “father” 

plEh   pločevina  “tin” 

kšEft   delo   “business” 

šEnk (and šenk) darilo   “present” 

drEk   blato   “shit” 

žlEht (indeclinable) slab   “bad”  

spçkati  spakirati  “pack up” 

 

Note that all these words are banned from standard Slovenian and that for 

each of them there is an unrelated native correspondent which replaces it. 

The same is true of the few words of English origin which preserved their RTR 

mid vowels even in case forms, if declined. 
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(85) 

 

Colloquial Standard 

flεt   stanovanje “flat” 

mεsidž sporočilo “SMS” 

čεt  klepet  “chat” 

čεk  preveritev “check up” but ček “cheque” 

blεf  /  “bluff” 

dbεst  najboljše “best” (usually adverb) 

 

The word blεf is the only apparent exception, but it is felt as a loanword, even 

being spelled as bluf. 

The fact that the change of E/ç to e/o is related to standard language has been 

noted by Jurgec in his dissertation (Jurgec 2008, 40). There he states that 

many of the English words in question have the colloquial version with a RTR 

vowel, but “as soon as they start being used publicly, frequently and/or 

formally, their mid vowels get replaced by ATR”.  

So the change could be interpreted as an effect of standardization, 

comparable to the Serbian phenomena described in 5.1.3. and we will argue 

that this indeed is the case in a minority of speakers who have no contrastive 

tone in their standard Slovenian. In the majority of speakers, including the 

prestigious dialect of the capital Ljubljana, the described change is a 

consequence of an interaction of Lexical conservatism and FAITH(loan)38.  

All the words in which the E/ç → e/o change has happened are declinable 

nouns.  

                                                
38 Jurgec (2008) does point out that in Slovenian speakers who have tonal distinctions the 
vowel quality is “crucially dependent on the tone” (p.145), and one might argue that his 
indexed markedness constraints actually refer only to non-tonal dialects. In that case it is 
peculiar that Jurgec’s forthcoming article is about Standard Ljubljana Slovenian (p.2), which 
does have tones, although to a limited extent in some speakers (see also the discussion in 
Jurgec 2008).  
However this might be, it is important to stress that we agree that there are speakers who 
have the unmotivated mappings E→e and ç→o which they apply when adapting English 
words. However, given the massive exposure these speakers have to established loanwords 
and tonal Slovenian, the amount of E/e and ç/o alternations and everything we have said 
about inter-language mappings in 5.1., it does not seem reasonable to us to introduce a 
markedness constraint only for the standard usage of these speakers. 
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As noted by (Jurgec, forthcoming) there are three declension patterns novel 

consonant-final nouns can join: 

 

(1) with stable e/o – smeh, smeha “laughter” 

(2) with stable E/ç – gçst, gçsta “guest” 

(3) with E~e and ç~o alternation – svEt, sveta “council”, uhçd, uhoda “entrance”   

 

Joining a paradigm has consequences for the tone on the stressed vowel, 

which is distinctive. Tone can be high or low in Slovenian, but in loanwords it 

is almost invariably high. Discussing this phenomenon, Jurgec (2008, 94) 

stresses that high tone better mimics the source stress in the languages from 

which Slovenian borrows most words (English, German, Italian). He also 

states that “there are paradigms with a high tone in all forms, whereas the 

opposite isn’t true”.  

As it turns out, there are also no paradigms with E/ç and a consistently high 

tone. In Becker & Jurgec (forthcoming) we read “in paradigms with fixed 

stress […] E and ç show with predictable tone: Low tone on all members of the 

paradigm, except the NOM.SG and GEN.PL”. 

That means that the nouns with an E/ç which enter Slovenian can keep their 

vowel only if they sacrifice both their paradigm uniformity with respect to the 

tone (i.e. if they introduce allomorphs with different tones) and, consequently, 

the resemblance to the original stress in many forms.  In tableau we will use 

LEX(tone). 

 

(86) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

flE@š LEX(tone) IDENT-
IO(ATR)  

a.       flE@š, flE$ša  *!  

b.  �  fle@š, fle@ša   * 
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Now we have to explain what blocks the candidate pattern flE@š, flE@ša. As we 

have seen in the quote from Becker & Jurgec, words with E/ç have a low tone 

except in nominative singular and genitive plural. Becker & Jurgec assume the 

high tone in these forms to be due to a floating underlying tone associated to 

the case morphemes, which can override the lexical tone. Here again, the 

new arrival status of the loanword has a crucial role in our account – the word 

enters Slovenian as a bare form and with a high tone. Slovenian speakers 

have all the reasons to analyse the high tone as the exponent of the bare – 

nominative singular form i.e. flE@š gets analysed as flEš+ØH. Note that Lexical 

conservatism does not thwart this analysis because no new allomorphs are 

introduced. This is why, when the time for the assignment of a paradigm 

comes, the introduction of the new paradigm flE@š, flE@ša is not supported by 

FAITH(loan) and loses. 

It has been pointed to us by Peter Jurgec (p.c.) that Serbo-Croatian nouns 

which are perceived with a low tone show the same pattern, so that the name 

of the Belgrade park Kalemegdan is perceived KalemE$gdan, but is still 

adapted as Kaleme@gdan, Kaleme@gdana. All we need here is to assume that 

this word goes through a phase in which it is a bare form, analysed as a 

nominative singular form. In that case, the floating tone will override its 

“lexical” tone and give KalemE@gdan, which then, when the time comes to get a 

paradigm, goes the same way as flE@š. This essentially means that the tone in 

the source language is irrelevant, since it gets levelled out by the Slovenian 

nominative singular morpheme.    

 

In sum, upon closer inspection, it turns out that Slovenian adaptation data do 

not strictly necessitate indexed markedness constraints, and can be 

accounted for keeping the onion structure of the lexicon and using the regular 

mechanisms – Lexical conservatism and FAITH(LOAN).   
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6.1.2. FAITH(NATIVE) – the Native Periphery in Latvian 

 

Latvian, analysed by Gelbart (2005), has segments restricted to the native 

words – diphthongs ie and uo. Furthermore, Q is in a “complicated allophonic 

variation” with e, but surfaces only in native words39, while k1 and ĝ are the 

allophones of k and g when followed by front vowels only in native words. 

Segments occurring only in loanwords are f, x and dž.  

Gelbart used these segments as stratal cues in perception boundary shift 

experiments of the type described in section 3.2.3.1. Because of the 

availability of segments suitable for creating perceptual continua, both native 

and foreign segments were put next to stratum-neutral segments - e.g. a-Q 

was a neutral-to-native continuum and dž-ž was a foreign-to-neutral 

continuum. Only native cues were found to trigger a shift towards the 

perception of native items, which leads Gelbart to the conclusion that Latvian 

distinguishes between a native and a neutral stratum. However, he does note 

that in the dž-ž continuum native cues shift the perception away from the 

foreign element dž, which implies that the foreign/neutral distinction does have 

some status.    

Commenting on these results, Gelbart concludes that the native stratum is 

peripheral: 

 

“The history of languages will usually lead to a situation where these 
exceptional strata involve foreign material. However, in a language like 
Latvian where native words are now in the minority, the same mechanism 
may reinterpret native material as being exceptional”. (p.216) 
 

This finding directly contradicts Gelbart’s observations that some words have 

nativised, a facts which he mentions when introducing the cues. So, words 

like muode “fashion”, ĝeografija, ĝeoloĝija, k1i:mija “chemistry”, optik1is 

                                                
39 The rules of this allophonic variation are not made explicit, but we can conclude that e is 
allowed in all environments, since it is the only one surfacing in loanwords. The only 
nativisation mentioned by Gelbart, Manhattan → Manxetena became oft-quoted as an 
example of native periphery situation. However, this might very well be a case of mapping 
optimization – the mapping refers to the elsewhere allophone (see 5.1.). 
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“optician” are loanwords which do contain native-specific segments. Based on 

the conclusions above, we would actually expect native words to denativise.   

It is important to note that the rationale behind most of Gelbart’s experiments 

is that every co-occurrence class which is actively used in perception is a 

stratum, defined by the structures which are allowed only in that stratum and 

therefore serve as its cues. Consequently, the complement of each stratum is 

assumed to ban/disprefer all the structures by which the stratum is defined. 

So Gelbart succeeds in finding evidence for a French stratum of English with 

cues such as –elle, -age, –ette and ž. This does not match our interpretation 

of the lexical stratification, according to which it takes much more for words of 

a certain origin to form a (peripheral) stratum. In order for Latvian native 

features to become peripheral, they would have to vanish from common 

stems with rich derivational families, become restricted to content words or 

nouns and start denativizing. What has actually occurred is that some of the 

Latvian segments happened to be too different from anything in the languages 

with which Latvian was in contact and consequently became restricted to the 

native Latvian words40.  

This brings us to the point that our approach does not ban nativeness cues 

from perception, the same way it does not claim that there are no Frenchness 

cues or computer termness cues. However, the fact that certain structures can 

serve as such cues does not justify the introduction of markedness constraints 

which militate against their presence in the rest of the lexicon. So, Latvian 

does not have markedness constraints like *ie or *uo indexed to the foreign 

items or FAITH(NATIVE). The occurrence of such items in Latvian loanwords 

depends singly on the existence of such elements in the languages Latvian is 

in contact with41. Crucially, Richness of the Base cannot be invoked in the 

case of restrictions on inventories in foreign strata, since there is no gap-filling 

mechanism in charge of the foreign strata. 

                                                
40 Note that for the sake of discussion we are playing Gelbart's etymological game – the 
original distinction between native and borrowed words is based on etymology. We see no 
evidence of alternations or categorical restrictions which would enforce this distinction, drawn 
exactly between the historical layers he user.     
41 Note that it is possible for segments with limited distribution to «miss» each other. However, 
well-attested segments which are allowed to occur in various positions are predicted to be 
available for inter-language-mappings. See also footnote 39. 
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What’s more, there seems to be a general principle in the lexical stratification 

which prevents the lexical strata from being connected with particular 

languages, so also with the native language. We turn to this point in the 

following section. 

 

6.2. No National Flags in the Lexicon 

 

It often occurs that knowledge about the origin of some words is shared by 

many monolingual members of the language community. This can even lead 

to generalization and the association of certain structures with a particular 

language. So Dutch speakers generally know that words containing nasal 

vowels or Z are originally French (croiss[a)], bohemi[E)], rou[Z]e, horlo[Z]e). The 

same is true of the cues for the French stratum in English used by Gelbart 

(2005), who shows that such awareness is not purely encyclopaedic, but also 

plays a role in perception. This, in conjunction with the known fact that Sino-

Japanese stratum of Japanese shows some contradictory distributional 

patterns – it is more restrictive than the core stratum in terms of word length, 

but more liberal than the outmost stratum in allowing palatals – leads Gelbart 

to the assumption of the multiple collapsing onion model of the lexicon 

stratification, which we represent in (87). Crucially, this model allows words to 

be grouped by their origin, preserving the virtues of the original onion model, 

in that it predicts gradual nativisation in the same direction.  

(87) 

 

 

Unassimilated B 
    Unassimilated A 
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Assimilated A 

 

   Native 
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We are not persuaded that this extension is necessary. Firstly, the crucial 

evidence for such a model would be that languages treat similar structures 

from different languages (with which they are in contact simulatneously) in 

different ways. We are not aware of any such evidence. Secondly, both 

features of the Sino-Japanese stratum could be consequences of the limited 

input. Since we are not aware of active mechanisms suppressing palatals in 

higher strata or imposing disyllabic maximum on Sino-Japanese items, we 

see no reason to exclude this stratum from the continuum between the core 

and the periphery of Japanese42.  

Although we do not see any good reasons for the lexicon (and Faithfulness as 

its security service) to be sensitive to anything but core/periphery relations, it 

is very important to keep metalinguistic tagging and its relation to the lexical 

representations on the research agenda of loanword phonology.  

For sociolinguistic reasons, speakers are interested in the actual origin of 

“suspicious” words in their lexicon and so they build up metalinguistic 

intuitions. However, since nothing in the outcome of the grammar depends on 

this, there can be much variation and, more importantly, strategies may 

backfire. So, while collecting data on Serbian lexical stratification, on which we 

report in Simonović (2009), we were in the position to hear many 

“etymological judgements” on nonce words43. An interesting effect was that 

the nonce words containing consonant clusters which are allowed in Serbian 

due to English influence ([narejm] as [frejm], [koraft] as [soft], [nanilt] as [kolt]) 

were usually judged Turkish. However, such structures are either excluded or 

very marked in Turkish and do not occur in Turkish borrowings into Serbian. 

Note also that modern Serbian speakers have no exposure to Turkish. 

What seems to have happened in this case is that the speakers, who believed 

they were judging existing words and all had some command of English, 

relegated the material which they could not match to any language they have 

some cues for to the one which they know to have influenced Serbian to a 

great extent, but have no further knowledge of. This effect shows that flagging 
                                                
42 It might be the case that Sino-Japanese ceased to be a foreign stratum, since Japanese 
has no portal with Chinese at present. 
43 The task was to decide whether the word in question is native or a loanword. However, 
many subjects motivated their judgements. 
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loanwords is the lexicon should be considered separately from the assignment 

to a particular foreign source in the etymology-guessing discourse. However, 

since it is quite possible that the latter is a prerequisite for the former – in 

order to think that a word is Turkish, a Serbian speaker has to think it is a 

loanword and have it flagged as such in the lexicon – it is important for further 

research to shed more light on these issues.  

Concluding our discussion of the possible extensions of the minimal model we 

turn to the stratification of the lexicon on levels other then etymology, which 

we have foreshadowed in our discussion in section 3.2. 

 

6.3. Stratification below the Portal 

 

Many grammatical categories have been argued to necessitate a special type 

of Faithfulness, because they allow either more or less contrast than the rest 

of the lexicon. These categories – nouns, content words, affixes - are 

established on independent grounds. In this section we attempt to bring 

loanwords into the picture. 

 

6.3.1. Loanwords are just as Special 

 

Based on their special position in the lexicon, we argue that loanwords should 

be considered on a par with other special domains in the language, in which 

more contrast is preserved than in the rest. In doing so, we are arguing for the 

unification of loanwords with other special domains for which indexed 

Faithfulness constraints are justified. These have been proposed for various 

lexical classes in order to account for encountered asymmetries in allowed 

structures (stems vs. affixes, nouns vs. other classes, lexical vs. functional 

categories etc). The asymmetries in question are usually discussed under the 

rubric of Positional Faithfulness (Beckman 1998) – Faithfulness relativised to 

special, independently defined domains (Smith 2001, Alderete 2003). 

Interestingly, these various types of indexed Faithfulness have never been 

unified and the rationale behind them – presumably that they all refer to 

domains which have a special representation in the mental lexicon – has 
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never been spelled out (see Smith 2001 for a discussion of FAITH(noun) 

along these lines). 

Until now we have given many examples of languages in which the strata 

defined by other categories coincide with loanword strata – e.g. all loanwords 

in Korean are nouns, independently of their category in the source language 

(Sohn 2001) and many marked structures in Slovenian and Catalan (Jurgec 

forthcoming) are restricted to bare nouns. Taking such restrictions seriously is 

essential, since it might help us restrict predictions about the results of 

language contact. We illustrate this on a hypothetical example.   

 
Let’s assume that the language L, with a set of restrictions F constraining the 

phonology of its function words, its subset C which covers all content 

morphemes and subset N for Nouns, borrows from the language L’ with the 

comparable constraint sets F’, C’ and N’. If the borrowing is restricted to 

nouns only and all the marked structures from L’ enter L, the new grammar 

will be constrained by F, C and N’, or, if the noun stratum gets stratified, F, C, 

N and N’, the option we represented on the graph. Crucially, the impact is 

limited to the world of nouns. 

  
(88) 

 
 

Conversely, the core to which the loanwords are moving has to be seen in 

terms of categories these words belong to - the core is not the most restrictive 

stratum in the language as a whole.  
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For example, Dutch has nasal vowels only in loanwords and no ejectives 

whatsoever. It also tolerates only coronals in its inflectional suffixes and no 

complex syllable edges in its simple prepositions (see Van de Vijver 1999). It 

seems reasonable to assume that these restrictions are encoded in the 

lexicon, as we represented in the graph in (89). However, it would not be 

reasonable to assume that loanwords are striving for the unmarked structures 

of the most restrictive stratum. So, crucially, the targeted level of 

unmarkedness depends on the grammatical category of the loanword. A 

foreign noun can maximally be assimilated into a native-like noun and it is 

perfectly indifferent to the markedness constraints which are given full rein in 

the inner sectors of the lexicon. It is an important empirical question what are 

the possible intersections of the layers of different independently defined 

onions e.g. if a language has borrowed nouns and borrowed verbs, which all 

show stratal symptoms, what are the possible relations between the structures 

allowed in native nouns, native verbs, borrowed nouns and borrowed verbs. 

 

(89) 

 
 

Our discussion of the interaction between the “contact-induced” stratification 

and other types of stratification had to remain restricted to generalisations 

based on limited data, which we hope, will provide incentive for further 

research. Now we briefly turn to phenomena which call for more attention for 

the constraints on the forms the loanwords have before being lexicalised in 

the new language.   

*COMPLEX 

*labial 

*velar 

 

*ejective *[+nasal, +vocalic] 
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6.4. Stratification Above - Ranking the Outlaws 

 

The existence of possible and impossible nativisations was a crucial argument 

in favour of constraint modelling of assimilation processes using an invariable 

ranking of markedness constraints and floating Faith (see section 3.2).  

Our experience with Serbian-English code-switching teaches us that elements 

which are absolutely banned form the lexicalised loanwords show similar 

effects. So, returning to the example from section 5.2.0, the English name 

Patrick can be quoted in its original form [phæt®ık], with 4 structures which 

have to disappear the moment a Serbian suffix gets added to the stem.  

However, in the bare form, it can also surface with various partial repairs, 

which reflect Serbian accent in English. There is a clear hierarchy between 

these features – if one feature has to go, it is always the aspiration - [pæt®ık], 

if only one may stay, it is [®] - [pet®ik]. Note that the reading adaptation of the 

vowel, [patrik] is not combinable with any preserved foreign segments and 

enters the competition only after all the banned segments have been repaired. 

 

So the emergent ranking of banned segments in Serbian is:  

*ph >> *æ, *I >> *® 

 

This nicely correlates with the metalinguistic awareness. Whereas the vast 

majority of Serbian speakers who are fluent in English has no awareness of 

aspiration, even monolinguals are familiar with ® as a feature of English. 

Here again, we hope that future research will provide additional insights of the 

mechanisms which delimit the contribution of the source language phonology 

to the input of the loanword phonology.  
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6.5. Summary of the Chapter 

 

In section 6.1. we addressed some apparent problems for the minimal model 

of lexical stratification. We have shown that Slovenian assimilations discussed 

in Jurgec (2008, forthcoming) do not necessitate any additional mechanism 

and even provide a good case for Lexical conservatism relativized to the tone. 

Furthermore, we have argued that apparent restrictions on the foreign stratum 

of Latvian are not a sufficient argument for considering the native items 

peripheral in this language. In 6.2. we have argued against the hypothesis that 

the lexicon can have separate strata for hosting elements of different 

languages. Section 6.3. shows that FAITH(loan) has to be seen in the context 

of other Faithfulness constraints which protect special domains. Finally, in 

section 6.4. we showed that what looks like constraint interactions goes 

beyond the outmost stratum containing lexicalised loanwords and limits the 

input to the loanword phonology in a systematic way. 
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7. Conclusions 

 

In this thesis we have made an attempt to establish a new agenda for 

loanword phonology, unifying the findings of various fields which currently co-

exist without much cross-fertilization.  

The crux of our account is that lexica have an intrinsically stratified structure 

and that loanwords start their life on the outmost, most liberal stratum of the 

lexicon which they have entered, where they come under the auspices of two 

lexicon-internal forces – FAITH(LOAN), which protects them from any changes 

and Lexical Conservatism, which prevents them from developing new 

allomorphs.   

Now, we can take the same path a loanword goes from a code-switch to full 

nativization as in chapter 1, this time equipped with the proposed model.  

As we have seen, the word enters a new language though a code-switch, a 

level at which some of the adaptation already occurs and some features get 

peeled off the word by the undominated Markedness of the recipient 

language. Such a minimally adapted word, which is morphologically simplex 

and without derivational family, lands on the edge of the lexicon and starts its 

life in the new language. Its early life in the lexicon is determined by 

FAITH(LOAN) and Lexical conservatism, which will keep the word unchanged  

and limit its interaction with morphology (again, as far as other undominated 

constraints of the portal allow this). Effects of these forces – preservation of 

structures which are normally repaired and reduced paradigms/derivational 

families can serve as foreignness cues and the word is kept on the periphery 

of the lexicon. From the periphery, this word will be easily recoverable with 

respect to its master copy.  

However, as the word becomes more frequent and present in the lexicon for a 

longer time, the grammar will tend to remove its special indexation and 

integrate it into more native strata – the word will start its structural nativisation 

and become a part of a regular paradigm. As this process proceeds, the 

representation of the word will be less and less similar to its master copy in 

the SL lexicon and it will increasingly rely on a network of derivationally 

related words in the RL lexicon.  
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As this happens, the chance that the word gets linked to its master copy will 

become smaller. However, in many cases of stable bilingualism the stack of 

integrated words will become so large and uniform that new SL words can 

automatically be transformed in their RL counterparts. Then the mapping is 

supported with every new word which is adapted according to it. As the 

language contact proceeds, the mappings may become more and more 

conventionalized and insusceptible to synchronic explanations. Still, since the 

mappings are based on words which once passed the described trajectory, 

with Lexical conservatism and FAITH(LOAN) determining their development, 

many mappings will still tend to preserve elements of the foreign input both in 

terms of structures and as morphological units. In this way LC and FAITH(LOAN) 

promote recoverability long after they played a role in synchronic grammars. 

 

We have also drawn up a number of directions for further research, which will 

test and enrich our theory. We conclude the thesis by summarizing the most 

important among them. 

Some elements of our analysis had to remain sketchy due to the fact that not 

enough is known about some of the crucial ingredients of our model. So, it 

remains to be seen what is the full range of LC effects in the languages, and 

what kind of factorial typology LC constraints give when combined with 

FAITH(LOAN) and the outermost markedness – thereby describing the 

“grammar” of the languages’ periphery. It is also important to see to what 

aspects of the listed allomorphs LC constraints can refer. So, for instance, we 

left the aspect of LC which distinguishes isolation and unparsability 

unformalised. We hope that future research will enable us to complete the 

formalisation of this part of our account.  

We have also shown that languages in contact are connected by mappings 

between their structures. Further developments of our model will crucially 

depend on the possibility to establish the universal limits on the elements of 

these mappings. In this aspect, research of bilinguals and bilingual production 

can lead to crucial insights. 

Moving on to broader issues, there are two effects which catalyse nativization, 

both of which are predicted to have different strength in typologically different 

languages. Firstly, the undominated markedness constraints have effect over 
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the outermost stratum of the language and limit the input to loanword 

phonology. The changes enforced by the undominated markedness can be 

quite extensive. It remains to be seen if there are languages which perform all 

repairs at this level and if such languages have internal stratification. 

Secondly, the finding that derived environments are the locus of nativization 

has crucial consequences for the typology of loanword adaptation. As shown 

for Slovenian, Catalan (Jurgec, in preparation), Serbian and Dutch, languages 

tend to repair foreign structures in loanwords to which they attach native 

suffixes much more obligatorily than in bare stems. As some languages have 

more obligatory inflectional morphology, this predicts that such languages will 

have less space for introducing foreign structures. What’s more, the 

languages which have no obligatory inflection could keep their loanword on 

the level of foreignness they had as code-switches.  

 

 

Finally, we have also scratched the surface of the interaction of contact-

induced lexical stratification and the other types of lexical stratification 

discussed in chapter 6. As we have seen, the internal stratification within the 

native strata of the lexicon is an important part of every stratification picture. 

We hope that further research will also show how various types of 

stratification interact and what the possible overlaps are. 

In sum, we hope that this thesis has succeeded in putting new issues on the 

map and that our tentative analyses will serve as a good basis for a novel, 

well-established theory of loanword adaptation. 
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